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noteworthy facts
For
do not hurry up and
•nit your cane when it blossoms, but you
just let it alone and cut it when you choose
—no harm will come of it
And you do
not have to keep an army ol hands to
plant in the planting season, grind in tingrinding season, and rush in frantically
and cut down the crop when a frost
threatens. Not at all. Tlnye is no hurry.

England Farmer.

Practice of

Farming.

l before the Concord Farmers’ Club,
I>ec. I1.', 1^:2. by Judge Henry F. French.

Essay

r.

t*ssa> on ilii" subject is like a sermon
whole duty 01 man, somewhat hard
accomnlisii in half an hour.
Wliat L
hv will bo oalculato'd for the meridian of
moord, but with slight variation may,
ike tin* almanao. he adapted to other laii1
My attempt will be to embody in
Death in the Well.
*mpaet form such suggestions as 1 would
»nake t"
man who was about to begin
A farmer amt several of his children were
t
irmiug in th>ncord
sick with typhoid fever. Their physician
Kir<t.
No profit is made, except upon was unable to
account for the malady until
irai crops, and this implies thorough Mi- his attention was called to the water from
llion, with high manuring. Labor is so the well adjoining the house of death. It
Hint sve cannot afford to expend had a
j.,• 11
peculiarly pleasing, sweetish flavor,
'll,.Ill :i lair prospect of large returns, but the idea that there
was anything wrong
,-,.sts nearly as much labor to eultithere was held to be absurd by the surviva a acre yielding halt a crop,—indeed
members
of the family.
ing
However, the
>sts more in the long tun, to keep down
suspicious of the physician were aroused,
Is on aponrly cultivated deld than on one
and the fact that the privy of the farmhouse
irtfully tilled. It is true, though not new, was within 15 feet
of the wall, and had exthat we cultivate too much laud. The want
isted there for many years seemed to point
manure limits the extent of our operato a possible defilement.
On testing the
i011 s. and the problem is to apply the manwater it was found to be highly charged
ure we can make or procure to the quantity
with the products of decomposing animal
aid must profitable. Limiting our labor
matter of poisonous character, and the sufand manure to the extent of land that we
ficient cause of the sickness was apparent.
an thoroughly manage, we must thoroughThe well was abandoned, and the farmer
Draiudrain. pulverize, clean and till.
recovered, but his children were sacrificed.
on all soils where, water is within two
Typhoid and similar diseases are the farmet of the surface in any part of the growers bane.
They are peculiarly the diseases
On many farms in
g season, is essential.
of the rural districts, and cess-pools and
iiicord. $100 expended in drainage would
exist too often iu close proximity
Id $500 value to the farm, and the expen- barnyards
to wells from which water for domestic use
uture would return in cash in two years.
is drawn. No more active ferment or bloodIn t fiat, river town, like ours, every wet
poison can be taken into the system than
T near our dwellings, cured by drainage,
-i
animal refuse, and no more deadly
a gain in our
bailees for exemption from putrid
maladies exist than those thus originated.
phoid fevers and rheumatism. The Board Fevers,
cholera, dysentery, diarrhea, and
Health assure us that typhoids prevail
of a painful nature are of
more
in the rural districts than in the many eruptions
this class, and children are generally the
■wn>, and that they as well as cousumpfirst victims. Surely no stronger argument
.1. are often induced by soil moisture, aud
can be urged for a reformation in our preshalf-drained soil is far worse than a soil
ent barbarous method of getting rid of
wet all the year.
household waste.
Getting rid! So far
Then we must thoroughly plough, bar1 believe from this we but store it up to plague us
ic. 1 ultivate and weed the field.
with it in the worst possible way.
The an., ,leep ploughing in all the laud worth our
cient method, Inculcated by Moses, for the
I never knew a man who did
ultivation.
of
the camps of the Israelites,
.t
advocate leep cultivation in gardens, purification
after thousands of years, is striving for a
a
ver thin lie kept the soil of his fields,
in
our
place
present civilized appliances,
.-.d ..,1 r culture should approach to garden
and there are none more conveniently situilture, to be profitable.
ated
than
farmers
or country residents to
cultivate thoroughly, we need good
T
avail themselves of it.
In the shape of the
of
our
out
such
and
laying
.mpicuents,
modern earth-closet it. is practicable, and
1.
Is that the horse may perform most of
and provides a cure for the evil we
1 can raise ten bushels of roots easy,
v
work.
here deprecate.
[New York Tribune.
r>v field culture for less labor than 1 can
-ae one bushel by hand culture,
Manure for Orchards.
livery farmer should own all the common
tools. \o one can afford to borrow ploughs,
.vators or small tools, however good
Wood ashes are doubtless excellent for
The time it takes
n-igh'.ors he may have.
orchards, but instead of being put round
ii rr .wand return them, and the waiting
the trees they should be spread over the
ii in use, costs far more than
r t.M i.i w*
whole land.
But where are the ashes to
e
of the tools. Land is cheap with
,.r:i
come from in this region?
Wo have little
and it is often economical to leave heador no wood, and of course little or no ashes
I- in grass to turn upon, especially in
In our limited experience we havo learned
-mull fruit culture, and the culture of tender
one thing in regard to orchards as well as
•cetables which are injured by breeding,
fruit trees of every kind that we have cultiwas taught
that this was slovenly farmvated, and we believe the principle can be
but 1 leave unploughed headlands even
g
applied pretty much to everything that
ray potato fields.
grows upon the earth, which is, that the
Let us see wliat are paying
second.y.
of manure benefits them all.
We often hear this question dls- application
;>s
Ground occupied with fruit trees should
-se.i in our club, us if any crop is a paybe manured as are other portions of the
1
ee crop that costs less than it is worth.
land used for the raising of wheat and corn.
:i
raise corn at fifty cents a bushel, it is
It is the negligence with which orchards
said, and it is worth seventy-live, and so it.
are treated in many sections, that makes
is
not
This
the
whole
truth,
though them
pu>'.
unprofitable and worn out prematuresense it is true.
Your farm is worth
And as to the kind of manure with
■hv $11000.
You have manure for ten acres ly.
which orchards ought to be treated, while
irn aud nothing else on your hoed land,
any kind, almost without, exception, will
an.! raise 400 bushels which cost you $200,
of advantage, there is none in the
i it 's wortii $000.
And you have $100 prove
world to tie compared to stable or barn yard
Iran profit, which will about pay the taxes.
manure.
A libera! application of this only
Tlia' is not a paying crop, because not a
everyjthird year, with careful pruning and
rop that, in connection with your grass
of the trees, and ferreting out the
a ml
grain crop, can give you a fair living, scrapingwill make a
prodigious change in an
it is not a paying crop, because not the borers,
orchard. Autumn, even in December, il
rop that pays best, and because in that the
ground is not frozen, is perhaps the best
rop you cannot compete with the great time
to apply it.
[Germantown Telegraph.
Vest
We should raise the crops most
profitable and not cumber our farms with
In my
rops that yield small returns.
Hints Toward Beauty.
opinion we cannot afford to raise wheat, or
< orn or oats, lor the
grain. I doubt whether
There is nothing more unfavorable to ferye should not be added to the list of exempts although rye Is a convenient and male beauty than late hours. Women who,
profitable crop, considering the high price either from necessity or choice, spend most
of straw.
1 am not sure that we do not of the day in bed, and the night at. work or
i ise more than the value of the crop, in the
dissipation, have always a pale, fadeil comexhaustion of the land and being sooner plexion and dark-rimmed, wearied eyes.
impelled to plough it again. For fodder, Too much sleep is almost as hurtful as too
little, and is sure to bloat, the person with
■rn am
oats and millet and rye are no
dit profitable to the milk producer. Oat- a pallid and'unwholesome fat. The diet,
raising is out of the question, because also, has a marked influence upon personal
do better with milch cows, purchased beauty. Generous living is favorable to
when grown
Sheep might be profitable good looks, as it tends to till out ami give
A gross
ii some farms,
were it not for the cost of color and sleekness to the skin.
feneiug anew, our walls and rail fences be- and excessive indulgence, however, in eating worthless against sheep.
Apple or- ing and drinking, is fatal to the female
charms, especially where there is great tentiards have been profitable, but their day
i> past, -that is, the day for planting them
dency to “making flesh." Regularity of
anew
Though in one sense they may pay, time in the daily repast and scientific cookwe ran 1
better with land good enough ing, are the best means of securing not
lor an orchard.
only good health but good looks. The apMilk hat' hitherto been a profitable pro- petite should never be wasted during the
intervals between meals on pastry, confecduct.
The present reduced winter price is
too low, and it is pretty clear that it must
tionery, or any other tickler of the appetite,
which gratifies the taste, but does not supbe raised whenever tlie producer lias a fair
Exercise is, of course,
So long port the system.
tiauce to get his milk to market.
essential to female beauty. It animates the
as the railroads will carry milk for nobody
but. one contractor, the farmer will be whole physical life, quickens the circuheated to enrich a monopoly.
A great lation of the blood, heightens the color,
; .portion of the milk is sold in Boston at
develops the growth and perfects the form
of each limb and the entire body.
i I prices,— nine cents a quart this winter,
It also
while we receive a reduced price. This gives elasticity and grace to every move■ edition
of tilings cannot last, and some ment.
:av not iar distant, milk will sell for what
is worth.
The farmers of Concord reThe Loves of Elizabeth.
vive about, $120,000 a year for milk, and
’he amount could lie doubled in two years,
The sex ot Elizabeth of England was a
with fair plav on the part of the railroads,
physiological blunder. Many oi her most
The contractors, like other men, will make
serious delects arose from her not having
■ II
the profit they can, and at present they
been a man,as nature must originally have
■ntrol the price of milk.
With a masculine will, a mascuAs a branch of husbandry conveniently designed.
line character, and a masculine ambition,
•nuected wit.ii the culture of small fruits
and market stuff, milk-raising has thus far she had all the feminine weaknesses, witheen profitable,
md until manure can lie out any of the feminine graces or charms.
supplied in some way not yet pareticahle, Her vanity was in excess ot her pride,
and, in spite ot her unquestionable greatmust continue to be practiced.
There is
no doubt, however, that, in raising milk we
ness, rendered her ridiculous through life.
shall >..on tie in competition with farmers She was ever anxious to be loved, and
whose hay is wortii but half as much as
had the exceeding misfortune to be least
ours, inasmuch as there is no difficulty in
lovable when she loved most. There was
milk
100
or
even
200 miles on rail- no
arrying
great need of affection in her stubborn
r >a I trains
properly arranged and run iu spirit, no yearning for sympathy in tile
the night.
self-sufficient nature.no inappeasable cravRaising cattle and horses aud wool and
for wliat the romanticists would call
tending dry stock is so much easier than ing
an intercourse of the soul. She wanted lovhe
are of milch cows, especially in winers more than love, because lovers flatter’er that farmers in the interior are slow to
g
into the business, and the profit of hut- ed her inordinate vanity, and told her, as
’er-making and cheese-making in factories lovers usually do, that which she secretly
so close
She never tired of
upon that of marketing milk, thought of herself.
II it we shall
probably continue the busi- hearing that she was the virgin queen,
ness for
and never acted as if she relished the armany years longer.
Idle culture of small fruits, and of aspar- rogated honor.
Coquetry' she would have
agus and market vegetables is, no doubt, at carried to a perilous degree, il there had
present our best business, combined with
been anything perilous in so homely an
These crops return very amazon.
milk-raising.
Not one ot the men she had
tile to tlie farm, and yet require heavy
desperate and protracted flirtations with
manuring, and manure, we say, we cannot —not even
Raleigh, nor Leicester, nor
buy and must make it Ivy the cows. One
Essex—cared a marvedi for her in the
fact in this connection must not be overshe wished them to ; but from reasons
looked, namely, that we expend a very way
of state, and from motives of policy, they
'urge part of our labor ami manure too, in
On most farms we pretended to adore her. The secret loves
supporting the cows.
of Elizabeth and Seymour, and Raleigh,
consume all our hay. with green aud dry
and Leicester, and Essex, and others,
orn fodder,
oats and millet, aud a large
have often been written, and not, it is to
amount of grain to feed tlie cows. To raise
all this fodder, costs valuable labor and ex- be presumed, without a basis of truth.
pensive implements, much ploughing, har- But love is a fine baptism for relations
rowing, seeding, and rolling; much mow- springing from vanity on one side and
ing, raking and hauling of fodder and roots; from considerations of diplomacy on the
some pay for grain a third or half of what
other.
The Princess in her earlier years
the milk brings in.
But it is said we get
to be fond of Seymour, anil it is
back for our milk a fair market price for appeared
charitable to think she was. Pretty stotne products consumed
by the cows. That ries have been told of the Countess
of
statement may be
literally trap, and yet
milk-raising may not tie profitable,—that is Nottingham’s withholding the ring sent
to the queen by Essex before his executo say, not the most profitable
thing to
For instance, an acre of fodder tion, and ot the consuming sorrow from
practice.
which Elizabeth suffered after his death.
corn and an acre of mangel wurtzels
may
cost you little labor and would sell for The stories are dramatic and interesting;
very little money, and having raised them, their chief defect being that they are enthey are wortii nothing tint to feed to the tirely untrue. The woman whose reputacows.
But had you no cows to feed, your tion had been almost
irreparably injured
two acres, with the same manure aud no by her connection with a man of whom
of
an
acre
sweet
more labor, might produce
she could
calmly say alter his execution,
coru and an acre of ruta bagas for market,
“His loss is not much; for
though he had
and bring far more money than the value
large w.t, he had little judgment,”
of the crops fed to the cows.
would not be likely to be troubled
by reWith all those considerations before us, morse
lor
deliberately sending her nearwe must judge how far we may reduce our
est friend to the scaffold. Elizabeth could
milk product, without lessening the amount
not forgive in any' of her sisters the
of manure applied to crops not used for
possession of gifts which she must have been
the
cows.
To
make
sacrifeeding
great
fices to Increase our manure heaps merely privately conscious were lacking in herto use In
raising more foddei to further in- self. Mary Stuart’s unpardonable offense
crease them is
working In a circle not par- was her beauty and seductive charm, and
ticularly agreeable or profitable.
If a her rival was never able to regard with
farmer who keeps cows
enough to consume kindness the men who, willing to forget
his fodder will estimate
carefully how much the woman in the sovereign, had sought
of ail his labor and land Is devoted to feed- her hand and afterward wedded where
ing them, he will be surprised at the result
inclination led. There is a species of disHe labors and spends manure,
looking mal compensation in all conditions ot
of
grass for his profit in life. If
mainly to crops
Elizabeth failed to awaken in any
his rotation, and then converts his hay into
masculine breast the flame with which
A half dozen
manure and star's anew.
she had honed to kindle the torch of her
acres in small fruits, grapes, asparagus and
market stuff, or a quarter of an acre under vanity, and if her vestal assumptions were
glass, for flowers or plants, often brings not always credited, she had the good
fortune so surrounded was she by distinmore profit than a large farm under ordinary treatment.
Which, or how many of guished soldiers, statesmen and scholars,
to shine with the light reflected from them,
us can profitably change our system, in
whole or in part, Is for each man to con- and bear in history a glory not her own.
sider.
[Galaxy.
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Spanish endeavored to hinder
their progress. Almost heedless of her
j Sweet little Minnie lives
presence they passed on, and she sat upon
Minnie, tlie dear little sunny-browed girl;
the granite with covered face and rocked
Lives in a cottage in shade of a tree—
to and fro.
Cheek like a sunbeam, and footstep as free.
And hair of the goldenest curl.
In half an hour the deserter had lost in
one of the most desperate ventures of life,
She has a heart that is light as a fawn—
and had taken his place in the common
Minnie, the sweet little flower of the lea;
Sings like a lark from the dewv grass drawn
guard-house, among men as desperate
dawn.
of
the
to
the
doors
sun-riven
Up
and hardened as common crimes and misOr linnet on bloom-burdened tree.
fortunes ever placed in chains together.
Minnie is all the desire of the town—
But before he entered the post the woman,
She, the soft-hearted and light-footed girl,
who seemed in some degree to have reMinnie can love, but she cannot well frown,
gained her composure, found means to
And so all the lovers come awkwardly down
come near and tell him something in
With hearts in the tenderest whirl.
Spanish, which the commandant did not
Cherry-lipped Minnie came over the lea,
hear, and no one near him seemed to unOver the lea, with the loviugest look;
derstand. As he listened there seemed
And, lol I met Minnie, and Minnie met me,
Beneath the soft fringe of a white-blossomed tree to come into his melancholy face, and to
brook.
In the marge of a sun-speckled
gleam from his black eyes, a new hope
and purpose. With a glance eloquent of
Minnie sat down with a rose on her cheek,
Down on the rude summer seat by my side;
defiance and hate, which took in at once
She was so tender, and gentle and meek.
the commandant and all his minions, the
My heart went a throbbing before I could speak;
girl turned and was gone. The handWith feelings of fear and of pride.
some, sinister, defiant face he remembered
Dear little Minnie has gone over the lea.
afterward in connection with this
Back to her home through the seent-hulen del^; long
Rut what I told Minnie, and what she told me. strange scene, and though she watched
his footsteps and haunted the purlieus of
Beneath the sweet aim of that beautiful tree,
We care not too lightly to tell.
his command, he was ignorant of her
presence, and, knowingly, never saw her
Now all the lovers may woo as they will
Minnie, the lovely-faced gem of a girl.
again. Long afterwards he knew that
For she told uie a secret that eve by the hill
her party had gone and that she had
And lipr heart is as true as the course ot the rill,
stayed behind ; that she had taken up her
And pure as the costliest pearl.
abode with the Mexican guide near the
Minnie remembers, though nothing she tells—
post, and that there, with all the cunning
Taciturn Minnie, with good-natured look
>1 her race and the perseverence of her
All the heart flutters and amorous swells
That came while we spoke of the chiming of bells sex, she hail watched and waited.
The guard-house of a frontier post is
Un the day that wo named by the brook.
one of the means by which the few control the many. It is not a light and
pleasant place. There are no soft luxuThe Guard-House Gentleman.
ries there—idleness and comfort are unknown within its grimy walls. Had ho
Lieutenant Charles Smythe—Smith all
been a king’s son there was no better
in
the
looks
better
the same, hut Smythe
place for him. And here the unfortunate
register—was c immander of the po9t, ami deserter took
up his abode. The comunquestioned autocrat of a territory com- mandant
passed him as he walked among
prising sixteen square miles of granite, the
prisoners. As he came near, the new
mesqiiit and sand. But supreme authority
prisoner threw aside his broom and asked
was never vested in one more unappreciated of its privileges and responsibilities, permission to speak of himself.
There was never a soldier who had
perhaps because in his dominion he was
nothing whereof to complain in his best
so seldom called upon to exercise his preestate, and most certainly every deserter
rogative that he nearly forgot his distin- can
This was what the
urge the act.
guished position. Certainly his thoughts commandant
expected, and he deemed it
were very far from any troubles of this
wise to forestall his petitioner:
kind this July morning, as he sat in the
"Are you a deserter?” said he.
inner room of the trader’s store, sole oc“I am, but’
cupant of the apartment. There was a
“Are you aware that desertion, accordround pine table there, covered with a
to tiie law under whieh you lire, is a
red artillery blanket, and the lloor had ing
crime without possible excuse?”
been sprinkled and swept away until each
“Certainly, and I do not wish to make
leg stood upon a little pedestal of earth.
any excuse. I only want to show you
Many a rude game of poker had been that
1 had
in deserting, for
played there, and the small box of the sake of .justification
your good opinion.”
“beans” still sat upon the eloth, but the
Now, words like these the commandant
useful piece of furniture had its sole use
had never heard spoken by one man to
at fhis moment in being a rest for the
lieutenant’s feet.
The commander was another under like circumstances. Here
was a man in the chain-gang, guilty by
read
a
to
trying
copy of the New York
Herald only four weeks old, but his eyes his own confession of a crime which
wandered away from the dull columns. ought to keep him there, talking of “good
The Herald slipped from his fingers, and opinion.” The commandant went away
pondering the curious case he had got on
a taint wish that it was night halt dehis hands—a man with the jewelry of crime
veloped itself in his indolent head. Then,
him still claiming respect and tacitly
remembering his dignity, he roused him- upon
self enough to yawn,and to remark through advancing his claim to be regarded as a
the open window to the group of delib- gentleman by one who also claimed that
erate ravens that he wished something distinction.
Ere long the two or three ladies ot the
would happen.
Whereupon something
did happen, which in that dull country, small garrison begin to inquire concernwas enough
to keep him awake for the ing a good-looking prisoner who had been
seen piling up wood and carrying slops
rest (if the day.
in their back areas. Contrary to orders
It was a circumstance wholly unimportant of itself which attracted his attention, in such eases, savory meals were passed
for it was only the sound of a peculiarly out to him through windows, and dainty
mellow voice from the outer room. As morsels were enclosed in napkins and
sent to him.
All this the commandant
there are eyes which are never deceived
Nay, more, he
in the recognition of a face, so there are saw—and did not see.
became convinced that the man who exears which remember voices heard casualcited so much pity was daily fed from his
ly months or years before. The tones
own table, much to the envy and dissatiswere low, peculiarly modulated, and
per- faction of other
prisoners, and he so carefectly polite, and the accent was that of a
German educated in the English tongue. less that he neither saw nor heard.
By and by it was discovered that the
At first the commandant listened through
the open door with that degree of interest prisoner was possessed of great clerical
which attaches to a stranger in a lonely ability, and he was placed in an upperroom which was so constructed that a
place. Then it began dimly to remind
him of something or some one more than window opened from it through the
wall to the outside of the post. He was
a thousand miles away.
Very soon ho
had determined that it was the voice of a caused to make topographical drawings
soldier, one that he had noticed for its and copy the letters of the post-adjutant,
and in order that he might be near his
perfect cultivation and gentlemanly tone
when he first heard it, and that he had work he was allowed to sleep in his room.
wondered at as coming ftom a throat en- All night long the sentinel paced to and
circled by a leathern stock, and possessed tro beneath the window, and immediately
by a man in the uniform of a private beneath was the guard-house.
As time passed, little by little his story
soldier. Finally, the whole story came
to him like a remembered picture.
The came out, all of which, when it reached
Inspector General’s office at Fort Leaven- their ears, the tender-hearted ladies did
worth ; the group of officers who sat there,
religiously believe. Much as his condiimproved, in was a pity (said
boyish-faced, rakish, idle in time of peace tion had
—brave, active and enduring in war, the they) that this much-wronged and endurmaterial of every standing army; and ing man (who was so interesting and so
there among them, but far off, stood the handsome) should still be compelled to
wear a ball-and-chain.
But by this time
man whose voice he seemed now to hear
the commandant had received printed deas he heard it then in the constrained
from headquarposition of “attention,” his bright black scriptions of the deserter
with special directions for his appreters,
and
features
him
marking
eye
regular
hension. The ladies could feel and pity
more distinctly from his humble position,
and his concise answer, and clear defini- the unfortunate, but, for a wonder, they
tions, imparting information to his su- diil not succeed in ridding him of the
periors, leaving the impression that one odious jewelry. This may be specially
August Stein, private in the U. S. In- set down against the hard hearted Smythe,
fantry, was the ablest man then in the who had much to endure silently at their
hands, and who had known whole districts
office of the inspector general of the department of the Missouri. But it was not to be ruled by the commanding officer's
for these things alone that Lieutenant wife. But had they only known it. they
Smythe remembered the man whose voice need not have troubled their heads on this
he thought he heard. It was partly from point. There was another woman equally
the peculiar look darted after him like interested in the case,’in comparison with
lightning as he left the room, which seen those efforts theirs were as nothing.
Much of the success of particular indiagain under any circumstances, would
mark the man. It was the look which viduals has been attained by their ability
distinguishes that class of men of which to perceive intimately the place they hold
there are fortunately few, who, for a suffi- in the minds ot others—to take in situacient stake, will face any danger and tions at a glance. Much against his will,
commit any crime; who disdain law as the commandant knew that the prisoner
not meant lor them ; who tascinate when
regarded him as his friend, fie did not
they will and defy when they must, and say or act it but it was apparent nevertheless. So interesting a piece ot humanity
who are the Machiavellis of social life.
And this voice was the voice ot Stein. had the deserter become, with skill, his
The five years of his enlistment could not good looks, and his friends, that the comhave expired. His regiment was stationed mander sincerely wished he had never
five hundred miles away. A man dis- seen him. But there was at least one act
charged for disability would hardly come of kindness which he had thought he could
to these ends of the earth for a home, and show the prisoner with perfect consistency;
he could counsel him in view of his ap—the gentlemanly soldier was a deserter.
By this time certain ot the man, and proaching trial. One day he offered as
morally certain ot his crime, the com- much, and the deserter showed him an
mandant still felt a leoling ot regret,
elaborately written defence to be used on
He had imagined with
which was only half acknowledged to that occasion.
himself, that this man’s evil genius had astounding acuteness every stage of the
brought him so near the only.man by prosecution. He had thought out the
whom he could possibly have been recog- probable evidence against himself, and
nized. Here was a man detected by his had written out the whole in faultless
voice more than a thousand miles from English. Without access to any ol the
where that voice had last been heard, and text-books of military law, he had rewho was himself ignorant that Ids un- membered and used some former study
conscious gift, was about to bring upon of them with an erudition and a faculty
him his life’s greatest misfortune and dis- ot arrangement which caused the amiable
As the commandant pondered commander to retire with decent (ire
grace.
these things the voice ceased, and lie rose cipitaney from the position of legal adand entered the room just as the stranger viser.
was turning to
By this time Stein had gained a comgo out. A glanee lighting into a gleam of recognition from the plete ascendancy over the whole guardremarkable eyes, and down towards the house. He was their friend and they his,
cannon, through the sage, Stein was gone and indeed all his acquaintances in the
like a flash, with all the vigor and deter- garrison yielded him allegiance. By some
means he became possessed of money.
mination which belongs to such men.
Immediately in front of the door stood The Mexican men and women who live
near actiug as guides and laundresses, or
a small train of asses; laden in the usual
manner with baskets, sacks and houseclaiming protection from the Indians,
hold utensils. Standing near were three passed in and out unquestioned, almost
unobserved. They had always done so,
or four Mexicans, and mounted upon one
and they were regarded as harmless
was a woman whose robes had fallen
from her face, and who watched the flight and useless people. Sentinels and serwith clasped hands and startled manner. geants of the guard thought it so small a
These things the commandant took in at matter that one of these women should
a glance.
They were common. In this frequently speak with the prisoner that
country no man travels alone, unless it be the circumstance was never even menin some desperate emergency in which, tioned. It was hard indeed (they argued)
safety is a secondary consideration, and that the prettiest and proudest of them all
these, he thought, were a traveling party should not be allowed to stand sometimes
in whose company the deserter had in the cool night below his window, and
reached the post. The flight, causeless chatter Spanish to him in a voice so low
under any other circumstances, had a that the sentinel could hardly heas, even
strange effect upon the girl. Her brown if he could have understood.
Three months passed in this way, and
cheek blanched and as she watched the
fast retreating figure her
there came a new officer to command the
eyes had in them
a kind of
post. The prisoner immediately became
desperate agony.
Stein’s flight was in full view of half a restless. It became evident to Smythe,
dozen soldiers.
Any lingering disposi- now no longer responsible, that the gention to play with the
duty for the sake of tleman of the guard-house contemplated
pity was idle now, and these sons of Mars a document which would somewhat asthoroughly understood the situation. In tonish the new coqjmandant.
a moment more three of them were in
One day, in late autumn, a large numpursuit. The girl slipped from her ber of wagons had been engaged in unand
with trantic gestures and a loading military stores at tlie
donkey,
post. At
torrent of

Minnie.

over

tlie lea—

—

night they stood

in the open space outside, and beneath the window of the room
in which the prisoner slept. The night
was one ot wind and storm.
The clouds
scudded across the sky in quick succession, and both together contributed the
favorable elements of noise and darkness.
About midnight Smythe was awakened
by the commandant, and informed with a
rueful face that the prisoner, to whom he
had given a double share of vigilance
ever since he had taken command, was

finest piece of seamanship ever seen in
the Atlantic, turning that vessel round in
the teeth of that gale ”

chiefly Amerieaus.

According

to

Oapt.

Cook, the natives numbered 400,000 less
than a hundred years ago. But tho traders
brought labor and lancy diseases—in other
THE GREAT DANGER
words, long, deliberate, infallible destrucwas that in
bringing her around slut would tion ; and tho missionaries brought tho
fall off into the trough of the sea, and the means of
So
grace and got them ready.
waves, striking her broadside, would sink the two forces are
haralong
working
her. The captain, standing on his bridge,
moniously, and anybody who knows anywatched his opportunity, and she mountabout figures can tell you exactly
thing
ed a tremendous wave, and saw that she when the last Kanaka will
be in Abraham’s
would have time to come round before the bosom and his Islands in
the hands of the
next
wave struck her. He
the
gave
gone!
signal. whites. It is the same a- calculating an
The orders required the guard corporal The six men at the wheel threw their
eclipse—if you get started right, you canthe
to inspect the prisoner’s room every two strength upon
helm, and the old ship not miss it. For nearly a
century the na
hours during the night, and in making groaned, strained, and keeled over, until tives have been
keeping
up a ratio of
the
saloon portholes were under water. about three births to five
one of these untimely visits the object of
deaths, and you
so much unappreciated
solicitude was She hung so long in that position that the can see what that must result in.
No
found to have placed himself beyond the panic-stricken passengers concluded she doubt in
fifty years a Kanaka will he a
would never right again. I myself gave
reach of annoyance.
curiosity in his own land, ami as an inThey visited the room, and there lay up all hope. Visions ot wrecks, of foun- vestment will be superior to a circus
the ponderous ball and chain upon the dered vessels, hid thousands of fathoms
I am truly sorry that these people are
floor. The pallet was yet warm where deep, of pale skeletons in seaweed winddying out. for they are about the. most inthe prisoner had lain. His shoes stood ing sheets, of salt-lined bones and grinteresting savages there are. Their lanat the foot of the bed; and under the ning skulls, which lay thickly strewn on
guage is soft and musical, it has not a
the
table lay a leaden rivet which fitted the
sandy floor, came before me, and hissing sound in it, and all their words
hole in the ankle-ring of the discarded grasping my wife by the hand I waited to end with a vowel.
They would call Jim
shackles. Under the window plate was hear the water gurgle through the port- Fisk
Jimmy Fikki, for they will even lo
inserted the iron poker from the tire place, holes and creep through the tightly bat- violence to a
proper name if it grates too
and to this was attached to what is known tened doors. For the space of a minute
harshly in its natural state. The If ili.au
the vessel lay in that position, and then
m the quartermaster’s department as a
is raspy and disagreeable compared to the
check-liue, being a piece of leather stolen slowly righted. Should I live a thousand Hawaiian tongue.
from some passing team, by which he had years, I will never forget the sensation of
These people used to go naked, but the
let himself down and escaped among the that moment, when life seemed to
missionaries broke that up; in the towns
huge wagons, and thence to the uninhabthe men wear clothing now, and in the
TREMBLE IN THE BALANCE.
ited wilderness.
a ping hat and a breech-clout; or
Our brave, skillful captain had chosen country
Upon the mantle piece lay a battered his
if they have company they put on a shirt
well.
The
of
the
opportunity
and heavy carpenter’s chisel, and with
prow
collar and a vest. Nothing Imt religion
this the prisoner hammered the head of ship received the full force of the next and education
eyuld I avo wrought these
and
we
were now in a better conhis shackle-rivet until it had been broken wave,
admirable changes. The women wear a
oft’ and removed. He had then inserted dition. We were cleaving the waves insingle loose calico gown, that falls withthe one, made from a musket ball, and stead of presenting a broad surface to out a break trom neck to heels.
their stroke. Toward noon the fury of
wore it in that manner until
In the old times, to speak plainly, there
opportunity the storm somewhat abated. The
waves,
He was gore irrevocably.
came.
In
was absolutely no bai to the commerce of
did
not
chase
each
although
running high,
these eternal (ills’ upon such a night,
other so furiously. A new topsail was the sexes. To refuse the solicitations of
nothing less than the chance which capa
stranger was regarded as a contemptiand we put about again, and
up,
tured him first could take him again, and rigged
ble thing tor a girl or a woman to do ; but
run with the wind. It was a
before the dawn he would safely have
perilous voy- the missionaries have so
fought
age nearly-the whole way.
crossed the Mexican boundary.
Capt. Mo- this thing that they havebitterly
But
succeeded at
Mickan
said
that for thirty-five years on
would he have made the desperate venthe ocean he had not had so rough a pas- least in driving it out ot sigiit—and now
ture on foot, and without a guide ? And
it exists only in reality, not in name.
sage. The storm seemed to gather its
what of the sentinel who walked back and
These natives are the simplest, the
forth beneath the window? The night force again as we neared the Irish coast,
kindest-hearted, the most unselfish creaand
when
we got into the Channel it was
was entirely dark, and the wall down
tures that bear the image of the Maker.
which the prisoner had climbed was white blowing a furious gale; so severe, in- Where white influence has not
changed
was it that we were unable to make
deed,
—why had he not seen or heard ? Strangethem, they will make any chance stranger
ly enough, in cases like this, essential Queenstown. Night came on, and we welcome, and divide their all with him—a
difficulties is always overlooked until the were without a pilot. We sent tip rocket trait which ha-: never existed
among any
last. When the sentinel was sent for he after rocket, but there was no response.
other people, perhaps. They live only tor
was found fallen in a heap beneath the
NO BOAT COULD LIVE
to-day; to-morrow is a thing which does
window, his back against the wall, limn m such a sea. We
the spot where not enter into their calculations. 1 had a
passed
silent and still warm, his musket beneath the Cambria went
down with all'hands on native youth in m\ emph>\ m Honolulu, a
his hand. Not at once could they discover
hoard, in just such a gale; passed the graduate of a missionary college, and he
the cause of the hurt, or how the prisoner
spot where the Royal Charter was dashed divided his time between translating the
had escaped him. it was long before the to
pieces on the rock-hound coast, leaving Greek Testament and taking rare ot a
cool head, the steady, desperate hand, and
of property ot mine which 1 conone to tell the tale.
scarcely
Cautiously piece
the noiselesss footstep, when, in the storm, we felt our
sidered a horse. Whenever tins hoy could
in the inky darkness.
way
and gloom had approached the man who
Every few rods the captain drew a bucket collect his wages, he would go and lav
stood beneath her lover’s only hope ot of water,
and, dipping the thermometer out the entire amount, all the way up from
rather
than
escape, listening
looking, and into it would judge of our locality by the titty cents to a dollar, in /mi (which is a
with his cape about his neck, closely
temperature of the water. So that night paste made of the taro root, and is the nahugging the wall for protection against of dread and apprehension, passed away,
tional dish), and call in all the native
the wind and while he lor whose sake and when
broke we had crossed ragamuffins that came along to help him
morning
her hand was so strong watched her from tlm bar, and
eat it.
And there, in the rich grass under
Liverpool was in sight
lift' window, struck that one swift stab in
the tamarind trees, the gentle savages
the back—that silent, certain thrust upwould sit and gorge till all was gone. Mv
ward beneath the shoulder blade, which, The Sandwich Islands. What Mark Twain
boy would go hungry and content fora dav
even now, in Spanish hands has
or two, and then some Kanaka he probgiven
thinks of Them.
rest even to kings.
The reflecting Sraythe
ably had never seen before would invite
turned away more than ever regretting
From the New York Tribune.
him to a similar trust, and give him a
the morning he had uttered his unlucky
When you do me the honor to suggest fresh start.
wish to the ravens; for, quoth he, there
that I write an article about the Sandwich < I ttlOt S, MORAL, AX!I RKI.MIOtTS ASPECTS.
are no bars which can coniine, no circumIslands, just now when the death ot the
Thi' ancient religion was only a jumble
stances which can daunt, the combined
iving has turned something of the public of curious superstitions. The shark seems
forces of intellect, unscrnpulousness anil
attention in that direction, you unkennel to have been the
love.
god they ehietlv worshipa man whose modesty would have
kept ped—or rather sought to propitiate. Then
him in hiding otherwise. 1 could lill you there was
I’ele, a goddess who presided
Thrilling Story of a Cunarder's Trip. full of statistics, but most human
beings over the terrible tires of Ivileauea; minor
like
• In the 1.5th of November the Calabria
gossip better, and so you will not gods were not .scarce. The natives are
of tie* Cmiaril line, loosened I rout her blame me ii I proceed after the largest all Christians, now
every one ot them ;
moorings at Jersey City, swung out into audience and leave, other people to worry they all belong to the church, and are
the river, and eoninteneed her voyage the minority with arithmetic.
fonder of theology than thev arc of pie;
•’cross the treaeherous waters.
About 1*2
they will sweat out a sermon us long as
A PARADISE FOR ALI. SORTS.
o’clock on Sunday night the 17th, one of
the Declaration of Independence; the
the fiercest hurricanes that ever swept
1 spent several months in the Sandwich duller it is the more it infatuates
them :
aeross the Atlantic (as attest the numbersix
I
Islands,
could they would sit there and stew and stew in
years ago, and, if
less wrecks) burst upon us. 1 was awak- have my wav about it, I would go hack a trance ot
enjoyment till they floated
ened by being jerked halfway out ot my there and remain the rest of my days,
ft away in their own grease it' the ministers
berth by the lurch ot the vessel. [ glanced is a paradise for an indolent man.
it a
would stand wateh-and-wateh. and see
out
ot the porthole; the scene was
man is rich he can live
expensively, and them through.
Sundat schools are r
frightful. The sea which a tew hours be- his grandeur will he respected as in other favorite dissipation with them, and they
fore was so calm, had risen in its awful parts of the earth; if he is poor lie can
never get enough.
It there was physical
height. The waves, running mountain herd with the natives, and live on next to as well as mental intoxicali n m this limb
were
he
into
can
sun
lashed
himself
all
foam
the
high
wind, nothing;
by
day long of the service, they would never draw a
which blew‘with a violence perfectly in- under the palm trees, and he no more sober breath.
Religion is drink and meat
troubled
his
conceivable, roaring round the vessel and
conscience than a huttertlv to the native.
by
He can read his neatly
through the rigging with the noise of would.
printed Bible (in the native tongue—
thunder. The ship was dashed from side
When you are in that blessed retreat, every
solitary matt, woman, and little
to side, as with the force of an earth- you are safe from the turmoil of life; you child in tin; islands
can), and lie reads ii
quake, careening over until the sea wash- drowse your days away in a long deep over and over again. And he rends a
ed her decks,
She would right herself dream of peace; the past is a forgotten whole world of moral tales, built on the
with a bound that
tiling, the present is heaven, the future good (dd Sunday-schools book pattern
you leave to take care of itself. You are exaggerated, and lie worships their heroes
MAD7. EVERY TIMBER CRACK,
in the centre of the Pacific Ocean; you —heroes who walk the world with their
then mounting the crest of a huge wave are two
thousand miles from any conti- mouths full of butter, and who are
simply
she would plunge downward (as it seem- nent
; you are millions of miles from the
impossibly elniekle-headed and pious.
ed) to the bottom of the sea. We held world; as tar as you can see, on any And
he
knows
all
the
hymns
you ever
on for our very lives.
Many of the pas- hand, the crested billows wall the horizon, heard in
life, and he sings them in a
your
ran
from
their
rooms
with
blanchsengers
and beyond this barrier the wide universe soft, pleasant
voice, to native words
ed faces, and braced themselves in the is but a
land to you, and barren that make “On Jordan’s
foreign
stormy banks I
moment
the ot interest.
gangway, expecting every
stand” sound as grotesquely and sweetly
destruction of the vessel. The dishes and
The climate is simply delicious—never
to you as it it were a dictionary
glasses in the saloon came down with a cold at the sea level, and never really too foreign
grinding wrong end tirst through a sugarcrash from the racks, and were broken warm, for
are
at
the
you
half-way house mill. Now you see how these natives,
into thousands of pieces. The pitchers,
that is, twenty degrees
above the great and small, old and young, are satuwashbowls, water jugs and glasses in the
equator. But then you may order your rated with religion—at least the poetry
state-rooms were torn from their fasten- own
climate tor this reason : the eight in- and the music ot if. But as to the
practice
ings and dashed to atoms. The state- habited islands are merely mountains that of it,
they vary. Some of the nobler preroom doors were hurled open, and trunks,
lift themselves out of the sea—a group of
of
cepts
Christianity they have always
valises, clothing, etc., thrown clear across bells, if you please, with some
(but not practiced naturally, and they always will.
the gangway.
Oh. how we longed tor
“Hare”
at
their
basis.
You
very much)
Some of the minor precepts they as
daylight! So furious was the dashing of get the idea. Well, you take a thermomenaturally do not practice, and as natnraUv
the vessel it was almost impossible to
and
mark
on
it
where
ter,
you want the they never will.
The white man •lias
maintain an upright position.
it was
to
stand permanently forever taught them to Me, and thev take to it
tnureury
only by bracing my back against the side (with not more than 12 degrees
variation) pleasantly and without sin —for there canot the state-room, with my feet against
winter and summer.
If 82 in the shade is
not. be much sin in a thing which they
the berth, that I could save myself. Those
your figure (with the privilege of going cannot ho made to comprehend is a sin.
who attempted to move about were dash- down
or up 5 or 0 degrees at
long inter- Adulten they look upon as poetically
ed from side to side, in imminent risk of
vals), you build your house down on the wrong but practically proper.
their lives. Meanwhile
“flare”—the sloping or level ground by
These people are sentimentally religious
THE HURRICANE INCREASED.
the sea-shore—and you have the deadest
—perhaps that describes it. They prav
surest
in
the
world
on
that
Wo attempted to run before the wind.
thing
tempera- and sing and moralize in fair weather, hut
The main topsail was torn into ribbons, ture. And such is the climate ol Hono- when they get into trouble, that is “busithe
and carried away; the very chain which lulu,
capital of the kingdom. If you ness”—and then thev are tolerably apt to
held it to the yardarm, with links nearly mark 70 as your mean temperature, you drop poetry and call on the Great Shark
build your h mse on any mountain side, God of their fathers to
a quarter ot an inch thick, was
give them a lift.
snapped
like a tow string.
Having no sail, the 400 or 500 fed above sea level. If you Their ancient superstitions are in their
engines alone were unable to carry us mark 55 or GO, go 1,500 feet higher. If blood and hones, and they keep cropping
out of the way of the tremendous waves you mark for wintry weather, go on climb- out now and then in tiie most natural and
which swept, upon us.
The time came ing and watching your mercurv. If you pardonable way.
when every wave burst over the stern of want snow and ice forever and ever, and
The natives make excellent seamen, and
the vessel, striking her under the quarter zero and below, build on the summit ot the whalers would rather have them than
like Titanic sledge-hammers. It seemed Manna Kea, 10,000 feet up in the air.
If any other race.
They are so tractable,
impossible for her to withstand the blows. you must have hot weather, you should docile and willing, and withal so faithful,
build
at
At every stroke we could hear the sharp
Lahaina, where they do not hang that they rank tirst in the sugar-planters’
ting, ting ot the signal, showing that our the thermometer on a nail because the esteem as laborers. Do not these facts
brave captain was on the watch and from solder might melt and the instrument get speak well for our poor, brown Sundayhis bridge was telling the men at the broken ; or you should build in the crater school children of the tar islands
wheel to hold her steady. Directly over of Kileaua, which would bn the same as
There is a small property tax, and any
my stateroom on deck, a rope hail been going home before your time. You can- native who has an income of $50 a year
stretched, from one railing to the other not find as much climate bunched together can vote.
tor the men to hold on by, to keep them anywhere in the world as you can in the
THE WHITES AN1> SUGAR.
from being swept overboard.
1 could Sandwich Islands. You may stand on the
The
summit
of
Manna
hear them, as, catching sight of an enor3,00(1 whites in the islands handle
Kea, in the midst of
all the money and carry on all the commous wave
coming they would run for snow-banks that were there before Capt.
Cook was born, may be, and while you merce and agriculture—and superintend
their lives,
shiver in your turs you may cast your eye the religion. Americans arc largely in
their oni.v salvation liKINO tiie rope.
the majority.
down the sweep of the mountain side and
These whites are sugari trembled for fear they would not tell
exactly where the frigid zone ends planters, merchants, whale-ship officers,
catch it.
It was also a signal to me. and and
vegetable life begins; a stunted and and missionaries. The missionaries are
I braced myself accordingly.
The life- tormented
of trees shades down sorry the most of the other whites are
boat had been swept away and lost. The into a tallergrowth
and freer species, and that in there, and these latter are sorry the misskylights of the wheelhouse gave way, turn, into the full foilage and varied tints sionaries don’t migrate. The most of the
and the men at the wheel stood to their of the
temperate zone; further down, the belt of sloping land that borders the sea
waists in water. The captain came down mere
ordinary
green tone of a lorest and rises toward the liases ot the mounwith an anxious face and examined the
washes over the edges of a broad bar ot tains, is rich and fertile. There are only
chains which held the wheel to the helm.
trees that embraces the mountain
200.000 awes of this productive soil, but
In going up on deck again, he paused a orange
like a belt, and is so deep and dark a only think of its capabilities! In Louismoment to speak to Mr. Yates of St, John,
green that distance makes it black; and iana, 200,000 acres ot sugar land would
N. I?., who was standing in the smoke- still
further down, your eye rests upon the only yield 50,000 tuns of sugar per annum,
room.
At that moment a mighty wave levels of the sea-shore, where the
sugar- and possibly not so much; but in the
broke over the vessel dashed in the side cane is
scorching in the sun, and tho Sandwich Islands, you could get at least
of the room where they were standing,
feathery cocoa-palm glassing itself in tho 400.000 tuns out of it. This is a good,
washed the captain from his feet and
tropical waves; and where you know the strong statement, but it is true, neverthethrew him against the donkey engine, to sinful natives are
lolling about in utter less. Two and a half tuns to the acre is
which ho clung for his life.
nakedness and never knowing or caring a common yield in the. islands; three and
Shortly after he called a council of his that you and your snow and your chatter- a half tuns is by no means unusual; five
officers, and the opinion of all was that if ing teeth are so close
tuns is frequent; and I can name the
by. So you
they continued on their course the vessel ceive, you can look down upon all perthe man who took fifty tuns of sugar from
must go down under the weight of water climates of the
earth, and note the kinds seven acres of ground, one season. This
which was poured upon her from behind. and colors of all the
vegetations, just with cane was on the mountain-side, 2,500 feet
That most dangerous of all experiments a
glance of the eye—and this glance only above sea level, and it took it three years
was resolved
Address your inquiries to
upon—our only hope—to travels over about three miles as the bird to mature.
put the ship about and bring "her head to flies, too.
Capt. McKee, Island of Maui. S. 1. Few
the sea.
There were eight chances
plantations are stuck up in the air like
ABOUT THE NATIVES.
against us to two in our favor. Yet it
that, and so twelve months is ample time
was done
The natives of the islands number only for the maturing of cane down there. And
successfully. An old sailor
afterward remarked to me, “It was the about 50,000, and the whites about 3,000, I would like to call attention to two or
—

—

Yon can run a large plantation with hut a
few hands, because you plant pretty much
when you please, and you out your cane
and grind it when it suits your conveniThere is no frost, and the longer
ence.
the cane stands the better it grows. Sometimes—often, in tact—part of your gang
are planting a tield, another part are cutting the crop from an adjoining field, at.d
the rest are grinding at the mill. Yon
only plant once in three years, and you
take otl'two ratoon crops without replanting. You may keep on taking off ratoon
crops about as long as you please, indeed:
every year the bulk of the cane will be
smaller, out the juice will grow regularly, denser and richer, and so you are all
right. I know of one lazy man who took
off sixteen ratoon crops without replant-

ing

!

What fortunes those planters made during our war. when sugar went up into the
twenties ! It had cost them about ten or
eleven cents a pound, delivered in San
Francisco, anil all charges paid. Now if
any one desires to know why these planters would probably like to be under our
flag, the answer is simple: We make
them pay ns a duty of four cents a prttind
on refined sugars at present; brokerage,
freights and handling (two or three times),
costs three cents more; rearing the cane,
and making the sugar, is an item of live
cents more—total, 12 cents a pound, or
within a cent of it, anyhow. And to-day
refined sugar is only worth about 12 1-2
cents (wholesale) in our markets.
Prof.t
—none worth mentioning.
But if we
were to annex the islands and do
away
with that crushing duty of four cents a
pound, some of those heavy planters who
can hardly keep tin ir heads above water
now, would (lear t§7.’>,000 a year and upward. Two such years would pay for
their plantations, and alt their stock and
machinery. It is so long since I was in
the islands that 1 feel doubtful about swearing that the United States duties on their
sugars was four cents a pound, but I can
swear it was not under three.
ritF: TIit'F.

PltlSCK

would like to say a word about the
late King Kamehamehu V. and the system
ot government, hut I will wait a day.
Also. I would like to know why vour urrespondents so calmly ignore the true licit
to the Sandwich Islands throne, as i! Inhad no existence and no chances; and i
would like to heave in a word for him.
1
refer to our staunch American sympathizer, Prince William l.unaliio. descendant ot eleven generations ot seepterod
savages—a splendid follow, with talent,
I

genius, education, gentlemanly manners,
generous instincts, and an intellect that
shines as radiantly through flood
of
if that fluid but ted
calcium
people in the islands
know that William—or “Prince Bill.” a-,
they call him. more in affection than otherwise—stands next the throne ; and so why
is he ignored !
Mark Twain.
Hartford, :id January, 1*7:1
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Dispatch

lias the follow-

:

Fwo fashionably dressed women, who
bore in features and general appearance
an
outward respectability, attracted a
crowd of at least live hundred persons at
Penn avenue and Sixth street, yesterday.af
ternoon, by a display of independence and
muscle.
It was about half past 1 o'clock
and he streets, although the weather ,v is
stormy, vvere well filled with people, ’Flu
two met at the corner of the thorough
fare. One was large and of particularly
line appearance, dressed with great neat
ness, and apparently not over ff'. years 01
She wore a large I nr rape of the
age.
best sable, and carried in her hand a midV
of the same material.
The other was
much the smaller, lmt the prettiest ot the
two, and was more plainly dressed.though
she would have attracted attention among
a hundred of the usual
promenadin'. 01
Fifth avenue hv the general matne- ot
her costume. As the two suddenly came
face to face there was an instant's hesitation, and then an earnest eon versa! ion tor
two or three minutes. Finally the small.".one
made a grab for the muff in the
other's hands, and seemed determined to
get it away' from her.
Fhe large one held
back for a moment, then planted her list
squarely in the other's face, s.-nding her
reeling hack and making the blood trickle
down from her pretty little nose in a continuous stream. She, hesitating a minute
seemed a little inclined to back out, as the
blow had been witnessed by the bystanders and a crowd was
rapidly colli ting,
but, with quick, intelligent glance at the
tin'*, she changed her intention and went
at the other, and the blows began to
palter about the large one’s ears like
pea- in
a hopper.
They wei return i in good
earnest, and a livelier mill than iva- ever
fought in the prize ling took piece in the
crowded thoroughfare and in the presence

ot

a throng ot
growing larger.

people

moment

every

The little on was not
scientific as the other and went a’ i a- ii
throwing stones, while the larger one
struck out from the shoulder ratine i
war ily, hut with considerable exeeution
One ot her right-handers caught in the
other’s hair, and down it came [lowing
over her shoulder* in a
tangled na-s of
rich golden brown, reaching below lie
waist.
'Fhe accident seemed to lire Insoul to more active measures, and unhook
ing a stylish little satchel from her licit,
she belabored her
antagonist with it mil.;
the handle broke otV.
By thi- time tli
tight had continued tor upward ot' ten
minutes, and no effort had been made i.y
the spectators to put a stop to it.
Fhe mtair was getting serious, how ever.
File
large woman’s face was considerably
swollen, and one ot her eyes gave -ien
ot
going into ha 11 -111 on in i 11 o', and the

other, though plucky

■

as

ever, was

crying

little at tile blood which kept dripping
down on her handsome cloak. Still she
kept hold ot the large one’s liiiitf, however, and was apparently determined to
take any quantity of punishment Indore
letting it go. At this juncture a man
stepped between them, while others eaught
hold of both and drew them away from
each other. The big one was hustled in
the direction of the drug store
opposite
tin’ St. Clair Hotel, while the little one
with the captured iiuiff, slipped
away in
the crowd and took refuge in a neighbor
ing clothing establishment. Here she pro
needed to arrange her hair and dress, cry
mg bitterly from mortification all tl'm
while. To the proprietor of the store,
though refusing to givi* her name, she
told the following story, a< the
primary
cause of the
disreputable atl'rav
1 lie other woman was her sister-in-laiv.
she said, and had never hern on
good
terms with her sine her marriage to the
other’s brother. Her husband had been
very bind of her and had indulged her in
everything, letting her dress a good deal
better than his sister. She had
especially
wanted a set of furs, and he had purelia-ed lor her the valuable ones which the
largo woman was wearing when the little
affray' occurred. The sister, however, was
jealous of her because she dressed so web.
and hail done everything to create trouble
between the husband and the wife, llis
ears had been poisoned with so much cunning that a fow months ago he left her.
and ot all the precious things her most
precious furs had been taken with him and
given to the enemy. Although she was
deeply grieved at the husband’s defection,
she thought she
might have stood that;
but to see the cause ot her trouble Haunting the emblems of her victory on the
public streets was too much, and "she
wanted them furs; that was all.” As she
said this, and caught sight of the mull',
her tears dried up like mist in tho
sunlight,
and she proceeded with the balance oMier
toilet with evident satisfaction.
Having
succeeded in making herself presentable
again, she thanked the gentleman for his
kindness, and being allowed tho use of
the rear door lor the purpose of
escaping
tho curious crowd which had
lingered
about the scene ot the combat,
tripped
away as if nothing had happened. What
became ot tho other one is not known.
a

Glimpses

at

the

South.

delightful and interesting
perienced, came to an end.

most

Convspomlem’i ol the Journal.

The landings made by the steamer on
her passage were legion : made at long
piers extending tar out into the river.
We saw the remains ot many which were
burned during the war by the owners of

.1 aoksoxviu.k, Florida, Jan. a.
A

I'M

<1\ THE JAMES

ItlVKK.

From tli" days ol my boyhood, when 1
od i: r tlio lirst (inn' Wirt’s “British
Spy,”
have loll

l

desire to see the hanks

strong

a

1 ever ex-

slaves, principally, to prevent their escape.
I eon'll not, at lirst, understand
why so
ir< 'Vi deviated at Baltimore from the
many
landings were made and where so
oiio
hollowed
tourists
from
hv
usually
mui li merchandise as was landed was to
the North, and took the steamer down the
lor'with the exception ot City Point,
go;
t
hesapeake lt.a\ to Norfolk, passing on
1 did no! sec a single
ir
village on the river.
way o! eourso, those notable localities
tin* Janti's Biver.

"I

To

that do

gratify

1 learned on

Monroe and Old Bond Oomlorl.
*nr welcome at Norfolk was a snow storm

i

in your

one

the

at

under the

locality,

same

ipiite

respectable
old regime,

a

of the year.

season

It

short deration, however, and on the
earning ol a delightful day, Dec. 14th, we
took the steamer John Sylvester tor Richmond. leaving at six o’clock, a m and

chanting.
We passed

the way the house where
was born—an oldstyle. substantial, well-to-do looking building, and at one of the landings my attention was called to lady on the pier, a
President

arriving at Richmond at three p. m.
B\ courtesy of the
very intelligent captain ol the steamer we were accommodated with seats in the pilot-house, and
•'ere therein
very favorably located for
seeing all that was to be seen on either
this

ol

on

Harrison

grand-niece

of the President.

thinking

that

some

for instance, with her for

ditional and historic interest. Adhering
to the resolution formed before 1 left home
ol keeping
my ears open and giving mv

find

come
1

■

at

in

I a1

v

t■

1

'iind up the river.

I

the two

1C;

■orlo;

and

tlie entrance to

at

paradise
friend

Hampton

.ling place

indeed

oi

some

"":Lth-dealing

three

monsters known

1

as

Hospital, large Iniek edifice,
stnci-ued. attracted oni attention bv its
entity n! architecture and more beautiful
a

!i

shootist;

mutual
would have gone wild
ducks

our

darted as we

we

is Newport News, offthe point

winch

I Ik*

to come across a deer

the river,

me

a

swimming
capture him

boat and

j

f'ri;r

it<»s

<’umberland

art

yourself;

ot

but come in tlm

when nature,

like

-pring,

and the Congress went up in
deadly iron hail-storm be■wc,-i, the
two iron-chads raped (or four
■jg hours, were pointed nut to us ; indeed

1

.•-riiaps

some

the

Congress.
In flic Senate.

Tuesday, the 7th, a bill
repniie.l authorizing subordinate officers.>f the customs to act as ‘,'sbnrsing

waters

oflieei's in absen,oj iiir» ,>]lector or smwhen so designated i• v the collector.
A bill amendatory of the national
currency
art was introduced,
providing foi free
banking and prohibiting payment ot in-

waters

vevor

and sunk

under the vorv
Thank God that the
oeeasion fo» their services is past, and
they
ire forever
powerless to do evil.
I !:irty-t \V‘* mile*? above Norfolk we
passed Jamestown, the site ot the earliest
Kngli-Ji settlement in tin* Ignited States,
m

lying

were

kec' ol our s|earner.

made in pit.7.

terest

1 ought to say

lull

the "penile savage” Pocahontas
b iptised with the (’hristiun faith.
!

mid

almost

'brublM

puife

that i 1

believe

b.

oi

(lowing

robes

caught

tlirough

a

tin

tint half hid the arch, and tee!
I can -hf sirht of the

i-v

ri-iin that

e<

mldei

go.
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Educational

Schemes.

compulsory attendance of children from
eight to fourteen years of age, and to
make uniform the text books used in all
the common schools in the State.
There
is iniudi to lie. said in favor of some
provision hy virtue (ll which all the children
ol

a

and

j

and hose ot the

community

ignorance

shall be educated.

Vice

go hand in

hand, and a
plan which shall prevent the coining generations from growing
up in debased
ignorance, will almost certainly suppress
the vicious inclinations which would otherwise incite the possessors to

prey upon

the

community.
with

means

And the persons of

children

no

who contribute

largely

to

to

large

educate,

but

the common

scho"! fund, would seem to have the
right
to insist that the schools shall be made to
do lie'll-

appointed work, and educate all
children not otherwise provided for.

the

It would seem to be no more nor less than

justice that so much protection should lie
accorded to those who pay for il. This is
addition

broad and just view
universal education as
the right of all born under a free
governinent, and as the sheet anchor of its
safety
and perpetuity. The policy of universal
education will be questioned by no intel-

ligent

rhe

to

calls

lor

But when the question of
enforced attendance is presented, coupled
pcr.-oii.

with an enforced

uniformity of text books,
carefully.
subject of compulsory attendance

been discussed in the Legislature, and received the State sanction, although in a
different shape from that in which it is now

adjudicated claims.

if

dinip

to

proposing a constitutional amendment
that the supreme Court shall decide in all
disputes arising in regard to presidential
electors. In tin [louse a bill was
passed

to enforce the provisions ot the convention with \ enezuela. and the
payment of

sojiiar\ a:'(*h, the entrance to the
"id brick church in which, as tradition
ua-

is

t

is

presented

a

liltii

Administrators, Executors and Guardians

or
deposits, also authorizing a new
ot bonds, the
principal to be payable.
:n legal
tr-ndi
notes and the interest in
col...
A joint resolution was

jssue

rather, the
mins oi J Min-down; tor all that remains
to iii'ii''- d*
i• k*:iIity is an old
graveyard
and
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in

where tin*

same

and

w. o. o.

wan*r>

passing through the

or siim-

herubini
seraphim is th ing all abroad."
iiici

•'•her* tin- t’nmberiai'.d went down under

were*

a

paper anything beyond the faintest
idea of what T saw and enjoyed
For the
picture fully complete ami linisln ! up,
you must wait until we meet face to face;
("■ belter still, until you conic and
see for

1

»*

he-

gained the shore.
stop, not because i have written

what I could and would sav
of my day on the James Rivei. but because
I am conscious of
my inability to give you

"n,r!-c--

!•■.

The

it was not unusual

tenth }

special object

n tc’’«**»i

a-

the

on

onward the iukxt

H.

very

that

1

and
were destroyed
by the Merricaac. and 1 ie nava! died between her and
c
Monitor was 1 on«rbt
The very spots
f

were

Inn' lie

surroundings.
i-'.n:-

B

and to lower

ol

Naval

N

we

rushed round the bends in the river.

which, hv the wav, are
Invest sized eolninliiad'
On the
-b ri' sid, o, the river (Elizabeth) tin
iiniiv

muon

lor

captain told

four

or

WILLIAM

being

the flocks oi

'*v. r

d up in tlie distance looking
liie haunt ol sea-nymph
than
"

«■

ri

offset,

an

selves ot the privileges that are strewn
broadcast all around them. Here is a

well

are

Fortress Monroe,
about limrleen mile- nortii trom

R ’-"C.

■ie

The populathousand: that

I i!ie Twin Cities.

nil-

■

about

’-mimth tinmt

THURSDAY MORNING

The discussion ol matters connected
interested in (he sight „f
with the education of youth, which has
numerous lints, hovels rather,
occupied by
degraded, squalid specimens of the colored been so prominent in onr State for several
has culminated in the introrace who earn
a scanty subsistence
by years past,
fishing and fowling; scanty, not because duction ol a hill in the Legislature. This
there is anv lack of tish or fowl, but be- proposed law is intended to regulate two
branches ot the subject; to provide for
cause they arc too indolent to avail themIrmn

tar

•111 river to Portsmouth for pas-

i•

■

As

tury ago.

out tor tlfe purpose of rutting
tor slep timber
we
disposed of

of Nortoll,-

■

-non

itVereut points on the river.
i i; \'ii:iil|; I be steamer rail across

I'ii

'■

several brick dwelling houses, standing
near the bank ol the river, built of bricks
brought from Holland, more than a cen-

ascertained that
ot tin- forty passengers on the boat nine0 "ii were trou, Maine : all but two of li
n
ui

man.

log cabin very comfortable.
were much interested in
looking at

a

\\

yourself
company, might

voting

richei than ever since the late war in tra-

tongue tree course, i

EVERY

1878.

—BY-

I failed to

discover in her face any of the features of
‘<>]d Tippecanoe.” but could not help

beautiful river;

singularly

PUBLISHED

inquiring

villages, however, only served to render
the natural scenery, to my eye, more en-

was

i

ink

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16,

that in almost every desiring their advertisements published in tike Jourinstance there was a village, stores iV-c., nal will please so state to the Court.
some Iwo, three or more miles from the
►SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
landing in the interior. The lack ot the paper has been sent as well as the one to which

1 nitre-.

'not would have been
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was

The appropriation
discussed, and an amendment

was
adopted prohibiting the payment, of
contestants in contested election eas.es.
the speaker announced the
following
select committee oil the Credit Mohiliev
ami i nion Paeilie tiailroad
questions:
Messrs. Wilson of Indiana.
Shellbarger of
Ohio. Hoar ot Massachusetts, Swann ot
Indian.i and Solemn of New York.
In the Senate.
Wednesday, the S'h, a

it is well
The
not

to

a

examine the matter

new

presented.

<

one

in this State.

'hapler eleven

It has

of the Revised

Statutes of Maine contains the

following

provisions
Si13
Towns may make such by-laws,
repugnant to tile laws ol the State concerning habitual truants, and children between six
and seventeen years of age not
attending sehooi,
without atiy regular and lawful occupation, and
growing up in ignorance, i- are most conducive 10 I heir welfare and the good order of
society ; and may annex a suitable penally, not
"Xeeedingj wi'iitv dollars, for am breaeh'thereof f bui said by-laws must be first
approved by
a judge of die
supreme judicial court.
>Ki i. ft.
Sneh towns shall appoint at their
annual meeting, one or more persons, who
atom' shall make complaint, for violations ,,i
stud by-laws to the' magistrate having inrisdirtioii thereof by said by-laws, and execute bis
1101

gallant (apfain !
resolution was passing appropriating
John Smith. After all il is barely possible
111111 to defray the
expenses of investigatthat I was mistaken on the last point : it
ing tile Louisiana and Arkansas troubles,
might have been some oilier John Smith am! authorizing the committee to summon witnesses and
whom i aw,
we landed at (his
place them tinder oath. judgments.
place a
Another bill amendatory of the national
I lore* is tho whole?
dozen
more of our Maine wood-chopprinciple? ol oompul
The Senate
currency net was introduced.
at i-i dance, ! ti 11 y ex pressed and care*
per.-: but I positively refuse to yield a discussed the Indian
appropriation bill
h.ait on the 1‘oeahontas point
»lly guarded. Why U it not all snfliIn the House. Mr. Butler ot Massucliu“ett
introduced a hill to amend the bank- •ient ? The reply will probably lie that
A few miles further up the river we
act so that State
corporations, such he law is inoperative, because ot the
parsed the mouth of the < ’hiekahominv : a ruptcy
as insurance
companies, Ac., shall not be teed ot a public sentiment to cause its
name redobmt ol
defeat
malaria,
swamp,
subject to the provisions of that act but to
■xecution.
1 hen public sentiment needs
It-- waters seemed to uy
ltd death.
the jurisdiction of the State courts.
The
mind1- eye ]iI:. the waters of the Stygian
appropriations bill was di-nis-ed at length •eforniing, and that object, is rarely reaeh\\ i'll,nit action.
•d by statutes.
To take this power from
ver :icross which s.»
many lost souls, actu the Senate,
the hill unThursday,
he towns and lodge it with the State, we
e-din
totlie ancient myth, were ferried. \ til
lizing certain postmasters to deposit
ear. will draw in its train a little
Near the in -»»i! Ii of tin river K Dan blip public moneys in national banks was
army of
passed: also a bill to authorize Deputy itlieials. with salaries to be paid from (he
-int.
called because
in old times. !>•
t ‘Hectors 1,1 (fustoms to act as
disbursing reasury all to result in no belter returns
tl" eoiintrv was so much cleared
up, agents in certain eases; also the House
rout tiie. expenditure than the old
be devil and hi'
iack-a-ma-lanterns used bid to amend the act to establish a Desystem
leeomplishes.
to dance ilien
of
duk nights
Justice; also the Utilise Dili
at least that
partment
It is feared by many, and the fear is not
win.' an old tar who has been a pilot mi to prevent certain officers of the United
Stale: from practising as attorneys or
iltogether
groundless, that the power of
the no for tilt v odd years told me ; he
-olicitor- in 1 nifed States courts in cerbe correct, | think, tor his
su*■
•ompiilsory
attendance, with the schools
"grrtnd- ium eases: also the House bill in relation
to new trials in the Court of f 'l.aims.
■emulated by the compelling power, may
dher had seen ’em often.”
The
1

o

-•*

f t-

Point

tlie

H.**as

a!

Hie mouth id the

u>‘\i

population

a

Appo-

noticeable locality.
ol

about 3<X>

only,

Il
but

luring the war. as vou will remember,
was prominent
as a depot of
.supplies for
I Avon

ie

Aunv.

is located

elevated ground,

what

pi.bit i>l wliieli.o
iox.

It

at

erlooking

stands the house which

some-

on

the

extreme

the

Appomatwas
occupied

diiriic; the i .*! years of the war as Genera!
limit's headquarters.
The view from
that

is said to be very attractive.

point

A short distance above we

passed Ber-

muda Hundred, and farther on still other

localities associate with the
the

armies

two

present I.

iisines

Ii

a

i- at

point

during

enact

grass."

o

of

the war; out my

is with the James Uiver.
not tar above Bermuda

Hundred that the river
to

moveim

begins,

in earnest

part oi the “snake in the
the “eel in tile mud," or as the

the

or

sailors would sav. "to box the

compass”;

running etot, north, south, west, and so
doubling on itself every few nii'es, in
fact conducting itsett very much as a dog
does who has lost his master and is trying

on,

find linn in the crowded streets of a
city, if roil will look at a map of Virginia on a large scale you will be able to
form some idea of the Iwislifications ol
to

There is

this river.

a

point

a

short dis-

Virginia Landingealled Dutch
flap where Ben. Butler made an attempt
to correct the vagaries of nature liv digging a canal, the object of which was to
demoralize one of the largest “ox-hows"
tance

above

—to cut across in lieu ol
What

Ben.

began

going

round.

the State has finished

since the elose of the war; to our great
nrprise, so ignorant were we ol what is

going

on

in the world outside of

Belfast,

found ourselves, steamer and all, helm
hard a port, gliding through Butler’s
ditch, or Dutch Hap Canal; the appellaare used
tions
indiscriminately. Our
Captain doesn’t think much of the improvement, lor it has lowered the water
at the wharves in Richmond a foot at least,
we

lie says.
Not far above the Canal we passsed
Drury’s Bluff, or Fort Darling, one of the
so

last

strongholds

of Cornwallis in the

war

of the

Revolution, and about three miles

farther

on we

Capilol
where

on

our

had our first glimpse of the
Shoekoe Hill in Richmond,
sail for the day, one of the

S'-na'e resumed the consideration of the
I: 'ban appropriation bill.
In the House,
:i bill
passed to amend the 1:1th section of
the act tor the
appointment of shipping
commissioner.-', by making it apply to
mastfrs ot vessels engaged in the coast
wist; trade with the British North Ameri-

provinces.

\\Test India Islands and
1’he bill to promole emigration
was partiesIIv defeated l.\ reference to
the Committee of the Whoie
In the Senate, Friday, $1000 was
appropriated to pay expense u| the eomriitte to investigate charges
Senaagainst
ur Clayton.
Bills were introduced to
provide tor the appointment ot’a commission on the subject of prohibition
by legislation fertile suppression ot
intemperenee,

can

Mexico.

and to

repeal certain provision of the law
relating to the organization of the army.

The Vice President presented resolutions
fit the legislature of Massachusetts, reinon**tratiti^ against. th«-* thf* pa^aoro ot

the bill which provided that the names of
battles with fellow eitizeits should not lie
continued in the army register or placed

the regimental colors of the United
States. Order to lie on the table and be
printed. Bill amending the national hanking act was advocated by Senator Buckingham. The Indian appropriation bill

on

amended,

was

to

provide

for

inspectors

of

Indian affairs, and passed. Adjourned to
In tin* House the time was
Monday
taken up in the discussion of
legislative
appropriation bill.
Report or the Inspector General
Fish. As appears by the annual relurn ot David S. Fernald,
Inspector General of Fish for the State of Maine, the
following lowns have inspected mackerel
from Jan. 1. 1872, to Jan. 1. 1873,'as fol-

of

lows

:

Boothbay,

Camden.
Deer Isle,
North Haven,
Matinicus,

Portland,
South])ort,
Georgetown,
Harpswell,
Total,

2.1G8
1.092

barrels.

fiOo
351 2-10
1G4 1-2
1.0,8298 10
341

4.01-2
.0

20,097

The

previous year 48,597 barrels were
inspected, showing a falling of the past

of 28,000 barrels.
During the year
4,959 barrels of herring, 433 1-2 barrels
of shad, and 112 1-2 barrels of
tongues
and sounds have also been inspected.
vear

[Whig.

■onie

to mean

compulsory opinions, politi
•aland religious. Such a,
danger should
*e
guarded against with all possible vigiiatiee.
We speak in the interest ot no
party or sect, and ask only that the
tvemtes by which the influence of either
may

reach the minds

ol

the young throned!

■ompulsion may be closed. By the mere
selection of ‘'fhnnl book-' the
rising genial

ton

:un! in

could be

powerfully influenced,

European

governments, from which
the idea is derived, this has been done to
a great extent.
There may be less danger
under a popular
government, but what
danger there is hail best be seasonably
considered.

Uniformity

ol fexpt books has also some

strong arguments in its favor. But is
there no danger that it will trench
upon
the rights ol classes of the
people? It the
serious mistake should be made of
designating the Bible us a text book for reading, as is otten done, we violate the re-

ligious rights of a portion of the people
of Mai he—small, it may lie, but still entitled to their rights. We cannot,
Catholic'

compel

Jewish children to submit to
the teachings of the Protestant Bible and
the New Testament without a
glaring violation of the religious rights of those
peo-

ple,

as

to the

or

well asot the bill of rights prefixed
constitution
fn Prussia, where

enforced attendance is most rigorous, the
most careful provision is made that the
religious belief and rights of all shall not
be violated. If enforced attendance and

uniformity
Maine
made.

of books are to bo

adopted

in

Death of the Ex-Emperor.
The sudden death of Louis Napoleon,
which two years ago would have produced
the greatest excitement, if not civil commotion in

Europe,

misgovernment existing

theie.

scarce

creates a

ripple

the current ot public events. There
but few so poor to do him reverence,
notwithstanding his remarkable career,
and lately exalted rank.
The mother of Louis was the daughter

on

are

of

the first wife of the great
emperor, and his lather was Louis, King
of Holland, and youngest brother of Napoleon. lie was born at the palace of the

Josephine,

in

had lived

After the tall of his uncle, Louis and his
mother resided in various European

countries, completing his education and
waiting for some turn in events that

might restore the imperial reign. At every
opportunity in the changing tort lines ot
France, he offered his services ns a soldier,
which were always refused by the reigning powers. Still ha studied, planned and
wrote, always with a view to the throne
of the empire, lor the only legitimate son
of Napoleon was dead, and Louis was
heir lo the monarchy.
Ill 1830, came the attempt at a revolution at. Strasbourg.
Some old soldiers ot
the empire had been led to favor him.
Suddenly Louis appeared before the soldiers of the garrison, and in a harangue
endeavored to gain them over. A few
eried “Long live the emperor,” but the
unsyrapathizing portion of the garrison
quickly restored order, and took the rash
adventurer prisoner. His mother’s supplications saved his life, and he was again

—The Portland State has a “Young
Woman About Town,” who says—“Sometime, I am going to write an article upon
what I know about editors.” How those
Pot Hand chaps will squirm when impaled
on her pen point.

r

Generalities.
A slight shock of

APPLETON, CHIEF JUSTICE, PRESIDING.

Brunswick, Saturday.

Joshua Trask vs. Inhabitants of Unity. An
action to recover damages claimed by plain tilt',
to have been sustained by himself and team, in

earthquake

felt at

was

Mr. Paul Curtis, the eminent ship-builder
cently died at his residence in East Boston.

manent deafness, catarrah, rhuematism and
violent pains in Ids chest. For which he claimed damages to the amount of $10,000.
Defendants elaimed—First, that the horse
was unsound and nearly worthless, and died In
consequence of getting into a mud hole; that
plaintiff did not claim personal damages until

Frank Whitmore has purchased
now occupied by .Mr. Fogg,

The gas man is around with his reminders
that the days have been very short.

come

g,

The trial of the alleged murderer Alloy, will
in Boston, Feb. 3.

Honest farmers in Iowa till ducks with water
and lot them freeze before taking them to market.

flouted by Columbia, Ohio, inclo -ed in a
field of ice. They had probably frozen to death.
men

Mrs. Partington thus comments on the reported strike of the wire-drawers: “Ah, me!
what new-fangled things won’t they wear
next!”

The West

Point cadets will perform escort
Washington, on the fourth of March.
The inauguration will be a very splendid affair,
both civic and military.

duty

at

.VII the folks don’t heed the city marshal’s admonitions about ashes in the streets.
Don’t waste

so much time in
running to borthe Journal, when it can be bad for $2 a

row

year.

a

We have to thank an appreciative public for
large increase of subscriptions with the new

year.

Many partridges are in our market. Mr. Cook
bought a lot of two dozen from Montville on

Monday.

put

At one time he received
dividend ; afterwards fitty additional shares, and «8if shares in Pacific
railroad stock.
as a

ascendency again.

-Judge Clifford,

Charles Thurlovv, of Newburyport, Mass.,
who has suffered from defective sight and hearing, had both these senses restored to him the
other day by lulling into the hold of a vessel.
Still it is not advised that all blind and deaf

people should

go

and do likewise.

of this Slate, is the
only member of the Supreme Court who
held that position at Mr. Lincoln's election.

The general
impression seems to he
that Gov. Perham’s
appointment of Mr.
Holster as Bank Commissioner is
unfortunate.
Mr. B. has had no
banking experience, and is not up to the duties of
the

position.
l'he following nominations
have just
been made by Gov. Perham—

Justices of the Peace—Geo.
Weeks,
Jeflerson: *5. P. Vose,
Iioekland; if. K.
Morrill, Gardiner; Geo. L. Hall, Noblehoro; Arnold Blaney, Bristol; Ralf
—The small pox is
subsiding in Ban- Ellingwood,
Thorndike; E. B Bailey
gor.
Pembroke.

shells, II** expects to tamo them
when he whistles.
Sumner 15.

Spencer Mathews
sprained ankle, as a result
suddenly.

is
of

propiielor of a
leaviug his sleigh

Mrs. W. 1'. Burrill and Eliza E. West, of this

city, have petitioned the Legislature for change
of name.

Mr. Pantagruel is having a skating suit made,
with the rear portion provided with springs and

upholstered.

Phelps,

.-o

they

Kuril ham, has

ol

will

some-

thin}' to say on the subject of pigs. lie recently slaughtered one seven months and fourteen
days old that weighed :i(U) pounds.
On Wednesday morning, while the pupils at
the South Primary school wen*. lu-tercd about
the box stove that warms tin- room, the stove

suddenly

fell over, catching under ii the leg?* of
little girl named Condon. Miss Wiggin, tin
teacher, at once ran to the spot, and lilted Unhot stoye, severely burning her hands in doing
a

The child was burned, hut not very sever
it w.mld have hem but for the teacher's

so.

Mr.

ly, as

sclt-sucriticing aid. One ot tin legs had dropped from ns socket on the stove.
One evening recently we dropped into Pierce’s
Hall where the merry
ids ami lassi* s were
tripping lightly to the mu.-i* of .ferry1- violin.
Mr. Whitten ha- a line ciiool n! about sixty

couples. I'lie music by hi- baud is excellent.
composed of two violins, bas- viol, cornet and
metodion. He pr**po-**s to have
ball on the last night of the term.

Judge Dickerson has arrived home from Maehias, having dispensed all needed justice in a
term of four days.

a

The ship McNear from (his port, has arrived
at Now Orleans, making the
quirk passage of
sixteen days to the bar.

The Bangor Whig of Saturday says—The new three-ma-ted schooner It. M. Hayward, launch* d at Bafli on l linr-day. has been
chartered by Messrs. A. I.*miun a S.m .,t this
city, to loa*l hay at Bella-'. I * »r Mobile. The
sunn* tirm has chartered the m-w -<-hooner Abbot Devereu\ t*» loa*l hav at Belt'i-t, bo- Baltimore. Both the v*
i- iiann**| an* of the largest
capacity of their class. double-decked. -»n I rate

|

“The disasters whicli have made a
his son-in-law. Mr. Neilson.
shipOn Monday, Mr. Neilson, son-in-law of wreck of the Empire, will not cause to be
forgotten the great services of Napoleon
James Brooks, representative from one as
rendered to this nation in
establishing
ot the New York districts,
order
and
appealed and
developing the property of the
testified that his father-in-law
him in country.”

the dividends.

meat

Mr. Isaac ITall, depot master at Etna on the
Maine Central Railroad, fell down stairs into a
collar striking on his head, sustaining severe

a

compel

$9000

as a

High street, where he will dispense poultry,
and thing- as usual.

on
new

,-

the way of getting 100 shares, and
paid
for them lor him, but Neilson received all

the apartsaloon

ments

City.

The City Guards have received their
breech-loading rifles.

commence

varicose veins on one of his legs; that in consequence of his exposure the disease was very
much aggravated, and ulceration followed: that
he receiyed a violent cold which caused per-

and

George F. White ha~ a curiosity in the shape
of twin clams—at least that is the presumption
from the fact that two heads -tick out of the

tcleg^ipli

injuries.

ice; that they continued to advance breaking
the ice before them until they arrived at a point
where the watei and ice were from two to two
and a half feet deep, and could go no further;

Ac.

The horse letting fraternity are feeling better
on account of the improved travel.

companies promise
reduction of rates at an < al ly day.

while going from Montville via. Unity Village,
to his home in Burnham, with his two horses
and wagon, that after passing over the outlet
bridge his horses began to break through the

Items,
County

neral

The

the winter of 1870, by reason of the road being
overflowed between Unity Village and Burnham, near the foot of 25 mile pond. Plaintiff
testified that on the 7th day of January, 1870,

re-

Local
News of the

Gen. Sickles lias been instructed in decisive
but respectful terms to remonstrate against the
What is the matter with the city clock? K it
failure of Spain to carry into effect the
apparent
stops from too much friction, the committee on
long after he claimed damage for his horse and I
emancipation act, to which she is committed.
lubrication shoui 1 see to it.
trouble; tb it bis leg bad long been incurable;
A young woman, a passenger from Bangor
that the nature of the disease was such that it
We shall soon present our readers with a first
! to Boston, had her pocket picked Friday of #40
was liable to become inflamed and ulcerate at,
in monev and a check for #300 on a Vova Scot in ehs* item, as the hoys persist in skating on the
any time; that bis deafness, catarrh. &
were j hank, all the money she p.»s ;■ sod in the wo' ld.
'-ait water ire that skirts the wharves.
Two men escaped from the Pittsburg
permanently seated upon him long before.
j:ii! the j
A j >11 y party of young folks tilled the
Livery
Second, that plaintiff was reasonably notified of other night, after digging six month' to make
Company’s big sleigh on Friday evening, and
the impassable condition of the road, an I there- tunnel one hundred feet long. They left a note I
took
a
the
sheriff
telling
moonlight sleigh rule to Stockton.
they would meet him in
fore proceeded a. his own risk. Verdict for heaven.
It don’t work well to start business or do
dependents.
The Boston Globe says that John !’. Hale is a business with the belief
that everybody knowJewett for plff.
Boyle for (lefts.
confirmed paralvtic, and has softening of the
all about it. Advertising must tell tin:
He cann »t leave Ins room and will not
Benson Barlow, appellant from decree of brain.
story to
the world.
Judge of Probate vs. James Kish. An notion probably live a great while. He is nearly 07
yours old.
A hoy drags about the streets a sled on which
brought to reverse the decree of the Judge of
T. .1. Whitcomb, of Springfield, Vt., lost is painted the name
Probate tor removing plaintiff from the guarthereof—“Leeping Deer.’
seven valuable rows re< ently bv the barn floor
dianship of Flora J. Kak-r, upon the charges giving way and leaving them hanging by Hie It N the strongest argument for compulsory atthat he was a common drunkard. Parties are neck. Tlie earth had been dug away under the tendance at school that we have seen.
barn for some purpose, thereby weakening the
turned loose, a wanderer.
Four years from Liberty. Verdict for plaintiff.
Young ladies are improving the pleasant
foundation.
Knowlton for plff.
later a yet more insane attempt was made
Staples for defts.
in sliding.
It is an inspiring sight to
evenings
The trial of Leavitt Aliev for the murder of
Jason Mid vs. Philander Richards. An acat
Boulogne, which was accompanied by tion of
Abijah Ellis is to occur this month before the behold a beautiful young lady sitting on and
The
replevin,
testimony went to show Supreme Court in Boston. The counsel for the
a sled with a foot on each side.
ludicrous incidents.
Accompanied by that defendent held a mortgage hill of sale of a defence will allege the insufficiency of circum- steering
<
apt. ( 'harles Gordon, a well known citizen
about fifty persons he left England, and pair of oxen from his brother; that he author- stantial evidence to convict their client.
of
ar.-port, died on Saturday, at the ago of 7s.
reached that town. A tame eagle that ized his brother to exchange them with plaintiff’
Abraham Stover of Penobscot, aged sixtvlb> omv represneted Bf Hast, in the Le gislature,
two.
was found, on Thursday, lying between
and
received
the
to
about
had been trained to eat beefsteak from the
difference, amounting
the bars of his sled liis face having dragged up- and was tor nrinv y**ars cashier of the Searshat of Louis, was a part ot the display S2G, indorsed if on his note, and afterwards on the load until it was almost worn way.
port Bank.
took the oxen on his mortgage. Plaintiff re- When discovered, his horses were
jogging
that was to win the hearts of France. But.
We learn that a reviv al of
plevined the oxen, and claimed that defendent along briskly.
religion is in proon landing they were received by a fire of
waived his rights under his mortgage by giving
Twenty-live vacancies will occur in the United gress at Searsport, as a consequence of union
musketry, the bird refused to take his his brother authority to trade them. Verdict Slates Senate on the 4th of March, twelve of meetings of the Othodov and Methodist
meat, and the adventurer was made pris- for plaintiff', that property was in plaintiff, which have already been tilled. The States yet 1 hurehes. On Monday evening over fifteen
to elect are Massachusetts. New York, Pennrose for prayers.
oner. Tried for treason, he was sentenced
damages assessed at $f».
sylvania, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, ArkanMe
Illinois. Wisconsin, Missouri, K m-:c and
Lei
for
Ian
sas,
A bbot for deft.
plff.
to perpetual imprisonment in the fortress
('apt. J. W. Ferguson had a wooden celebraThe following divorces have been decreed Nevada.
tion at the Point on the evening of the 8th. A
of Tlam
Six years after he escaped in
this term—
The Journal says Hi at. a girl of Is years came
'arge company was present, bearing gifts of
to Lewiston a few days since from a neighbordisguise, and took refuge m England. In
Caroline H. Hunt from John W. Hunt.
evervthing that could be mi le from wood, and
with
a
two
months'
ing
old
t wo years more came the long
county,
infant in
sought op- Custody of children to mother, with $1,350 in her arms.
She had to tell the same old s*ory of a good time was enjoyed.
portunity in the revolution of bits, which lieu of alimony.
betrayal and desertion, and finally she was
On motion of F. K. Boyle, Esq., Fred. J.
turned out of doors bv her parents. The kind
exiL■ 11 Louis Phillipe.
John Stewart from Rozilla Stewart.
VY biting, F-q., was 1 i-q week admitted to
pra<
hearted ladies of Lewiston w 'i can* for her.
Anna BradstrceL appellant, vs. Edward L.
Louis Napoleon went at once to France,
ti< law in all the courts of this State. On moThe Journal says that an Auburn Nimrod,
An action to reverse a decree of
Bradstreet.
tion of W. IT. Fogler, Esq., James s Flarriwas elect, d to the National
cornered tune skunks in their dens in an AuAssembly,and die
.Judge of Probate, allowing defendent cer- burn field, dug them out an I
capture.1 the nian. Esq., was admitted.
subsequently President of the Republic. tain items in his
account, while guardian of whole lot. dodging the fusilade of these pecuA venerable box car. with a stove funnel
He schemed and plotted with the one
liar weapons with a skill that left not -the smell
plaintiff'. Jury disagreed.
of fire” about him. Whenever one lias a skunk
sticking through the top, makes regular trips
Jewett. Knowlton and Turner for plaintiff.
purpose of personal ambition. The mask*
to catch, it will be prudent for him to let the job
over tb*
railroad. It is known as Morrow’s
was thrown oft in 1851. when he effected
Boy!;* and Greeley for deft.
out to this tremendous skunk -<|uelchcr.
Potato Palace Oar. The boys are going to preInhabitants of Montville vs. Inhabitants of
a revolution
at
all
A man in Chittenden county, Vt.. has made
by arresting
midnight
sent the conductor with a badge.
an experiment designed to
ascertain how far
the members of the assembly opposed to Etna. A pauper case, now on trial.
A dry goods establishment is this city has
Me Left an for pltf’s. Vose and Hubbard for soil is protected from cold 1>\ snow. For four
him. and thrusting them into prison. The
successive winter days, there being four inches <uch
deft.
charmingly persuasive lady clerks that a
of
snow
on
a level, he found the average temroad to imperialism was then open. The
fellow win* came in town to trade
expended all
perature immediately above the snow 14 dehis money, and walked home because be
reign ot Napoleon was probably a samgrees below zero: immediately beneath, 10 deWashington Matters.
hadn^
grees nhovc zero; under a drift I wo feet deep,
enough left to pay his railroad fare.
ple of the best government for France—
27 above zero.
'run CREDIT Monil.IKl:- AN HONEST opinThe schooner Florida that sailed for Jacksonstrong and arbitrary. During the whole
Some Michigan hoys, feeling the need of a
ion.
ville i»n Friday, got ashore near Saturday Cove.
of it Napoleon was a schemer and diswholesome recreation, sfutUd a nit of clothes
Ill conversation today with one nt the with straw and buried it; killed a couple of Her centre hoard was found to be frozen down,
turber of the peace of
After his
Europe
most prominent anil purest members of chickens, and strewed the blood around the in consequence of which she inisstayed and
success against Russia and Austria, lie
the ground so that it gave
grave, and
hut came off without damage, and
Congress—-a good Republican, by the evidence oftrampled
a fearful struggle.
The horrified touched,
turned his attention to America, and en- wiv -the
billowing opinion was expressed citizens soon di-eovered the grave, summoned proceeded.
deavored to prop up an European mon- to me concerning the position in which the coroner, had a iurv impaneled, dug up he
Mr. 1,. \V. Wentworth has takeirthe shaving
Jf was the turning the members of Congress were placed by bodv, and—adjourned in a hurry.
archy in Mexico.
and hair dressing rooms lately occupied hv
the testimony of Ames and Alley.
SrTfur>K in Er.r.swoi? nr.
The American Professor Pierce, where he will wait
point in his fortunes. Frenchmen can
upon cusstates that on Thursd.sv afternoon last. Ma".
A r.KAOINli CONUUKsS.VIAN’s OPINION.
tolerate anything except failure, and in
tomers.
Mr. W. has h: d large experience in
about
lU
\bby >\ason,
found
years o! age. a
in convulsions, at the house ,.| Mr. J<
the business, uni will doubtless give excellent
Mexico Napoleon terrihly tailed.
"1 can lee!,” said my
His
Congressional Moore,
and died in about four hours.
\
s:i! isfurfion.
army was withdrawn, and Maximilian Iriend, “some resjieet and a little sym- mortem examination revealed Hu* (act that postHie
tor Senator (frillies, who went into
1'hc A If ied Ji huson fund of $i>00 per year, is
died from tin* ejects ot a dose of oil of cedar.
lost his life.
Then came the terrible war pathy
this Credit Mobilier business at the be- Mis- Nason was to have been married on Saturdoing much good m a quiet way among the poor
with (Jet-many, in
which the French
ginning, openly subscribed for bis stock, day last, and had been verv busy making pre- <*i fhisei'v. Seventy families were relieved
by
emperor, lured bv ambition and false and allowed all his transactions with the parations for the event, at Mr. Moore'- resi- if
dence.
during the past year, ami thousands will in
hopes, dashed his army against the iron t nion Pacific Railroad to stand open for
the future bless the name of their thoughtful
the
of the world.
This is the
organization of Uermanv, and lost his wav inspection
iMd generous benefactor.
Death of Fx-Emperor Napoleon.
honest men do business. 1, of course,
And cannot
army, his liberty and his crown.
A gentleman who had business at the
say that t approve of a member of
Savings
Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, the exiled
now, last act in the drama, he has died an
Bank, on pushing open the lower door, discovCongress having a pecuniary interest in French monarch, died
at (’liislcsuddenly
exile and an outcast from the country that any enterprise which he had been instru- hurst,
ered
a couple of follows seated on the stairs,
England, Dee. nth. lie hail been
mental
he ruled so despotically.
iryoniorring such immense sub- suffering from stone in the bladder, and engaged in passing a whisky bottle back and
sidies upon, and which was very likely to
had submitted to
tor its re- forth. If is safe to say that they had no other
Thus lived and died a man of most re- want
tui(her legislation. 1 may he old moval. His suddenoperations
death took everybody deposit on the premises.
markable career, and one who had known togyish iu my views upon these
subjects, at ( hislehurst, as well as London, by surThe new shoe linn of Leonard, Redpath «!t
the bitternesss of exile and poverty, as and 1 must admit that I am not in accord
prise. The Empress, relatives, attend- Lamb, 97 Cross street, Boston, includes Horace
with
modern Congressional progressive ants and
well as the splendors of monarchy. His
household, even the physicians, Crosby, one of our Belfast bovs Thev succeed
ethics, but still ! rather long for a little were
unprepared lor it. The Kmperor the well known firm of I & D, \Y Hitchcock,
lory will write him as one who displayed progress backward. Rut it 1 can accord
had passed a comfortable night, his
none, ol t he qualities of true
greatness, but with poor Crimes ibis little modicum ot strength seemed undiminished, and at a who arc special partners, and we doubt not.
as selfish, mean and
cowardly. lie lived praise lor his courage, what must 1 say consultation early in the morning it was will iiave abundant success,
the. gentlemen who went into
A large business is done in shipping various
thought he could hear a third op ration,
only on the memories of his great name- concerning
die enterprise when the investment of
§100 which was fully determined upon. So articles from this port to Jacksonville. Florida.
sake, and had nothing in and of himself
brought them almost immediately $:KI0or great was the confidence in the
patient’s Hu ring 1*72 George F. White shipped to M.
that should raise him above mediocrity.
*-hib in dividends, and hadn’t the
courage condition that the Prince Imperial was W. Drew, of that place, eighteen
cargoes, comto even allow the stock to stand
on the
permitted to return to Woolwich to re- prising 310 tons of hay, (10 thousand of brick,
—The popular tiling now is to have company’s hooks in their own name? It
sume his studies.
Dr. Hull went to Lon- lid tons of
ice, and 3323 casks of lime.
may have been a perfectly legitimate busidon Wednesday, and many of the Em
dedication of small pox hospitals. Ban- ness
transaction in their view, but
A
and
large
why
distinguished delegation from
peror’s
personal triends who hastened to
allow Oakes Ames 1o be their trustee?
gor and Portland have each done it.
(’hislehurst at the lirst alarm had returned « ’amden was present at Mie railroad meeting in
I lum, too, when Mr. Ames and his friends
] to their homes. There was no reason this city on Monday. It included four »*v-rep-The Northern Border is the title ol in the
company fail out with Mr. MeComb whatever to
apprehend a fatal turn m the resentatives to the Legislature. We don't know
a neatly printed
piano weekly ju.sl start- and his friends, and a lawsuit is threatened ease
up to 9 a. m., Thursday, when the when we have felt so oppressed with honor as
which lenders it possible that these
ed at Bangor, by a
per- new and dangeons symptoms
publishng ompunv.
suddenly w lien waited upon by the united delegation.
B. 1-. I'rfll i editor, am! Oscar F Knowb*s, tertly ligitimate transactions will be made set in. The Emperor's vital forces seemed
Mr. Albert C. Wiggin, formerlv of this city,
public, why are these members ot Con- to leave all at once and lie
commenced to
printer, it is devoted to science, litera- gress so anxious to get rid of their
is the musical and dramatic eritiV of the Hartsink with alarming rapidity
propA
telegram ford Daily Times. Mr. W. is a
ture, social lite and home development
erly honestly acquired ?
It a transaction
graceful and
was instantly despatched to Woolwich for
is
in secret it ought the Prince. Dr. Hull
perfectly
legitimate
was
The IL Ita-t Journal says that -‘there wasn't to be
summoned from discriminating writer, whose pen i" making for
the same when made
public.
him a name in the world of journalism. His
murli con 11 in■ »vei front gates last week."
London.
Are tin- yonnc people of Fielfa-t so easily di
MOW IT LOOKr.I> ON SATURDAY.
Father Goddard, the Emperor's spiritual many iriends will be glad to learn of his success.
coin-agedv Love laughs at thermometers, hereadviser, was sent for in the greatest haste
The Penobscot Bay and River Railroad comWashington, Jan. 11.
abouts. i Portland Transcript.
to administer the last sacrament of the
The Credit Mobilier Bribery
panv hold ils annual meeting in this citv on
Not discouraged, but there is a*,marked
lnvestiga- church.
t ng Committee, of which
The Emperor’s private chaplain
Judge Poland
but without making choice of officers
preterenee for “love in haying time.” It is Chairman, and the Credit Mobilier and was also informed of the danger and Monday,
started for (’hislehurst. All arrived too adjourned to April. This is said to have been
biiimi Pacific
is so much more comfortable to talk soft
Investigating Committee, Lite. I he
done in order to give parties who talk of buildot which Mr. Wilson, ol
Prince was not to see his father
nonsense to a girl when
Indiana, is Chairalive. Dr. (full and the clergyman in1.' the road a chance to be represented on the
resume their sessions to-morrow.
man,both
again
“title walks iu beauty, like the night
board of directors.
It is intended that the hooks of
Of cloudless climes and starry skies.”
the Credit just reached the Park gates as the FenThe Empress, who had
poror expired.
That's what makes the leafy promenades Mobilier organization shall lie examined
\ drunken chap ma le a long harangue on
but it is doubtful it all of them
will be been most constant in her attendance, was
ol Bel last so
popular, and gives love a examined, and it is doubtful it all of them the principal person at his bedside at the Monday in front of the Telegraph building,
will be presented. Col. MeComb demand- last hour.
The medical advisers, Sir mostly on religious subjects. When the police
tendency to hibernate, like the bears.
and laid him on his back on a horseed. or rather
that the “Stock Henry Thompson, and Drs. Corvisant and captured
suggested,
—Mr. Sawyer, who is sniffing the balmy Blotter” should be
sled. lie continued his exhortation, and kept it
produced tor the pur- Clover, the Emperor’s old triend, Dr.
breezes of Florida, lias no longer any pose of sustaining his statement
A search of his
Cornwall, and several members of the up till the jail was reached.
regardthe transfer of stock to Mr. Brooks of household were present.
ing
Since the Em- po kcls yielded a pint bottle of rum.
interest
in
the
Ellsworth
Custom
special
New York, and other members. The peror’s death the residence at (’hislehurst
House, Mr. John 1). Hopkins having been
A
iron condenser exploded in the baseledger, journals, and, in short, all of Hie has been strictly closed to all lint the ment east
of the shoe factory on Monday morning.
confirmed to that reward of the faithful. account books of the
nearest friends and relatives.
The
are
reCompany
physiWell, strange things do take place in this ipiired by Mr. Wilson’s Committee to cians state that death resulted from causes It collected the waste steam from the warming
show'
its
of
the
transactions
independent
from
the
world ol ours.
date of its
surgical operation to pipes, and was not intended to bear pressure,
organization, and thereby enable the Com- which the patient was subjected. The and none was on it. The cause of the explo—The new city government of Boston mittee to arrive at a definite
conclusion event produces a deep impression in Lon- sion is a mystery. It made a noise like a canhas gone vigorously to work in the en- regarding its liabilities to the Government. don, where the Emperor was always very non, and caused a lively scamper among the
deavor to get rid of small pox. It is quite Persons who are interested in these inves- populai with the masses, and the. evening operatives.
either personally or as outsiders, journals publish long obituaries, full of
lime that the pestilence should be ex- tigations,
On Saturday a horse driven by Mr. A. P. Gilprompted by curiosity, declared a belief expressions of mournin°\
iiHi news ot the
The
has
city
tinguished.
long enough that the original books will never be
Emperor’s death was more, of Monroe, took fright and becoming undistributed its gifts of that nature through- found. In the trial before the Pennsyl- received at a late hour Thursday afternoon managable, ran into Mr. James Holmes’ sleigh,
in 1 aris.
vania Courts, during which the
It, is not yet possible to estimate near City Point, and broke it into fragments.
out New England,
exposures the
occurred which have led to the
efteet here. The Imperialists are
pending
pro- Mr. Holmes has a whitlletree to begin a new
—Old Silver Tail, over at Wiscasset, is inquiries, an effort was make to
foundly affected, and appear to regard the sleigh with. Three years ago Mr. Holmes had
dead, and the Oracle publishes atouchino1 the Company to produce them, hut it event as a final blow to their hopes. The a horse killed by a runaway, blit a few feet from
luiied.
It was expected that the evidence only evening journal which has
any edi- the place of this accident.
obituary. lie was a boss.
toi ial
of the Treasurer of the
the subject is tlie
Company, which Pans, on
Messenger de
—One of our favorite exchanges, the will probably be concluded
an influential finance
While they were getting up steam at tlie railIt
to-morrow,
organ.
Elmira, N. Y. Gazette, conies to us great- will finally fix upon Mr. Brooks the re- closes a brief article with the following road engine house, Tuesday morning, the
sponsibility ol his purchases ot stock for tribute:
throttle of the locomotive got accidentally
in
and

similar provision should he
But we think the brief session of ly improved
appearance,
enlarged
this winter will be found too short for to a handsome quarto. It is an able
paper,
maturing laws of the kind. We should and deserves abundant success.
much prefer to see some provision lor
—The Democracy of New Hampshire
awakening public interest in education, held the annual State Convention at Conand thus securing the end by means quite
cord, on the 8th. It was a full gathering
as effectual and much less
objectionable. of the true men of the Granite State. Hon.
E. C. Bailey, of Hopkinton, presided.
—We notice that Capt. Dennison, late Ex-Gov. Weston was
nominated for Govof the steamer City of Richmond, has beenor, and a set of resolutions passed. The
came an officer of the India street church,
democrats of that state will make a stubPort land. There’s noth i ng 1 i Ire early piety.
born
for the
some

Court.

Albert Caswell has been brought back from
April, 1808. Ilis parents
Massachusetts, charged with embezzling #2.(‘>00
for
a
time
long
separated
from the town of Belgrade.
pre- that lie was obliged to leave bis horses and
go a
vious to his birth, and grave doubts exist- mile lor
The tight for the senatorship of Missouri is
assistance; that where the current was
ed as to his legitimacy. The emperor, o\er the road it was not frozen over, and lie growing hitter. Hutchins and his friends are
determined to defeat Blair.
with whom the child was a favorite, com- was obliged to go through the water to the
The French Minister at Washington does not
three
of
that
lie
four
feet;
men
to
asdepth
got
manded Louis to acknowledge him as
think that the death of Nat oleon will cause anv
sist him in getting his team out; that in consechange or excitement in France.
legilmate. But the other branches of the
quence of his horses breaking and plunging
Miss Helen M. Grant, aged sixtv-one years,
family were accustomed to speak of him through the ice one of them was strained and
died suddenly at Ellsworth, on Stiiiduv night,
as “a kite in an eagle's nest,” until his
damaged so that it. died in November following, the Mh, directly after a visit to some relatives.
sudden i.-e made such speeches impolitic. that for years before lie had been suffering with
A boat containing the bodies of two dead

Tuilleries,

fight

The Atlanta Sun publishes an advertisement of the tax collector, 19 columns
long
in fine type, advertising
property in that
city to be sold for taxes. These tax sales
all over the South speak volumes for the

Supreme Judicial

When steam had attained sufficient
power to move the engine it unceremoniously
started. On arriving at the door, it didn’t stop
to knock, but burst them open and went out.
The engineer discovering the trouble jumped on

opened.

and

stopped

it.

Boston 1ms favored this city with another
ease of small pox. On Saturday, the 4th, a
young man named Quinlan arrived home on the
steamer Katahdin sick, and kept his room. The
Board of Health, on Wednesday, suspecting
small pox, obtained entrance to the house after
some difficulty, and found a genuine case of the
disorder. The family live in the double tenement brick house near the gas works, where
there are several other tenants. Measures have
been taken to keep the people within doors, and
to vaccinate all exposed. It is hoped there Will
be no spread of the disorder, although the
chances are greater than in any ease that has
before occurred.

Jerry

is

gr-onl «*aln*o
duncist

-i

As

success.

a

A I.

Only one indictabl-- rim*1 was presented t *
the (fraud Jury u tf:• | t*-**nt term, that of
Alon/o Holt and lames 1 >e*il\ r. who stole
harness at Wint* r: at. They plead guilty, and
were sentenced
a* li to two months in rail.
A
harness is a had thing to -.teal. There are certain to be such traces, that they can he easily
■

collared, reigned up before t!na

*urt,

*•

bit of evidence sent, to then liarn*
We

were

taining

recently shown

ami with
i-til.

111

s

photograph confive prison-;, representing
a

group <>t
veneration-. the d*-*oi Mr
Crocker of l'To*p<:-*;i. I the Saekgroiie ! si and s
he old gentleman,aged and bow I. !';,«• *•*. ..nd
and third generation* a!
near, while in front
sit* the fourth a beautiful young ladv.who dances
the fifth a plump little hrihy on her knee. Mi
as

a

many

Crooker is the father of If* children

grand-children, 54 great-:

and has

hildion and

an

nm

great great-grand-. Mi
And

Voile

Vnotttf.t: :

''lit.i.

newspaper

enterprises >prunr up wul a- •i.-hing rapiditv
Only last week the Belfast Advertiser dawned
upon the world, ml now ’!i* Farmin’ Fvchange. ;»ni)lt«li-‘d at Brooks, hy d. \V. Lang,
makes it* how to the pubi
In *uz it just
the Belt's*? Advertiser, i* devoted
mainly to the int» rc*N ..i me f irming commur.. I
\.ny Wednesday, at
nity, and will he
matches

#1.50 per year. Mr. Lang has had practical experience as a farmer, au 1 po* -»■**the faculty
of putting his knowledge upon paper m an ti
tractive way. This, we think, M the first lime
that four newspaper* have l»«en *imultaneou*ly
published m this roun»v.
Those who attend tn Lvcinim let lire- tre to
have an intellectual rr-ur on ‘i'•;• -dav evening
of next week.
W
Rev
\.
!-.of T’hila-

delphia. win

nu
!i -a: *f i- tion at hi*
gave
appearance in t!.i* .-in, A t<• give his
views upon the subject of The Model Wife. O1
course the ladies will all desire to know what
thev must be in < r r r<> r eh the *?an<Wtrd of

former

that perfect being, and th< gentlemen will attend for the purp<. t intiiiv h-nv fai their individual experienc. s fall >hur of tin* lecturerparagon, "the fair, the ehu.*tc and unexpressive
she.” This produ ion i- said to he the best <e.
the genial and wh y gentlem .t
Ticket* of ad.•

mission do cents.
till nights
harbor
but the mild weather •!' Thin- ! r together will:
the strong wind in die afternoon
ompletelv
cleared it, so none now rem miA -iiiaidii v of
hay has been shipped the pasl w.
*iny »
Af.<>v<;

Wh\r\

tiiK

I

in

recently made considerable

ie

mr

vessels the '■iny
has been largely
the e xports, and Jiiimmn are obliged
to store their hay.
A number of vessels e mid
be taken up immediately were they In re.
h
!• -a. 1* I the sell
Woods, M at hew< A 1 ik
Hero for Salem. R »?».• t Pii>r-M.n loaded -eh
Win. (i. Eddie for Ibv Mali
Mi. Morrow
a

in

scarcity of
excess

ot

receiving one ar load oi po'atoe, daily
the read, and
loading '•eh. ‘bn. Meade
for Boston. Robbing Bn- are I .adiim sell.
Fores! t^neen for B i- n. Buvei- ire
avin;
To cents per bushel.
I. P. Menvtm is disSell.
charging jute at the Paper Mill Wliar'
Emma Einvvootl, fi-.un Baltimore,.- discharging
corn at
Hamden's for E. \
Knowltoii itnl
others.
now

over

M ASoViC.

V

the innual im imy
i■-on
\|.in.I »y

ei

Ph

eniv

V. M
fiOdge "i E
following business

riling tin*
w.a> transacted
The Secretary's report shew that dieie bad been a large
amount of work performed tin- pad year, hav
ing had torty-dx meeting-. I’he following
were chosen a.-oihcers he dn* < n- uine v» n
< Italics \V
Hane.\ W M
ha;!
I', in. hard-s- W.; Everett s. • i;*t• r. .1, \\ .; Win. • 1 Poor.
Treasurer : Ru^ell <i. 1 >\ei se. c»ai'
J. <
Cates Jr.-d l>
Allred A.Smad.J. I>
a in<

B. Hall s. s .■ Edwar-I \. I >v er. J
V
Sawtclle, Tyler
Fnder die adminis! \ at ion of
the outgoing ma>tei, (i.*.. |< W:yht, lie lodge
has been very >m < ^>itil. .no
m.i. dn banuei
a
of the Stab
nation that -peaks
for the gentlemen w'miia
■ondint.l it
affairs.

lodge

—

well

WIN

Willard Hilton
Meiborne to tin p.

day, and died

oil

i’ERPl

iv.n

iR !

.d-eii

li.iint <.i

-i

Saturday

from

veiling

la-t Fri-

following.

resident "t \\ i-.-1 -m
No oilier ease ot -ona!' pox h. !»•was

-ehoonei

our io,vn

a

of

,r-

I!
a*'*-*

n reported
health ot ta-- town i- good, and
business very lively for the nun* of yeai.

its

Vet.

'I lie

M<

there has hern

>\ K«

»F.

ii numbci of deaths
ol aged men in this town the the ,.| yeai. most
of them the earlv sett It
<.r h>- town.
John Douglass Ii* I March 17.
Mr. D. moved
from Unify to this lawn about twentv year-*
in iiuu-.il

■

ago. He wit- a soldier in '!i«- wi- of M2. uni
married in the lull ol MV His w idow i- living.
John (dements wu- b«»rn in Komersworth \.
H., July 26 th 17‘d
His parents moved to
Frank fort, (now

YVinterport

quite young. He began
in M2, where In* spent

on

life

when

h

w:i<

wild laud
-ivi\ y -ars.

..t of
m

and died Muv 24th Is,-.'
He \v »s married lo
Caroline N’ealh Mav 17th M2, who wa- born
in Limerick, Me., md survives him.
Jeremiah Bartlett died July dd, Is;.*.
He
was born in Shapleigh. Mi*, in iso*.'. uiod it his
death 70 years and I mouths old. He « ame
to Monroe in isu7.
His parents li\ I the tiist
three years in a log house coveted with spruee
hark. He was twice married
Hi* lirst wife
died Sept, loth 1*40, and In- second wife survives him.
Broadstreet Mason

wa> born in Tinner. Me
He with Ins parents tnov. d to
Monroe the latter part of the last < niiurv.
l'he
town was then almost an utihrokeu wilderness.
He buried two wives. He th- d Sept. 24th.

July l.Mth, 17s«>.

Samuel Brown, horn n Turner. Me. April
17th 17*0; emigrated to Brooks in iso;*; soon
after married Abigail Smith, and settled in
Monroe, after living 'e\**rul yearsa w idower.
He died Nov. 25th lust.
Noah D. Sargent, born in Belfast, lived in
Monroe about titty years; died Dec. 6th 1*72,
aged about 60 years, leaving a widow.

The Portland Star relates that a sleigh was
recently tipset m front of Printer's
Kxeliauge,
in that city, and that two ladles were
iniured.
one having her ankle
sprained. The rest of t history is thus—
The damaged ones were taken into the countroom of the Press and tenderly eared lor.
And
here occurred a little incident. While one ol
our well known and
popular editors was examining the injury to the foot of the lady so
suffering, fearing a broken ankle and thinking
possibly that a surgeon might In- needed at oure.
the foot in question was drawn
suddenly avvav
with the following words from the afflicted one:
“Young man, 1 allow no one hut my husband
to do that.” "Ah well madam,”
replied ilie
gentleman with a sigh of relief, “I am glad to
hear you say it. You are evidently not milch
hurt.”

-.."M

J1

Legislature

Maine

Fishing

Shore

oft

Wo are now dependent upon the wherry
Orders passed—Pre- fishermen
for our supply of lisli from the
-.nted by M r. Brooks, relating to uniform
sea.
Our market boats' will fish out of
irilV of r>>• itrill on each class of freight
Portsmouth, during the winter. Thus far,
transported on railroads.
they have not done much. Schooner
By Mr. Chaplin, providing for a select Comet,
Capt. Feloh, of this port, on
anmiltee on the temperance question.
l’hursday last, caught about 8:300 worth,
Messrs. < 'haplin o! ('nmherland. Brookwhich
as large a haul as any ol the. licet
'Valdd. Kimball .4 Ccnohseot. Butler
have made in one day. Gloucester is the
York and Farrington of Oxford, were
greatest fishing port in the world, but in
■elite.' by ’lie Senate.
Sent down.
the winter season her harbor is not so
I’d’l'. petItious. Apresented ami re- favorable situated for the shore lishermen
ed
Tit Mr. Bee lor. petition of Boston
as
Portsmouth, hence this has become
.v Maine railroa.i to he confirmed in Ioeathe great centre for the. shore Ibb trade in
1
on between Berwick
and Portland, and the country. The fishermen
congregate
'.iei.sj.m i.t time in (Up amendments here
from the different ports along the
lhereto.
and
as
a
coast,
general thing, are well
Bo Mr Kennedy,
petition in aid of rail- paid for their labor. The crew ot the
.ad from Bath t.. Pi>rtland.
(Jiusen of the hay, of this port, shared
!• aeh
elerr. d to Committee on Kail- •80OO each, for their catch last winter.
roads.
The lleet. the present season, number
B. Mr Barrington, bill to establish unithirty vessels, including two steamers,
! mi book-'.—to Com. on Educamin
which is a new feature in the branch of
fishing. The tish taken are packed in
\isd a hill to amend see. ;V>. chapter 27
boxes and sent all over the country and to
ti.*v ise.l .statutes,
to
sale fll the
relating
Canadas, as sweet and fresh as when
l.r to font, on Tem|ieranee.
taken from their watery element. The
II"i
Orders pas-eil—That Coiuniilharvest for the lishermen commences on
on Legal Affairs inquire into the exthe close of the holiday, and lisli command
■dienet ot amending Chap. 12, See. s.
It is impossible to glut the
I!
S.. relating to damage caused by good prices.
market, since the catch is limited, and the
Igim. of timber on lands adjacent to markets ol the entire
country are open to
ams; ot amending Sect.'s ,‘14, :>’> and receive
them
at remunerative rates.
•i < 'hap PI. relative to liens on lumber
Agents representing all the large cities
a
labor.
be seen there on the
that I 'ommittee on Kailroads enquire may Ifeipientlv
arrival ol the boats with lares, competing
■.
of
amending Chap. 22fi. with each other for the catch, to send to
expediency
.. lav. se.l lcl
relating to return tickets some distant part of the country.
["Glonee
xeursionist
ter Adv.
Jan. s. Sf.xa.tk.

■

■

■

■

■

I lia! Committee on Agriculture
inquire
*
expediency ot a Urological Survey of
•he State.
! iiai
.inuiilt
mi Jndiearv inquire to
enc\ ot prov Ming lhat the sev>
lodge- oi Probate throughout the
’ate or some other
proper tritium! lie
ilfori/cd to change the names ol per-.
iNo relieving towns from all liability
■

aeidents on publie highways; of
inline the pauper laws so that counties
nail support the poor.
Ian. n. Smn..
Presented by Mr.
butler. bill pio\ iding additional safety tor
'ilroad travel.
Order printed.
Mr Whitmore, lmm the Committee on

ies. reported legislation inexpedient
ordei relating to amending See. r?0,
,p Jo of the revised Statutes relating
taking lobsters.
Mr. Humphrey, from a special commit11 ivernor's address, submitted
n tin
usual report referring its several sub•i
to appropriate committees,
file t ■mpernnee question the report rethe .Jndiet try Committee, out this
amended by the Senate and referred
special committee on temperance.
ide trial Statistics go before the Com-

A

Western Snow

Storm.

Milwaukee, .Ian. 10.
Reports from the Iowa ilivision of the
M I! watikec ami St. Paul K. R. say sleighs
have sneeeeili d in reaching tile snow
bound train between Conover ami RidgeRigid
way, and recued the passengers.
freight trains are snowed in between
McGregor and Austin. The snow is
packed so tight that snow plows have no
effect- on it. and it must all he shovelled.
All that can be seen of the trains i- here
and there the top cd a brake projecting
abr ve the snow, and nothing but the smoke
stack of the engine marks the whereabouts
of the same.
The thermometer ranged
t’ron 20 to 2b degrees below. The wind
is blowing a perfect gale.
The drivers
ol the relief teams were badly frozen.
The railroad company is doing all that i.s
possible to release the delayed passengers
and re-open the road.
The

samples by mail,50 ets, retail quick for #10
K. L. WOLCOTT, lsl Chatham Sq., N. V.
Iyr26.

Wiscasset Railroad.

Wiscasset, Jan. to. A meeting of the
committees fro.u the several towns along
the proposed line of the Kennebec and
YYisensset Railroad was held at Canaan on
the 8th Inst. The meeting was largely at-

Hear ye the mighty Centaur's tread—
See the lone; line of myriad dead
W ith hooi of horse and human head
Rise up and speak!
f'va' proud <hyinpus gave us birth ;
For a thousand year* we roamed the earth—
F‘it perfumed flowers of the century plant.—
Drank liquid from the volcano's mouth,
m in ami beast to
play our part,
Tl.-eu restored to life bv the Centaur's art;
Chased wild mares on the field of Mars.
Sk-w

Liv.al

tlm

tin

on

■

WKDNKsnAY, dan. 8, 1872.
At market this week—173G Cattle; 5124 Sheep and
Lambs; 15700 Swine; Western Cattle 1501; Northern Cattle and Working Oxen and Cattle left over,
175.
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. live weight
Extra quality, $S00a$8 50; Fh*t quality,$7 25a7 75:
Second quality, $G25a$7 On; third quality,$4 ?5a5 75
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Mulls, &e, $3 75 <4 25.
Hides—Hides 0 I-2c; 'fallow Gad l-2o per lb;
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 0c per lb;
Calt Skins 10a20c per ib; Sheep Skins $l 50a
2 25; La mb Skins SI 60a2 25.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr,gth 0 ft 10
in, $1x5; 1 pr, 7 it $100; 1 pr, •• ft, G in $140; 1 pr,
G It, G in, $155; 1 pr, 7 tt 2 in, $175.
Store Cattle—Nearly all the small Cattle brought
into market are bought up to siaughtei ; light de-

earth, and slept anion" the stars."

On ..ih.

v

mission

now

we're sent.

To bles< mankind with an emollient,
Of which the world ne'er hath dreamt.

Miicli

$20ad0 per

Weekly

Corrected

cost
Fat

from

hogs

Meal,
ltye Meal,
\tye,

Marrowfat
Oats.

Ten bars— pile* of oat* to bolt.
And iVLk about like yonder colt.
Y< ilow wrapper is the tiling for brutes.

Potatoes,
Pried Apples,
Cooking, do.
Hutter,

White wrapper alone the family suits.

Egg*.

Bard,
Beet,
Baldwin, A p'l~.
Veal,
Dry Cod,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

COasUMPriilN DAN BE CUBED.
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHLNCR’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHEN’CK\S MANDRAKE PILLS,

14,

GALLIC

L. W. WENTWORTH.
1873,—3w28*

16.

January

New G-oocLs
.RECEIVED.

JUST
New Black

Fringes.

Linen Collars and Cuffs.

Chignons and Braids.
Veil Braiges.

a

s

Embroideries and

s

Fancy

a*

Goods of all KincU

Shirt Bosoms of every
Style, Price and Quality.

s

at 11 o'clock A. M assigned
consideration

sorrow
its

i'

Adjourned.
ii sj
Petitions,

If

An
Bills Ac..

presented

and referred—Of Commissioners of Pen-

County

for authority to reassess
am tr.M
with bill accompanying,
t E Johnson tor authority to build a
hart in Hampden.
Ot ].. Tony and others for
change ol
Pol gie law.
trders passed -That tiic Judiciary Com'scot

credit of the town.

inquire what further legislation is
"ssary in regard to the formation and

inittee

nagetnent of Insurance Companies to
> third the
greatest possible security to

policy holders.

1 hat the Committee on Mercantile Affairs and Insurance inquire it' anv amendment is required to
Mfi, R. S., re-

chapter

Excited

Senator.

Senator Chandler of Michigan is tearfully excited by a recent exaggerated revival of an old story concerning one of his
muscular contests with a member of the

House from Kentucky, which George
Alfred Townsend published. He is spending all his time in going about the city it
a maudlin condition
hunting for the correspondent and threatening to snoot him.
He exhibits the pistol and cartridges which
he carries in his pocket and seems bent or.
creating a row. Ho also threatens to cane
Donu Piatt, the editor of the Sunday Capital, for another attack on him published
to-day. If he continues in this state of
mind somebody’s head is likely to get
broken.

itingto engine men -md fires, also chapter
r<dating to insurance and Insurance
The Portland & Bath Charter. I.
mpanies.
The Speaker announced the Committee is rumored here among the railroad men
that the Knox & Lincoln Railroad ComCountv estimates as follows:
pany will petition tor an extension of ilT O" t ot Bangor; Talbot of East. Ma1

1

Rollins ot Albion Motlitt of Roek- eharter from Bath to Portland, as a dank
movement in aid of the Maine Central and
Bmekway of Dover; Robbinson of
Batli
Warren of Ellsworth: Weed ol to defeat those really desiring to secure a
Littleton
Putnam ol YYirk; Boardman through line to Bangor along the shore
Belfast : Mower o! Green; Gregg of and Penobscot river and bay. Two reasons
are given for this action: one that the
oi
Andover; 1 at e
Bristol; (freen of
President of the Knox
Lincoln R. I!.
Athens; Stevens ot Gouldsboro.
Co. is quite extensively interested in the
Adjourned.
stock of the Maine Central through its
Pm. PL Sknvtf.
(trders passed—Pre■mied by Mr. Butler, directing the Ju- Androscoggin branch; and second tin
the manipulators are making the people
ii y Committee to
inquire into the exthe line of the Knox & Lincoln beot
conferring police powers on along
pediency
lieve that in the event ot the Penobscot
railway conductors.
Bay and River Co., or those in the inti-rBv Mr Humphrey—Bill to amend
chap. est. ol the Boston and Maine, secure the
L laws ot ISTg, relating to savings banks.
charter, they will abandon the Knox A:
Keferred to Com. on Bank and Banking.
Bill to amend sec. 1(1, chap. Mu ot Re- Lincoln as a link in 1 he shore line and
make a cut oft’ by the way of Warren,
i-ed Statute- relating to birds.
Referred
< '-ini. on
through Union, Appleton, Searsmonl and
Logs 1 AffairBelmont to Belfast, through the Georges'
Bv Mr. Brooks—-Bill to
incorporate
Maine State Poultry Association.
Re- Valley, over which route a charter was
secured in 1870. Hon. Edmund Wilson
lied to Com. at Agriculture.
ol Thomaston is said to represent the Knox'
Mr.
Davis
f
Petition
r
a
law
reBy
uiring countie.s to build bridges instead & Lincoln road in this matter. [Portland
t towns.
Referred to Com. on Wna sand Press.
o

■

Bridges.

1’iie ComWkioiity Committee.
mittee on Change of names ill the present
A

Il'ii'sr.

Order-. passed
chat Commif.Judiciary inquire into expediency Legislature have been weighed on hay
■! amending the wine and eider clause
scales and it is found that their aggregate
t prohibitory law.
The committee
is 1,722 pounds.
I lia! Committee on Legal Affairs con- weight
numbers seven, and consequently the
ic expediency of
that
selectproviding
average weight of each member is 24C
ion) ot towns hold office lor three
years, pounds. Walker of Bridgton is the light
'•)"■ member to lie oilmen each year.
of the committee, who tips the
That Committee on Education inquire weight
beam at 150 and Randall of Island Falls
ulo expediency ot so
changing Chap. 43, is the heavy man, who turns the scale at
ee.
1, public laws of 1872, relating to
470 pounds, and he don’t consider himsell
ehool mill fund, that it shall read
■

on

1

five

oill- instead of

mill on 1 lie dollar and
•pea! the compelling law cities and towns
f list* a per
copra tax for support of
one

■

-hool.
For final adjournment, the Senate oonii
dig, Fc!>. ] fth a' 10 A. M.
l icit the Secretary of State lie directed
lurnish to the Clerk ol the House one
>py ot the Revised Statutes for each
"inher and officer of the House for tneir
use.

i’' t it ion of E. G. Knight and 250 others
• linden fin a railroad to
Bath; of N.
l a.1 hot and .’>6 others ot Rockland in aid
tine; ol S. 1). Carleton and G7 others
I Rockland in aid of same.
Referred to
'■•

Committee

on

Railroads.

i)n Saturday the business was ol a routine nature, and unimportant.
Jan 13. Iloi'sn. Papers presented and
icferred—Ot tile City Council of Ells> nrtii tor amendment to their Charter.

Several petitions for Charter of Railroad

In

the

Adjourned.
—Wo present onr readers to-day with
the first ol a series of loiters from the
South.
They will ho written by a prominent citizen of iho State, whose home is

ol

ilesh either.

Lincoln

Rounds of Minot. 246, and Wood of Bangor. 200.

Return ofDr. Urann,
Dr. Urann will lie at hotel Stockton, Wednesday anti Thursday, Jan. 22d and 23d, and at
American House, Belfast. Friday, Saturday,
Sunday and Monday, Jan. 24th, 25th, 2Gth and

27th. Dr. IJrann is now at Ellsworth where la1
i> making many wonderful cures as indeed lie
does wherever he goes. Mr. John B. Redman,
Attorney at. Law, of Ellsworth, was two weeks
ago so troubled with Spinal and Kidney trouble
as lo be unable to move, lie has been so much
helped by Dr. Urann as to be able to walk the
A Iso Mrs. Griffin of Stockton was given
street.
u!i as a helpless case, since Dr. Urann treated
her has been improving sterdilv and is able to
walk and ride out. Those are but few of many
that have been helped by him. All invalid*
should see him during his stay in Stockton and
Bella*!.

Pills, Potions

and

Pungencies.

A young fellow who wanted some money
went to man and asked him to advance him five
dollars. “Why,” said he, *1 don't know you
“That’s why I came hero.”answered the oilier,
“for those who know me won’t lend me five
cents.”
Rheumatism. Rheumatism is a disease of
the blood. The blood, in this disease, is found
to contain an excess of fibrine.
Vegetine acts
bv converting the blood from it> diseased condition to a healthy circulation. Vegetine regulates the bowels, which is very important in
this complaint. One bottle of Vegetine will
give relict; but to effect a permanent cure, it
must be taken regularly, and may take several

bottles, especially

in

cases of

long standing.

Vegetine i* sold by all druggists. Try it, and
your verdict will be the same as that of thousands before you say, “I never found so much
relief as from the use of Vegetine,” which is
compounded exclusively of barks, roots and
herbs.
A young man in the street
being charged
with laziness, was asked if he took it from his
lather. “I think not,” said the disrespectful
son, “father’s got all the laziness he ever had.”

Nature's Balsam for

all complaints of
seeking a the lungs, the throat and the
bronchia! tubes is
of
Hoarhound and Tar. Coughs
restoration of health in the genial climate Hale’s Honey
vanish as if by magic under its soothand
colds
of Florida.
As embodying his observaing, healing operation.
tions of matters and
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.
things in that region,
they will possess nnoommon interest.
A young man generally gives a lock of his

in our

oity, and who is

now

Hon Wrn. L. l’utnam, a prominent
lawyer and an ex-mayor of Port land, has
been indicted for conspiracy.
It seems
—

that while

a

lot of

liquors valued

at $4000

ol the sheriff, Mr. Putwrit of replevin, by which
the owners seized and shipped them out
of the State. There is doubtless much
were

nam

in

got

custody

out

a

and probably some political feelas Mr. Putnam is a promiinvolved,
ing
nent democrat.

personal

hair to his sweetheart before he marries her.
After marriage she generally helps herself.
as

Duponco’s Golden Pills
they deserve.

are

•:

BATCHELORS

fully appreciated

“Master at home ? “No, sir, he’s out.” “Mis“Then
at home ?” “No, sir she’s out.”
I’ll step in and sit by the tire.” “That’s out
too.”

tress

J. F. Ludewig, of Hoboken, N. J., says:
The Centaur Liniment has cured me of rheumatism, after intense suffering for five years.”
“I tried many remedies for my sprained ancle
The second bottle of Centaur
without relief.
Liniment cured it perfectly. Chas. Hill, 010
Pine St., Phil a.”

HAIR

DYE.

Idii- spleudd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
I he only Truei and Perfect Dye.
Harmless, Reliable
and In
nil menu-: no disappointment ; no ridiculous tint- or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill infect- <d ba-i dye- and washes.
Produces hiMinn
\j’ma
-uperb Bla< k oil Natpilai. Brown, and
leave tile hair ci.k.av, SO! r and bkaptifpl.
I’he genuine signed \Y. A. Batchelor. Sold by all
,,

Druggists,
iy!

CHAS. BATCHELOR Prop., .V. Y.

'! ARRIED.
this city Tuesday morning,by Rev. Dr. Palfery,
Mr. Edward N. Winslow ot Lawrence, Mass.. and
Mi-- Li .-Hi. V. McDonald of Deltas'.
In this city, .Ian. s, by E. IJ. Uaney, Esq., Mr.
Nathaniel
Pendleton of this city and Miss Mary
K, Wood of Moi thport.
In NcrthpoP, Jan. 1, by W in. A. Pendleton, Esq.,
•’Ir. Samu. !
Lane to .Mrs. Mary L. Lane, both ol
i■

in

Boston, dan. 1, by ltev. II. 11. Neale, Mr. C. A.
of Bloomington, 111., and Miss Ella J. Bil-

Dorman

of

Freedom.
lings
In Ellsworth, dan. 1, Mr. David
Lyman and
Miss Elsie 1’. Goodell, both of E.
At South Deer isle, Dec. 29, Capt. Levi Conary
and Mi s Abigail Whitmore, both of Deer Isle.
In Dim hill, Dec. 25, Mr. Albert R. Conway and
Miss .Ioanna S. Candage, both of B.
In West Brooksville, Dec. 27, Charles J, Douglass
and Miss Nmrissa P. Griudie, both of B.
In Hancock, dan. 4,Mr. Newton 1. Smith and Miss
Emma A. Haven, both of 11.
Li Gouldsboro, dan. 0, Mr. Charles Bunker and
Miss M.iiy Jones, both of G.
In Rockland, dan, 7, Mr. Leonard C. Archibald of
Antigonish,N. S., and Annie A. Lindsey, ol R. dan.
1, Mi. Geo. F, Barter and Miss Nellie A. llix, both
of li.
In So. Thomaston, dan. 5, Mr. Edward J. Miller
of Bluehill and Miss Deborah M. Allen, of South
Thomaston
In Union, dan. 1, Mr. Glover N. Titus of U. and
Mi- Valeda C. Fish of Hope.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 1, Mr. Washington Achorn
and Miss Hattie A. Sherman, both of Washington.
In \ inalliaveii, De-c. Ill, Mr. Charles A. Biard and
Miss Lucy U. Hews. Jan. 1, Mr. John F.
Lawry
and Miss Amanda 11. Delano, all of V.
In Providence, R. L, dan. 1st, by Rev. H. W.
Rugg, Mr. George I. lloitt of Boston, and Miss
Emma K, Weidon, formerly of this city.

receiving every week from New York and
Boston, goods ot every description in my line, and
if you want to buy chea give in. •. call.
am

17 Main St.

T<> the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Jad [rial Conn, next to be hold' n at Augusta within a tut for the (Jaunty of K<n uebec,
on the first Tuesday of March', A. I). 187;>.
COOK of

China in said County, respectMARY
fully libels and gives this honorable Court
be informed that she
to

was lawfully married to Charles
Cook of China, m the County of' Kennebec the firth
day ol July, ISO/, and afterwards cohabited with him
ami has had by him two children which sire now jiving; that your libellant since their intermnrriugcjhas
always behaved herself as a faithful, chaste and affectionate wite towards her said husband, yet the sii 1
Charles Cook, regardless ot hi? marriage covenant
and duty, has committed adultery with persons to
your libellant unknown, and lias neglected lo provide suitable support for Ins family, and on the first
ot April, 1871, deserted your libellant and now resides in parts unknown to your libeilaui.
Wherefore, your libellant prays that she may be
divorced from the bonds of nmtriinois hc-tw< eit her
and her said husband; that the care rind education
and custody ol her children nut'- be commut'd and
intrusted to her.
MARY K COOK

WALDO, .88,—Si J'. J ru. (Join
January Term, 1873.
Mary L. Cook, Libt. v«. Charles* (’ ok.

A.

WARDWELL of Rockland in the
County of Knox, wife of James ,\i. Wardwell
Ol Rockland’ aforesaid, respectfully libels and gives
this honorable Court to be informed that her maiden
name was Emma V. Ordw.iv, of I’enobscof, Maine;
that she was lawfully married fo the aid .! un>
M.
Wardwell at said I*, nob-cot. October
irv>, and
had by him two ciiiidri n who are now living, viz:
Willard I.. Wardwell ami Franklin Wardwell
hat
your libellant since her intermarriage has always
behaved herself as a faithful, chaste and affection ;te
wife towards her said husband, but mat lim aid
James M. Wardwell, wholly regardless ol his nr.irraige covenant and duty, on diver days and times
sine*- the said interiuarria. e at Boston, Mass.u linsetts, September, 1872, has committed the crini. of
adultery with divers lewd women whose name* are
to your libellant unknown.
Wherelore, the said Libellant prays right and justice and that she may be divorced from the bonds ot
matrimony, between her and her said runsb.uid, a- u
measure reasonable and proper, in accordance with
law, conducive to domestic harmony, for the good
ot the parties and consistent with the peace and
morality of society, and that the custody ami education of the said children, on account ol their louder
years, may be committed and entrusted to her: and
as in duty bound will ever pray.
EMMA A. WARDWELL.
Rockland, January ti, 1873.

WALDO, SS.—Sup.

Obituary

notice*, beyond the
must he paid for.)

Date, Name and Age

In this city, Jan. 10, Mrs, Hannah, widow of
Chandler White.
In Searsport, Dec. 27, Mr. Chesiey Mathews, a retiree. shipmaster, aged 71 years.
In Damariscotta, Jan. 0, Mrs. Betsey
Harrington,
aged 93 years an J ft months.
In Rockland, dan. 1. Mr. Charles W. Arnold,
aged
21 years and 9 months, Jan. 1, Capt. Charles
Spaulding, aged 54 years and 11 months.
In So. Thomaston, Jan. 6, Capt, James P. Paul,
aged 77 years and 11 months.
In Castine, Dec. 20, Mrs. Abigail L. Little,
aged 60
years.
In Ellsworth, dan. 2,
Mrs.-Cochrane, aged
&7 years. Jan. 8, John Wm.. son of John Armstrong, aged 1 year.
In Trenton, Dec. 31, Mr. Benj. McFarland,
aged
70 years,
In Prospect Harbor. Mrs. Dana, wife of Mr. Robert Perry, aged 07 years,
.'.-j

aa

this order thereon three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the County ol Wakle, the last publication to
be not less than thirty days at least before the next
term of the Supreme Judicial Court to be holden at
Rockland within and tor the County ot Knox on
the second Tuesday of March ls73, that said libellee
may then and there appear and show cause it any lie
have why the prayer of said libellant should not be

granted.
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk.
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
28
Attest—W. G. FRYE, Clerk,

Several

Schooners,

f

NEWS.

H.

P.

A

Publishers of the Herald.

The above reweard will be paid for information
that will secure tin conviction of any person breaking or injuring the ( icy Lamp Posts or Lanterns.
WM. C. MARSHALL, Mayor.
27
Belfast, Jan. ;th, 1873.

BUY

Jan b. .Schs .1 P Merriam, Clark, Boston.
11.
Torest i^ueen, Lewis, do; Cameo, Stevens,
do; Hero, Foss, do; Ida May, Gray, Portland.
13. Emma Linwood, Newcomb. Baltimore, Corn
for Woods, .Matthews & Baker.

HOULE’S

-O F-

X/V. 'J3« .-*4

W£Y:o. cft?

-Dali and See
good an assortment of WOOLEN JIOODS of ail
grades, usually found in a

Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
mamiluctiired to order by first-class wouicmen at as
low prices as the times will afford,
cc I I INC attended to in all its brandies
by my*
sell. 1 h ive also .-i tine assortment of

FURNISHING GOODS
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box,
or 3 boxes tor 27> cents, in all sizes and al’ the other
better grades of Collars.
till
11. I,. LORD.

DODOE’g

RESTAURANT
M. R. DODliF. informs his old friends and
customers that he has leased and fitted up the establishment next door below T. W. Pitcher’s store8
where in1 will be glad to see them.

OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!
SOT

II*

Short Notice !

Cor.

One barrel of coal ashes or
dried earth lasts one person
about five months.

Extensively

used in

public

institutions and in private
residences. Invaluable in the
p sick-room.
Prices, $9 to $35. Send for
circular.

3mW

19

CLOSET

CO.,

DOANE ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Sheriffs Sale,
"VITAL CO, SS.—Taken on execution and will be
Tt sold by public auctiou on the first day of March
A. D. 1873, at two o’clock in the afternoon at the
office of Wm. II. Fogler, in Belfast, in said County,
all the right in equity which James It. Clement of
Knox, in said County of Waldo has to redeem the
following described real estate situated in said Knox,
to wit: A certain parcel of land bouuded on the
north by land formerly owned by M. It. Johnson ; on
the east by land of Win. L. Leonard;on the south
by land of E. P, Richardson and on the west by
land belonging to the estate of Samuel A. Webber,
containing about fifty acres,
The above described premis s being subject lo a
mortgage given by said James It. Clement fo 31. P.
Wentworth to secure the. payment oi four hundred
and thirty-five dollars, dated Dec. 12, I860, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds. Vol.
JOSIAIT NICKERSON,
139. page 81.
28
January 13, 1873.
Deputy Sheriff.

Coasting Schooners

for Sale.

r<
CONNECTICUT, well found in
’.'if*9ails, rigging, chains and anchors, will
-■xsold at a bargain, she is about 130
W& tons °* m- Also Schr. N. BERRY-, well
^
found and in good order for the coasting
trade, lumber and coal, 167 tons o. m,
S

a:
>

C*

©

-'g

THE

CLOSET.

Schr.

./jibe

New Bedford, Soj>t.
10, 1871.
Dr. Staples, Dear Sir.
I am feeling first rate,
1 have not felt so well tor
years as I do a» the present
time.
If you recollect when I was at
your place I
was suffering, with a very lame back,
that ha- al!
left me and I never felt better in niv tile th an at
the
I don’t believe tli.it that medicine
present time.
cun be beat.
1 believe it is what it is recommended.
1 believe that medicine is entitled to
as much
praise
as any medicine that was ever
introduced to the public.
I will not write any more this time.
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GARTER’S

umium
A. R, CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, Cl I Y SALOON, where lie will always be
ready to welcome nil.

OYSTERS
served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock of
Confectionery
of every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
WCANNED FRUITS & JELLIES a specialty.

A

H.

A,

lias

Case#

taking their

Are

count

annual

of stock and for

ac-

that

willing to close out
the largest part of it at extraWORSTED GOODS
LOW
PRICES.
ordinary
Ladies' Knit Jackets, Gaiters,
We have a large assortment
Clouds, Hoods, Breakfast
in the different departments of
Shawls. Scarfs. Slip-

reason are

per Patterns, Infants’ Shirts.

Socks,&c.

Dry

and
FULL

Fancy
Goods,,

LINE

OF

DRESS GOODS
ixn

Housekeeping

TRIMMINGS

Goods, &c,

CT-TO

BE SOU) AT LOW

PRICES

Please Call and Examine.
II. II. JOHNSON & CO.

tll5

GOLD & COUPONS WANTED.

BLACK
Selling

SILKS!

LADIES’ EXCHANGE

15 per ct. less than

their former

prices.
FOK

DRESS
the

prices

we are

THE

GOODS!

We have made
of

slaughter on
these goods as
a

anxious to close

out the entire stock

preparatory

1

to

1812-1873,

Spring Trade

i

All Wool
Only

Hosiery
SEASONABLE AND

25 Cents per Pair.

HICE LINEN HAN0KERCH1VES
All

Hemmed, only

12 l-2e,

Nice 2 Button Kids
Only 75

cents per Pair.

CHRISTMAS
Remnant Prints !

Trrarni S» Tetter.

8 to 10 Cents.

Dit. Staples,—One bottle of
your extract of Can1 lant cured my little boy ot
Scrofula of 16
months standing. It I should write all dav I
could
not give a lull idea ot his
We ‘•mployed
sufferings.
live physicians without relief.
Hi* sores .re all
healed aud lie appears pert, etiv well.
w<* think it
is a wonderful cure.
Severn! of our friends are inking the medicine with good success.
cer

4 4

lown, Sept. 1?, 187U.

fl»

A LARGE LOT OF

NEW

MRS. \VM. J. LEWIS.

Dr. Staples—Dear Sir:—The medicine I
got at
your place, Jan. 2d, has done wonders for me
It is
all you recommended it to be.
You may make any use of the above
you think
Yours truly,
proper.

YEAR’S

POUND PRINTS
Just Received.

AT

THE

SETH MORSE,

„„

i lie above case lias been treated for the
past four
years by ditlerent physicians for cancer.

Forfiity years l have been troubled witli Scrofula
borne fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke
out on
Three mouths ago it extended from he
my leg.
ankle joint nearly to the knee.
I could not move
without great pain. In this condition I
commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove e ut a fearful humor all
over me
Ina lew days the rumor began to
subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and I feel like a new
beiuc i
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN
Portland, Aug. 30.
.38 Chestnut St.

For twenty-five years I have suffered with Scrofula and Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.)
Have paid out
hundreds ol dollars, and been treated
by several
first-class physicians without benefit
Some lour
weeks ago, I commenced using the
MedUniversity
icines.
At the time my forehead and head were
covered with sores and scaliness of the
skin; also
my tongue was covered with small ulcers. I am today ireetiom all the above troubles,and can heartily
recommend these medicines to the nlliicted.
S« C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland, Jan. 24, 1870.
I had the Catarrli so bad ior several
years that my
(lead became confused and painful. I was
obliged to
get up several times in the night to keep from choking. 1 employed some of the best physicians in tile
country without benefit. I wus perlectiy cured with
tiie University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 124 Cumberland St. Portland.
Contractor on tile Portland & Ogdeusburg Railroad

February,IS,1870.

Since giving the above certificate, I have been
perlectiy free from Catarrh, though I have been continually exposed to wet aud colds,
Oct. 15, 1871.
A. M. MORGAN.
This may certify that I had been
guttering with
the “Rheumatism” lor live months, and at that time
it seized my right hip ami leg, down to the
foot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried
many
kinds of highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood.
Still I got no relief for seven
mouths more, all the time doing my
best, with as
gcod advisers as we have in our city. Kinallv I called at the New York
University Branch, and the proprietor said he could help me. So I commenced on
his medicine, and in four weeks I
thought I felt re
lief, and in eight weeks I was able to leave my cane
at home and have been well
to
this time, three
up
months have passed.
DAVID KKAZER.

WATERPROO F S
Black, Green, Blue and Drab

TURNER.

Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cures piles and
chilblains in 3* hours. Good for
any kind of Sores I
I guarantee the above certificates to be
genuine. 1
will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them othPerson

havjpg

FL.
3m!>8

doubts will

please address the

MOODY,
Agent

for Bel last.

IT

CHARGE when purchased of us.

BELFAST

Flannels S-Woolens

TO

For Gents’ & Boys’ Wear have

experien ced the same redu ction as other goods and

Cash Customers

call the attention of the trade

we

to

this de-

partment.

t MRS, A, 0, CHASE,

STRAW MATTINGS,

FEATHERS, &c.,

Constantly

on

GREAT FI RE IN BOSTON.
hand.

$500,000

Wortli(tfClotliiuf Destroyed.

having ma,l,‘
,\Ye f]le undersigned
Parlies for

with Boston

Call and

see us and we

will

convince you by action that our
are founded on facts.

words

erwise.

parties.

Lowest Prices

Waterproof selling under
price and CUT FREE of

Portland, Aug. 2d, 1870,

l have been afflietedfor
twenty years, with Chronic
Rheumatism. I have spent hundreds ol dollars for
medical treatment without benefit. Ten
days ago
I commenced taking the
University Medicines and
I can truly say it has been more benefit to me
than
all other treatment I ever received.
My place of
business in 137 Pearl Btreet.
be pleased to
IJshall
answer ail enquiries.
JOHN

CALL

You will always find everything that is usually
kept
in a first-class Saloon.
A. R. CARTER.

Belfast, Dec. 24.—Iy25

carefully selected stock of

WHITTIER.

Some three months ago I was
persuaded bv my
wile to take tin* University Medicines.
Mv health
and mind was so badly affected that
my friends became, alarmed tor my safety. In a week after commencing to take the Medicine I felt great relief, i
am now as well as
any other man.
My wife has
been for a long time aillicted with disease
that
baflled the skill of our best
physicians; gome of
which pronounced the case incurable. Under
treotment of the
University Medicines, her health has
greatly improved. Any one doubting will ph a<e
call at No. f. Lincoln street.or at
repair shop,Grand
trunk depot.
GEORGE KINGSBURY
Portland, Aug. 5, 187J.

■■

HENDERSON PENDLETON, Agent,
ftw28*
Belfast, Maine.

a

GEO, l BURKETT & CO„

—

V3FGIVE ME

Have

Respectfully,

South Paris, Eeb. 2,1871.

AX

The best of everything usually furnished in his
line will always be kept. 011 hand.
A large an 1 choice supply ot FRUIT may always
be found on hand.
Belfast, Sept. :t 1872.—tf0

Q

H.H. JOHNSON A CO

FANCY GOODS

Hall,

I have betii troubled, more fir
legs, for five year*
with inflammatory Rheumatism.
For the last six
mouths I have sutiered beyond
description. My
limb- were badly swollen and inflamed ; ir w h with
great pain and difficulty that 1 could nuv
M
case was well known
by thousands ot ritirons m
I am to-day a well
Portland.
man, and i wh<
‘•ured by the University
medicine, and Acai.unctu
ration.
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Grey St.

Supper?

P

FOR

Congress

Portland, bob. ir, is?2.
Dr. Staples,—This may certify that I had been
troubled with Scrofula all my life.
Some throe
months siuce i became so reduced that 1 could not
raise myself in bed.
In tin’s condition my friend
sent for you.
With your direct Medic nor and Uni
versity Medicine 1 was in 30 minutes enabled to g« t
and
dress
up
myself. In one week 1 hit Portland
and travelled night and day in the South without
the least inconvenience,
i have since been free
lrom all of the above troubles and I cannot use too
strong language in recommending the treatment to
all afflicted. I am satisfied it saved my iife.
\V
W. ATWOOD, 21 Emery St.

Old

Private

UPTON,

be used in any room iu the
house without offense at any
time.

EARTH

Go.

as

Centre-Board and

can

Jan 11.
Brig; Josie A Devereux, Haseall, Wil
mington ; sell Florida, Gilmore, Ja cksonville, new
12, Ida May. Gray, Bucksport.
14. Banner, Matin ws, Boston.

3 m21 i s

H

EARTH CLOSET

SAILED.

Havana, .Tan. 10.
Bark Kmperio, from Pictou, has arrived here
with the captain and wife, mate and seamen of the
schooner Enterprise, lost on the Georges Banks.
The Enterprise was bound from Bangor to Saco.
Capt Rogers, ol the barque Sharpsburg, of Stockton, belorc reported abandoned on her voyage from
Cronstadt to Boston, reports—Nov 22, in lat 46 10,
Ion 39, while lying to under close-reefed maintopsail,
a heavy sea boarded us, carrying away our bulwarks,
mainsail, covering board, sweeping away our forward house and seven men; got back five on board
in a badly bruised condition, but the other two were
drowned; also carried away our foretopmast, maintopgallantmast and threw the barque on her beam
ends, which forced us to cut away the mainmast to
right her; our wheel and rudder were also carried
away at the same time. After being on the wreck
four days, the ship Margaret Pollock, ol Glasgow,
passed without ollVring assistance. On the fifth day
all hands were taken off by the German barque Carl
Georg, and landed at Bremen.
Ramsgate, E, Dec 23—The master and crew of the
American burque Argentine,of Bangor, from Shields
for Havana, were landed here at 9 30 last night from
the fishing smack Elisha, the barque having been
lost on the Galloper, as before reported.
The Argentine w-hen abandoned was full of water and
breaking up.
Capt Patterson, of sell Jefferson Borden, which
arrived at Havana Dec 31 from Wiscasset, reports
that on the eleventh or twelfth day after
sailing,
Cape Cod bearing SW, about 55 miles off, sighted a
wreck to leeward, with a signal of distress
flying.
Although a gale was blowing at the time, ran down
to the wreck and found It to be the Clara
Norton, of
Bucksport, ^e» dismasted and waterlogged, with
deckload, boats, spars and bulwarks washed away,
ami trio sea
making a complete breach over the vessel and crew,
consisting of the master and three
men, clinging to the quarterdeck, the only place of
safety ; got out a boat, and Francis Cromwell and
Allred Dickson volunteered to
go to the rescue, and
succeeded after much
difficulty and making two
trios, in taking off’ the crew, who had suffered terribly from cold and being frost-bitten, and had to be
lifted on board from the boat, almost helpless from
exhaustion and exposure.

YOUR

C-O-TV-L-!

Apply to

SUBSTITUTE

WATER

MASS.

BOS TO N,

No. 1 Commercial Whnrf,
BOS J ON, MASS.

PERFECT

Under-

R. M. PULSIFER & CO.,
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ARRIVED.

Congress St,

THE SUNDAY HERALD

Vessels for Sole.
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Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice
pendency thereof be given to the said libel Ice
by publishing an attested copy ol said libel, with

^Keel Vessels.

Branch Office 250

Kilters upon the New Year with increased means
for giving all the news to its readers. It has praoti
eallv resumed specie payments, as it gives twice as
much reading matter now for two cents as it gave
Agent for lll<> Mtntx of !Mnin<> and M<-»
belore the war for one, when it was acknowledged
to be the best penny
paper in the country.
Ui'UUDmiC’k.
Tin* Herald has facilities for obtaining news unIt has
surpassed by any newspaper in the country.
Dif- University Mediums has been tested by so
a large force of local reporters and
special corre- many, and its merits so well known, that the hue
spondents at all points of interest,—in Washington, and cry ol
humbug has lost all its scare.
New York, and at the centres ot population, everyIt has cured over 5000 casts in Maine within
where in New England. There correspondents are !
three years, including all diseases subject to this
instructed to furnish all the news as promptly as
climate. It has cured over 3000 cases that could not
possible, using the telegraph whenever time in pub- be reached with
any other medicines.
lication can he gained thereby.
Indeed, the telegraph
It has cured many patients alter their
has almost wholly superseded the mails in the corphysicians
told them there was no cure for them.
respondence of the Herald from all points in tele*
It has proved itrelt to be sup* rior to any other
graphic communication with Boston.
known medicine in the world for tin- euro of all
The Herald int> one great advantage over most
ioims Of chronic diseases.
newspapers which come in competition with it. It
CATAAKII (the mother of consumption,) Scrofula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
EN TIRE L Y 1NDEPENDENT
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
In Politics, and can afford to state the truth about
of the University .Medicines.
II political events. It belongs to no party or clique:
SPERM ATOKKHuEA, the greatest destroyer ot
its reports are candid to all parties; and its editorial
humanity on the face ot the Globe, How many betone is liberal and tolerant, condemning the
wail the loss of precious vitality without
wrong
having the
and commending the right wherever they
ajjc found. slightest idea ot the cause, their manhood is daily
The Herald is the only p iper in New Eugland that
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hop
has
less decay.
ITS FORMS STEREOTYPED.
Too strong language cannot be used by parents to
council their children while young to guard against
And it. is now printed from triplicate plates, on two
this
horrid malady. By so doing they may save tln-ir
of Hoe's six-cylinder Lightn .ng Presses,—each printing fifteen thousand impressions an hour; aud a sons and daughters from a ruined' health. insanity
and
a premature grave.
Abate this evil and there
Bullock Press, which prints fifteen thousand papers
will be no more appropriations required to
on botli sides, or
enlarge
our Insane Asylums.
THIRTY THOUSAND IMPRESSIONS an HOUR.
1 have cured over ‘2000 cases of this life and soul
l’liese facilities enable the publishers to hold back
destroying malady within three years, in the New
the forms to the last moment and give their patrons
England States and Canada. I have invariably found
that the foundation of destruction was laid before
THE VERY LATEST NEWS.
the victim was old enough to know of its evils. Do
The Herald gives its readers mere reading matter
m t let false
modesty stand in tin* way of treatment
for two cents than any o her newspaper in the
before the constitution is ruined.
country, and it serves the news up in a spicy and
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
spirited form, lor which it has long been celebrated. send and get a book free,) wherein
they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
ADVERTISERS
Address
PEL KG STAPLES,
Will tiud the Herald one of the most valuable med^50 Congress St., Portland, Me.
iums lor their use.
Its daily circulation is over
Ihousands of certificates can be presented it necNINETY-FIVE THOUSAND COPIES,
but
if
the
essary,
following are not sufficient to satWhich is four times as large as any other paper in isfy the most sceptical, 10,000 additional ones would
be useless.
New England, and is only exceeded by one newspasmall one cent paper) in the country. Its
per
C ertificitle* of Cures.
advertising rates are moderate and uniform; no
deviation trom printed rates being made in any form
whatever, either as discount or as commission to
Some two years ago my daughter, seven
years old,
had a severe attack of rheumatic and
pleurisy lever
The Herald is one of the largest two cent papers
which ielt her in u very dangerous condition. Her
in the country, and as the plates are mad'1 fresh from
!:v
inactive, c appetite to eat, genera! debility
new and unworn type, while paper of good weight
and sinking daily,
We
good physicians
and quality is used, the impression is always clear without
benefit.
After having n early despaired ot
and legible.
her recovery we decided to try the New York Uni'Hie price ot tin Herald fs two cents per copy, and
versity .Medicine. In two months she was able to
it is 'old to agents at 81.25 per hundred.
go to school, and has not been compelled to lose a
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
day since on account of ill health.
CAPT. J. II. THORNDIKE,
Five Dollars per annum, and at same rate for a
18 St, Lawrence street.
.June
Portland,
To Clubs of live or more, to one address, four dol25th, 1872.
lars per annum, or one dollar for three months, payable invariably in advance.
Portland, June 25th, 1872.
No agents employed to solicit either subscriptions
1 his is to certify that 1 have been afflicted with the
or advertisements.
inflammatory rheumatism for over twenty years.
I have employed most of the best
physicians in
Portland, and paid hundreds ol dollars lor medicine
without any pi rmanent curt*.
Two years ago l ist
March 1 was taken with Rheumatic fever; lor live
is ol tin- same size as the Daily, containing a great
variety el reading matter, including Voluminous wtek- 1 was unable to tmn iu bed or lied myself;
Special .News Dispatches and Markets, by Telegraph, my left arm aud hand was reduced to nearly half
the size of my right one, and was unable to lilt two
lull D ports of Local News, Editorials, Timely Musical ind Dramatic Criticisms, a business Review ot
pound's weight until last July, when 1 saw the eftect of the University Medicine on the
the Week, the best lie view ot the Boston 8toek
daughter of
Mar!-:* 1 published, &c., Sec. It lias a circulation of Capt. Wm. Thorndike. I called on Dr. Staples and
stated
I lo said lie could cure it. I began
over
my case.
taking the medicine with the ucupuncturation.
BeTWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND COPIES,
fore 1 had taken four bottles I considered
myself
Chit fly in the city and suburban towns. A limited
more free lrom pain than I have been for
twenty
miinoer of Advertisements in the Sunday Herald.
1 have not had a relapse.
yeau up to this time,
I
The price ot the Sunday Herald is five cents per
consider it to be the only sure medicine for the
-ingle copy ; and it is sold to agents at $3.50 per above complant.
WILLIAM J. SMITH,
To subscribers, Two Dollars per annum.
hundred.
late firm ol Pearson & Smith.
All orders should be addressed to

James \I. Wardwell.
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Jud. Court,
January form, 1873.

vs.

60 DAYS!

PORTL1SD.

)

To the Honorable the lust tees of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be hblden at liockland a-(thin and for the f’ouuty of
on the 'teeond Tuesday of M<>reh,
1 l)
18775.

EM

OVER

O O O

<

On the foregoing libel, Ordered, That the libellant
cause notice ot the pendency of this libel to he
given
the said Charles Cook, the libcllee, by publishing an
attested copy of this libel, with tin’s order thereon.
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
h newspaper
printed at Belfast, in the Countv of
Waldo, th<-last publication to be not les- than till: ty
days before the m-xt tri m of the Snpn in .hi Pci 1
Court next to be huidmi at Augusta wiibin and for
the County ol Kennebec, on the lir>t i ae.s.lay a
March, 1873, that said Charles Cook niav then and
there appear and -how cause if am he have, why tin
prayer of said libellant should no! be grant-, d.
\ttest -W. (;. FRYE, Ch rk,
A true copy of libel and ord< r thereon.
Attest W. (i. FRYE, Cleik.

MA

The Greatest Success of the Age !

Country.

DAILY CIRCULATION

‘.v ? s

Emma A, Wardwell, Libt.
(

WELLS,

B. J\

DI CIO.

ot

Dennysville, weighs 27o pounds, Manson
ol Pittsfield 250, Egery of Bangor, 240,

trnm Batli to Portland.
Bill an Act, to Incorporate the State of

Maine Trust Company.
Hill an Act to amend Chap. 61 ot the
Revised Statutes concerning the rights of
married women.
The Speaker announced the Committee
•n Prohibitory Law on
part of the House,
as follows:
Wheeler of Chesterville, Nash of Gardinei. Dingley of Lewiston, Kenniston of
Booihbay. Randall ot Island Falls, Fes-enden of Portland, Corthell of Calais,
Richards oi CamUe.ii, Coffin of Fairfield,
l ock ol J rveburg, Peaks ot Charlestown,
Brock waj’ of Dover, Hinkley ot Georgetown, Smith of Stockton, Kingman "of
Waltham, Thompson ol Newlield.

best

i he>. symptoms usually originate from a disordered
com!;r i h of rhi- stom ich or a torpid liver. Persons
so ailected. ii t .• y take one or two heavy colds, and
if th .magh in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lung liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactivt- and befort the pat'eut is aware of his situation, t ne lung- ai e a mass ot Sores, and ulcerated,
aud death i- the inevitable result.
bchenek
Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
doe not contain ny qdmn. nor anything calculated
•o check a cough suddenly.
Seht-uck Seaweed tonic di-solves the food,mixes
with the gastric juice oi the stomach, digests essily,
iiour
iies tie
stem, and creates a healthy circulation of me blood. VYhen the bowels are costive,
•kin -allow, and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Sciiuiek's .Mandrake Pill- are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. J. Jl.
SCHENCK & tiON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Aic'i strerus, Piiiludelphia, Penn., and for sale by
CEO. C. OOODWIN .N CO., kS Hanover street,
Ro-t
and I )il\’ }• HENRY, s College place,
New York, Wliol. -ale Agents.
l or tie ;>y Druggists generally,—ly.iap

in the

MEDICINES!

employed

v.-r.

i

Paper

UNIVERSITY

DAY.

EIEH1

I* II, IK. STAPLES.

Mr. Wentworth is able assisted, and proposes to
up the excellent reputation of hi? predecessor.
We come well recommended from Sear.sport,
where we have been in the business.

Belfast,

EDITIOAH

FOR THE

HOLIDAYS!

FOR
•THE NEW YORK

THE BOSTON HERALD

keep

Jan.

FIVE

9 5

L, W. WENTWORTH would rcspcctluily inform the citizens ot Belfast, that he has leaser*, the
elegant Barber Shop lately occupied by Prof. Pierce,
where he will be pleased to attend to the wants ot

A

BARGAINS

J

HERALD

A MORNING AND EVENING NEWSPAPER

AVERAGE

cniLi>Ki:\

i**rGIVE US

Fresh Goods

1878.

The Best Two-Cent

A

lie- idllowimr strong certificate a« to the
<■urative of Mis* lawyer's Salve, we clip from
the Patten Voice:
Li vvARD of Merit.
We are happy to lav
npfoiv our reader* the following cure, effected
the
us..*
of
Miss
by
Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been afili i*d for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer. He consulted the
:.i ■-skillful physicians in vain, and was finally
induced to try Miss Sawyer's Salve and now
tiftcr u*ing the fourth box,‘lie is entirely cured,
ami enjoys perfect health.
tfoO

BOSTON

for the Journal.

I'liis testimony could be repeated for a month.
If you wain to avoid suffering, just try the CenP w2f»
taur Liniment.
Sold by all Druggists.
I. B. Rose & Co., .V, It road way, X. V.
< kv for Pitcher's Castoiua.
substitute for Castor Oil. It assimilates the
food, cure-, the Wind Colic, and causes natural
sleep. It does not contain morpliene, is pleasoit to take, never gripes and never fails. The
be-f physic known.
0w25

NEW AND

i;\TltV<>RDIi\Al5Y

IN

FOR

Mutton per lb.,
T. to
Lamb per lb.,
00 to
Turkey per lb., IS to
55 to
Chicken per lb. SI to
75to3
I Tuck per lb.,
is to
90 to 1,00 <iecse jut lb,,
l/» to
50 to 00 Hay per ton,
SI to
75 to
l.L* toO.
-> to
Washed Wool
:a to
50 to
Unwashed
:5B to
95 to
;Pullcd
.'•<* to
■i to
18 to
Hides,
30 to
( alt skin*,
i: to
19 to
76 to 1
Sheep Skins,
Wood, hard. <■•.00 to 7
75 to
Wood, soft.
7 to
Dry Pollock,
7 to

Peas,

TUT. MATTER of Frederick ii. Hunt Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy.
At Portland, in said district on the seventh day ct
.January, A. 1). 1873, before lion. Edward Fox,
Judge of said District Court, in Bankruptcy.
District or Maink, ss.—Upon the application
ol Frederick II. Hunt ot Uuitv, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, representing that he’ has
eompromitted and settled with all his creditors and
praying the decree of bankruptcy passed against him
may be supers, ded and all ot said matters and proceedings in Bankruptcy may be dismissed.
li is Ordered, That notice of this application he
givi n by publishing this notice in Belfast Republican J ouruuland Bangor Daily Whig and Courier,
and that a hearing will be had thereon at Portland
on
the fourth day of February, 1873, at 3 P. M.
Witness the Honorable Edward Fox, Judge of said
rT Court, and the seal thereof at Portland in said
U1
District on the seventh dav of January, A. 1>,
WM. P. PREBLE.
J 1873.
3wJS
Clerk of District Court for said District.

THE

1.10 to 1
90 to 1

ltarley,

United States

—

Belfast, Wednesday, Jan, 15,1873.
Hound Hog,
$950 to
7 to
85 to
Clear SM Pork, $10 to

Corn

In the District Court of the
tor the District of Maine.

(initial,

c*itn i:
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Fear not dumb horse, thy friend now speaks,
Who'I heal your wound*, and make you leap

IF Marsh. Fsq., Supt. of Adams Express
Stables. New iork. says:
.V11 owners of
lim-ses should know the < bntaur Liniment. We
till! it the in st ihimr ever used in our stables.*’

from

and Lambs—Western Sle‘< p
G 3-4a8 1-2 per 11), delivered.
Swine—Store l'igs—none in market.
1570 at market; prices, 4 3-4a5c per lb.

Cures burns and scalds, and poisonous stings—
Rheumatic horrors scares away,
Limbers stiff-joints in a single day.
Poor cripple* in their hobbling way.
Limp in tin crutches—then walk away.

ranging

Cows—Prices

Sheep

Even our Ckx'iaue Liniment.
It banishes pains and all such things.

Am til.- oe.iy medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Manufactures; the Jail System
in! select committee, to he appointed
Consumpt ion
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
nnia! Elections to a special committee tended, representatives from twelve towns ottoccasion the death of the patient. It locks up
live Senators and eleven Representaoi the blood, hemorbeing present. Much interest was mani- the iiv: stn. tu«* circulation
rang" loiiows, and, in tact, clogging the action of
to be appointed :
Geological Survey fested, and a committee of citizens of all Luc very organs that caused the cough.
Committee on Manufactures, also the towns along the line was appointed to
Invt
complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
matter relating tn Centennial Exhibi-thirds oi the eases ot consumption.
Many are
promote the enterprise, and several other tw
now
with dull
in the side, the
imphiluing
it Philadelphia: the matter of PriThe bow< sounduu» costive and pain
important measures were adopted
sometimes too loose,
ce Legislation is referred to the Comsentiment ol the meeting was decidedly tongue coat' d, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
-aim; itm
iice on the Judiciary,
restless, and at other times drowsy;
in Iavor of constructing the road bv direct tin'
tood t :.at m taken lies heavily on the stomach,
i he report was laid on the table, and
subscription, instead ot by loan in : tinanpamed with acidity and belching ot wind,
■

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET

1-

Portsmouth.

G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block,

Church St.,

BELFAST.

arp now

iarge contracts
manufacturing Clothing

work’.

to supply our old hand- will,
An unlimited number ot
good veal makers will be
wanted after the first of
January. They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe. FIFTY GOOD VKST MAKKItS will be
wanted to work in our .Shop,
beginning on or about
the first of January.
We have a fine assortment of
Dry Goods, Boots
aud Shoes which wo ofTer at low
prices.
Belfast, Dec. 13—the*
TOTE A QUIMBY.

ready

Coasting

Schooner for Sale.

Sch. ELIZABETH, well found in
Sails, Rigging, Chains and Anchors.
Will be sold at a bargain. About 100
tons, O.’M.
1127
W. FREDERICK & CO Agents,

M

Horn the Portland

of the mines and

Transcript.

Acorn-Planting.
Hard In- purchased one of the
loii'.vr,
tlie Two Profilers, down tlio
and -w ■! n to -uni>, proposing to raise
ip Umber. [Tran-cripf.
K m > (In' ->r.l germs deep before the
snow,
N'1 !••• '*»•
>r-mb.t grains or golden ears,
"!■ a !la of
hulls >h:ili grow
-•lip-. \\ !:
bit of Hi v.- acorn shells—iii
Jiffy years.
1

;ii.*?-*

-■

Wa.. pi iiit> b n for n -ummer-time has need
* b
'i ,ul> faith to ruie hi< doubts
and tour-;
• I
foil o| l; isl the soui that sows th'
eqp
a .i
ripen- not for tiny years.
non

llir'i1

_'i,nn>

'Mmlight
i

did

shall Nature's (drees wait,
lew shall nurse the tender

iandw ard luvezo- bring their misty freight
i timely rains refresh the thirsty roots.

"

\ii
n

\

slow :ii:u \el of their annual growth.
'"hall li<d\!<• -Ki. alternate frown and smile,
nd riehi-si green and deepest scarlet, both
In turn make beautiful the desert isle.
the

How

will the

strong limbs writhe in

and
pain
When winter tempests rise in howling wrath,
hen roaring waves sweep inward from the

u

woe

agricultural

districts.
drawn with the
rest.
He had something else to do. lie
bought a substitute with every pound he
could raise, and set himself to work to

Stephenson's

name

was

earn more.

then he turned his eyes toward
An English laborer’s life was
not a little heaven below.
Wages were
at their lowest—prices at their
highest.
dust

America.

Taxation hung like a millstone on e-, cry
He was
man’s neck
sore
cramped
haiidcti doou'’—he wanted space and air
In stand upright and breathe.
Ht. minht
as well
have aspired to tin: moon, lie
could no more have raised the means ol
emigration lo one place than to the other.
And so he settled down
again to his
•‘break'’ with his shears and cobbler's
bench, and hammer and tile between limes
—lack ol all trades, but getting read) to
prove himself master of one, at least'.
Six or seven years of that, not lost
He was taking all sorts of small
years.
mechanical stops toward the success of
life
the locomotive steam engine, a
shadowy ideal, working itself each day a
lilt 11* nearer iron and steel embodiment :
winning, too, a Iriendh admiration among
his fellow laborers, and
n-pt ettul consid—

\ nd sailors

wives turn pale beside the hearth !

when the noble houghs swing wide and

And

high,

And the rejoicing trees wax strong and great
I’hen on their seeming immortality
U ill tall the sudden thunderbolt of fate.
level all their leafy grace,
I >ei> hand- will hew an I
shapt —uid -par and
arms w

t'ong

ill

mast,

Keel, rib. and In am, and plank will tind their
place
And 1«»! the tardy liamM smiles at last!
M«.re marvellous than aught
that old tale.
< »f dragon’- teeth which
sprouted men and
spears
I he st.n v of the vessels which shall sail
out of these a-orn cups—in tifty years.
IP

hun.-e
be

n

l

".■•if

happy trunk-, unscathed'

-..me
in

their -plemiid strength

ui

u‘

m:n

-tateb-

ile--

gf
n-w.

■

■

-•

t

Hu morning using from tlie s-a
vet tin -Mu,—,t hundred yewt!ii-.

piirre

:

w.-ely lightening tod with mirth,
end liil iii- cheeks upon tin• hough.

eration among his employers. Machinery
had a trick in those days of failing In the

taee

ot

ileimtnd.

Stephenson's suggestions were practical, anil helped matters.
t ieorge was
ready h>r meeting, one Sim-

Methodist preaching, hut he did not
Near by. a stationary engine had
wheezed, and choked, anil broken its
heart in vain for a year, over a pit full of
water.
George thought lie could remedy
matters, and said so to a friend.
The
triend went to the worried owners anil repeated the remark. They were at their
wit's end—any chance was worth
taking.
This bony, grave, kindly pitman bail helped had cases betore. So lie was sent for.
slipped out of his Sunday clothes into his
workman’s gear, let preaching go for that
day, and by Friday night the engine
pumps iieked dr\.
Allci that he had, besides the cloaks, all
the broken-winded engines in the country
on liis hands.
da\

go.

possessed persistence.

lie had had little

time for self-polish—the northern roughness stuck to his manners.
Somebody inquires what will he the consequences ot
cattle on the track? “Had for the coo,”
says George, and had his opponents found
it for them.
He had put his foot down,
and be stood to his position. He and

1

fi -k.
liu! 1*-'mg. Irde hi- trea-ui e- in the earth,
Au’mu
lay-. •. hundred years from now.

u

biographical sketches of Ihe
members id the present legislature which
arc to be | ublisheil in
pamphlet form.
The following notes are gathered from

For

|

advance sheets:

oi

NEIH

Equal

P. REAM.
fruit ever

p

distance
Aril.

by

a

Dnu.AU ic

a

lock of hair.
tfJ
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ATTORNEY AT LAW
ami Solicitor of Patents.

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.
Retail Price, $9.

Size 15x24.

BY

SAME

ARTIST
Retail Price. $9.

at Law!

(SetCo0nrtht.or) Belfast,

tm

LITTLE

RIVER,STOWE, VT.
Alter (*RI(j(iS.

Size 15x24.

REMOVALT
SMALL, M. D.,Physician and Surgeon,
_J Belfast Me., Residence corner Miller and Congress Sts. Office over Caldwell’s Bookstore. Main
Street.
(Formerly in Mitchell’s Block.) Prompt
attendance given to night calls.
3wl*tf4

Retail Price. $9.

ITU.MFK

Morning

ones

|

Produce Wanted!

American

For SALE IN BELFAST HV

P.

M

NEW GOODS!

W O O 1

''AMI EL

WARD

>

!

K

CO., Propr's, Boston,

Having rebuilt and enlarged my store, 1 ani once
the old stand with one
the largest and
best assortment of goods in my line < ver offered in

Landscapes!

Alter B. CHARfPNEY.

Size of

each,

A

large slock, among which are the Celebrated
Waltham, I'nited States and Klgin. Also the lm
ported tine Swiss and vieuova movement*1. Prices
extremely LOW.

115

PINE GOLD CHAINS

)

R(
'it..

Cents, Ladies and Children.

Old
; at tern

of

1 his old well known and favorite Ilo hi
has been leased by the undersigned, and been renovated, remode ed and tarnished, is now opened tor
permanent and transient boarders, it will be amply
supplied with all that is necessary lor the comtort
and convenience of its patrons.
Also connected with the Hotel are
*«tin|»l«
fekoonift. situated in Union Block, chambers over
'.V, M. Cook’s store, commodious and
central, for
the accommodation of Commercial Aoknts.
I h. undersigned's old
acquaint uncos and friends at
flu Lynde H..use, where lie has otliciated a* Clerk
nice iis opeuing, will
please take notice ol his New’
II abitation. lie will be
happy to meet them.
Coaches to take passengers to and from the
ear-.
A good Livery Stable connected with the
i I on
\V M K. BICKFORD,
rhomaston, Nov. 1,1871.
oil?

Vest and Neck Chains

SOLID COIN SILVER GOODS.
Bern

Pretten e,
Mugitr. ( re.un, Tiltic.
■letter* anil Tea

(’oilier &

Washington

MpoonN.

Sni.n

m

ai.i.

Perkins,

St.,

Boston.

WHOLESALE

Oli««*. Sardine ami Pickle Forktt.

IIEPOT

S

of

For

*

the

lirout

ami

Now Market for I'ihiIiioo
Liit* undersign* -t givt notice that be
BONiNLi
running tin *ch i'. il
between H.-lfa-.? ami ( irver’s Harbor,
carrying freight and j. i>»eiiiriTs. Tin.
schooner,when in port, may In- found at
Huradt n’- whar 1.
( apt. Burge
w ill he
at tin
W OOL>b,
MATUKWS .Sc KAKKk. where ihosc having any
kind of t’oi n rm PK<n«P«'g miij'find him ready to
tak< ii ;tf fair pric- a.
I'll OM AS Bl'KOKSS.
tf 14
Belfast, Oct. F in: J,
,.-,

WL

no

one ever

se-

cured so widen reputation
or
maintained it .-o long
Us A\ Kit’S l'|| KKHY l'H
•»ka !
It has been known
to tlx- public about forty
ear.', by a long continued
s, which have won for it a

series ut m urvcllou- cun
conli.lenee in it.- virtues, never equalled by any
other mi-'divine, li -tin makes the most etfoetual
cures of roughs,
old-,< onsumption, that can be
made by medical skill. Indeed the t'HKUKi 1'k<
i<>kai. has really robbed those
dangerous diseaseof their terrors, to a great extent, and given a feeling ol immunity trom their fatal efleet.-. which iwell founded, ;t the remedy be taken in mu on,
Kvery lamily should have it in their closet tor the
ready and promp' rebel of its members.
Sickness,
sutb ring, and e\en iito is saved by this tiintd*.
pr
I lit prmi. n* should not neglect it, and the
tectlnu.
wi-e will not.
Keep it by you tor tlo- protection it
affords in sudden attacks.and by its tlnu-iy use.

1

deit, Cake Battkeftt,
Hotter »ish««. Ire Pitrlierm.

ON

T«

Ail persons

Shipj

the VEKY

■hr. JT, r.

mi

IVIU

& (O

C.

give

in y

large assortment your attention.

CLOCKS!
<

»f ail Patterns and

CLOCKS!

Prices.

SCISSORS & SHEARS.
Scissors ot

Superior Quality mid Finish that
Warranted.

can

Scientific and

Bags, are requested to erase all old murk-. An
Boxes, Barrels or Bags tTimt have more than on
mark thereon, will not be received or -hipped.
All Freight must he properly marked only
the
Consignee.
Positively no freight re. -veil unless
oonformable to rub-s a- ib. v.
<. J (>. <,
W Kl.i.:- Agent.
Belfast, Jan. 15,1872.
fc!a

American

With

Huh

Popular Medical Works

Manhood, Womanhood, &

Albums,
Stereoscopes

Shingles mill

PUBLISHED BY THE

and Views,

Hi

Lime Staves.

Imvelky Rkpaikkd.

7>

Jwjc.

1

1IERVEY,

Nienix Row.

JUST RECEI VED
A

1

STOCK

l.AUOi;

0 onfectionery,

sell, at Wholesale and Retail,

FOLLETT,
No 80 Main St., Belfast.

Light Gompaiiy.

l'he annual meeting ot the Stockholders of above
will be held it the oilice ot the treasurer

Company
Bellast, on

Monday, January
1878, at 4 o’clock,
choice of Corporation officers tor the

1*. M., for
ensuing year,{and to transact such other business ns
may legally come before said meeting.
Per order,
JOHN H. ylTIMBV Sec’y.
Belfast, Jan. 7, 1878.— Jw27

MRS.

LUXURY!

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

“DOMESTIC”
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Works

NOVELTIES
-IN

O
I-!

*r

B 5'

T11K-

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

°

p

EASILY

K. K. JOHNSON & CO., just opened a line
assortment ol Worsteds and Worsted Patterns
Slippers, Ottomas and Toilet Cushions, Bracket
Towel Racks. Infant's Knit Shirts, Sacks, Socks and
Mittens, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubias, liigioletts
and Hose, Children’s Coggins, Sacks and
Riding
Hoods, Gentlemen's Scarfs, Java, Panama, Wattle
and Tinsel Canvass, Plain and Tinsel Perforated
Paper, Bergmanil's Best Berlin Zeuhyr Worsteds in
two, (our and eight (old., Shetland Worsteds, Crochet,
Knitting and Worsted Needles, and Paper Patterns
Particular attention given in shading of Worsteds-

ami

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!
No power Is so costly »h th:it oi human
nm«cle
litty per cent. ol the power required to run
Sewing-Machine may he saved by using the

and

•[

HAYFORD BLOCK,

'

Is becoming veiy <'>M111ii1111 iii every comiuunity, aud
the Hinl.l.-n y till' resulting warn us to seek some
>li-, i' assumes many dittercnt form-*,
relict'.
I II.
among wliidi w .• imt tec r.vi.i-i v ri.»N I-.ni.ykokMF.NT, S 1*A SM', » > -Si I'll A I'll >N HR lii'NV KoRMA
I ION oh
I UK HFARIK KUKI M.VTISM, tiKNICRAK
Sinking
;ir U
\ k
DK.iui.irv, W a n-.i. a nor
UK Sll>K OR ClI KS
OK rill- SPIRITS, l* A INS in
Dl/.ZINKSS, SU’GGISH ClRClIAlION Oh lllh
limon ann Momentary Stoitaok ok hu A*
I ION OK Til K II K \UT.
1'he.se forms ol Heart. Disease have been cured by
Dr, IIraves’ Ueakt ICkgi
\roR, and w- do not
hesitate to say it will cure them again. Any lorm
ot Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, ami w
have yet to learn ot any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken properly and the party not received a marked benefit.
Our agent, on application, will turni-h you with
circular, giving lull description ol the disease,
and also a number ol testimonials ot cures; and il
you would like turther proof from the partie- who
liav e given the testimonials, write them and s<
what they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles ot t he H ka i;i
IJ kgi i.a tor, and the demand is still increasing. W>
an- confident wo are doing tin* public-a bem-rii and
not tryiug to impose on tli *m a worthless pta-par
tion.
file price ot the HkAKT llluill.A loR is «»N K l)<*|.
i.ar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our agent-,
S. A. HOWES & CO., Druggists, Hellas!.
lye;

our

BELFAST.

is madeexclusively lroui the juices
of earetully selected hurl**, root# and herlu,
and so strongly concen»rated that it will effectually
eradicate from the system every taint ot Wc rofulu,
< uiiccr.
II ii in o ■’. ’I’ll in or*
Scrofulous
Walt
K ry*ip*l a *.
lliimor.
Cancerou*
llhouiii. Myphllttic Mi*ra*r*, Canker,
diseases
all
and
at
the
Stomach,
Fuintiio**
that arise from Impute blood, Wciutic. luilum■iialory and Chronic Rlieiim iti.*m, !l«*urultfiu. houl and Spinal Complaints, tun
only be effectually cured through the blood.
For Ulcer* and lOruptire ili*i*u*e* of the
*kin.Pu*tu e*.Pimple*. Mlotche*, Moll*.
Tetter, Wculdheuil and IliiiKHorm. V K(1KTINE has never tailed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Muck. Hinder Com-

pluiut*.

Ilropsv,

Female

Weakness

Leucorrheea, arising trout Internal ulceration,
and uterine diseases and ttenerul liability,
VEGKTINE acts directly upon the causes ot these
complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the
whole system,acts upon the secretive organs, allays
intlammation, cures ulceration and regulates the
bowels.
uhilua I Co*,
For Catarrh, llyspepsia
tivenes*.
Palpitation of die Heart,
Headache. Pile*, Servousnes* and General prostration of the lervous fiysteni, no
medicine has ever given such perfect satisfaction as
the VEGKTINE. It purities the blood, cleanses all
ot the organs, and possesses a controlling power
over the Nervous system.
The remarkable cures effected by VEGKTINE.
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
whom we know to prescribe and use it in their own

LOO

THE

stito:

With tlie least and most

simple machinery of m*
HHUTTLK Sewing-Machine. It,therefore,WKARfe
LKSS than any
any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of
ruuning great
quietness oi operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved
Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13.—1!24

No.
Medical

4

Bullinch St.,

Boston,

(Opposite Revere House.>
Two
noudedyt lor Everybody■

their vessel*.
li« >l.\\ v lv 1N«,
nera! tor Maine

I

I.'

,>r lit

d.—it,s»

Insolvency

Notice.

''I HSL'KIRE RS, having
AIT"Eh
been <q
▼V
I
pointed l Hon. A
Judg<
Probate for the < ounfy d Waldo, 'oiniiii
->
>n« rreceive ami ex a mim the claim
d th.- creditor* >r
William h.-.r-ing. .h
v,i Jvur.-nifir, ,n -ml
tiiat «ix
Count}, deceased d m-repy give not
months Irom the tilth d.iv .1 Oct, her lb?:. .re
allowed to *:»Lt creditor t.» firing m and ,.rovi theii
claims, and that wi -*!»«! 1 ati< lid to that service at
toe
t■ iri ..! P.iiel, Whii.ik.-i in S. ai -auont, on the
third Saturday o( January and April next, at ten
o’clock in tie hrenoon of each da< A I l-.l; Willi \k n:
•"umissiouer*
DA\ il- it. ruBB.
Siarsmont, dan. i. 1 ^" t.— !wje<

.•

H i:

partnership her. top.re exi ting between
Uardiug \ » Ht« m is ihi o. di-solcd b\ inutioi I
lu re indel.t.
to tic 1 lit * til m \\ ill plea-ijs Phurch ht
where they will tind
I'o

..

a

<

<

l), t

ate-, dr., for settlement
d
ATP' .lj;

*.

public.
Preparedby It.

the

Price#l*85.

R.NTRV BIN, ltoston .Mass.
Sold by allDruggists.
.'ImHloow

Cl LICKE RING & SONS

PIANO

The extensive wharf in this city known as Simpson’s Wharf, with warehouses, ate., thereon. The
water at the head admits ships of the largest class.
The buildings are suitable for storing hay, salt, molasses, lumber, or almost any kind of produce or
merchandise. It is one of the best business sites in
the city. The Portland steamers make dally landings at this wharf.
Also, a lot of land between said wharf and Carter
suitable for a
& Co’s
for building vessels, for which it has been used.
The above premises will be let, either together or
separately, on u long lease, to parties desiring them.
Apply to W. H.
Belfast, Sept. 16,1872.—tf 11

shipyard,

yard

SIMPSOnT

FORTES !

ih.'i

,n

Copies Sold.
A Hook for Every 'Vlau.
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. OK SELF PRESERVATION.
A Medical Treatise on the Cause an Our*- of F.xuaI'TL
Vitality, Spekmat kiwis a, Seminal Weakne1msTKNi'Y, PUEMATt'RE DECLINE IN MaN.NERV V S AND I'm >. U
Debility, Hypochondria, ami all othei diseases
the Errors op Youth, or the Indiscrlvi
ckssks of mature years.
This is indeed a book t
ewr
man.
1 tOth edition, much enlarged, ill istrat l
u
»" autiful Freneh cloth
Price only $1.( 0.
A Honl. for Every IYouiuii,
I Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
HEit DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically
and Pathologically, in health and
disease, from Infancy
to Old Age, with
elegant Iilusthative Engravings. 35d
pages, bound m beautiful French cloth. Price S- 00.
A Hook fur Everybody.
The Institute has just published it new book,
treating
exclusively t NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES.
InO pp. eioth. Price $1.00, or all three books scut ..u
of
receipt
$3. postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. Them is
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of Either
Sex, can eitner require or wish to km w, hut what is fully
explained, and many matters of the most important and
interesting character are introduced to which no allusion
even can he found in
any other works in our language
All the New Discoveries of (he author, whoso experience
is such as probably m-rer before fell to the lot f my imin,
are given in full, especially these relating i> Spermat-.n
haul. Impotence
No pel n
Slerilit> .-r Puim-uno-is.
should he without these valuable hi■• ■!< ■*.
ie
[in'?throughout the country, the clerg), .u>.i tit tnedi. d 11. ult.
generally buddy extol these xtra.i liuary and undid work--.
The most fastidious may iva them
!HT Either 1 took sotit by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
N. B, The author of the above-named medical Works is
the Chief (insulting Phy.-aian t tin PEABODY MEDICAL
INSTITI PE, in high standing iu th Modi
Faculty of
tins '.uutiy, who h is successfully tivaie l thousands of tin:
human t:ii;11ly dilu ted with th maladies treated upnii in
th -se books, and giv.-s his wh.de attention toh.i patients
and to those who may cull upon him I -r advice.
I he grand
secret ot his success is his vast knowledge f the causes of
these ailments atvl his speedily removing them from the
o institution.
l)r. W. 11. PARKER, Member t the Royal College of
Surgeons, London, late Medical Inspector General, l S A.,
Honorary Member of '.he American Medical Faculty, and
Assistant Physician of the Institute, may ais he
aisulied
on all diseases requiring skill and experience, to whom all
to the PEABODY
correspondence should be addressed,
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Hultinch St., Boston, Mass
Inviolable secrecy and certain kslilf.
<

UAL US

Agencies for the sate of the Chickkkino Piano
will be found in nearly all the large cities and towns,
and it. is of course desirable that retail purchases
should be made through them, thereby saving ex

pense and trouble.
The prices printed in our Circular may be relied
which no
upon as our real and fixed prices, from
discount can be made, whatever.

CHICKKKING A SONS.
St., New York.
354 Washington St,, Boston.

The subscriber is now offering superior advantages
to any one who may contemplate purchasing one of
these valuable instruments. As a maker and with
the knowledge he has ot their manufacture he is
enabled to make more choice selections than is possible for those who have never made Piano Forte
making a science, and are without any practical
knowledge of their manufacture.
To those who may favor him with an order, lie
will insure everything as stated above, and deliver
the instruments to their houses in person;
relieving
them from all anxiety and
responsibility.
Orders can be left, with Mrs. II. A. CART KB
music teacher, No. 92 High Street, Belfast.
Communications by mail to my
address, in care
ot Chickering & Sons, 354
Washington St., Boston
Mass., will receive immediate attention.
3B*0'‘17

STEPHEN GROVER.

not* dated In c .*
i■>?■»', payable in o
in David Nash,
n
bea.cr. Signed Elisha
dr.
ii said noli
Payment
has bt u atop
Merriam,
!•••■.
DAVID NASH.
M »rrill, I h e. .m. >;

ACCEPTABLE MUSICAL PRESENTS
4

lot lady Irlend.
*%*»»♦•« Toneil

itoi

'osting Irom *:<.•■ to lou.oo
large boxes ire w ’mh-t'a;!v pow -Uul and
harmonious.
tia t levant fi< uilttr
1 he

Prices
A

Violin

Now

l

a

$4

Ir nn

.<»

to

$7

,.u<

ady’- inatruuu-ui.
fO.ho to $50.00

/•'o?- thi >: i//S (in-!
rIs,
ItruiiiM.t (Mireribia^ Icnirde.iinior fr’luItutftn. 4 l.irniueiv I'luies. I'lMgeoI'lfeM.
All

these, of all variolic-, and of tin best manufacture, together with m unrivalled -to. k ot
Hi *14
for

are

v

l¥NTII( VIEVTK,
moderate j ices i.\
d Oil N
1i A V N K
v CO.
(Irt
oppusii- Th
Hodtou.

sale it

*

•U Cot

Hi S

1
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AM K RICAN AND FoitKKiN 1’ATKXT'-

K

H.

EDDY,

SOLICITOR

OF

PATENTS
nr
llpsign-.

tur Iiivriitiims. 1 rule Harks
No. 76 State St., opposite
KltiUK-.iu.-n.ie, |.r

Kilby

Boston

St

.it upwards «»thir
'• i' O‘-'""I1IUI-.iivtirr K.n-iits in tinllltlll .States al-( 111,it,.;
Il, it:til|, IrulH-.un I
Otln r toreigu iioitulries
i. .t.speciii -utions
I
Aeugnmtnts, mil ill |
..
on reasonable turn..-, with ,t.
I;.
-j.:, t .1,.
arrli.-s
luH.ii- to ili-tenuilie11n- ill..i! ..il
utility t.t P,iti ni
of Inventions, an,I I.-e M
t
.,
,.r ...tvic- r.-mli-i.-1
Ml
nil Iiiatli-rs touchim t-am.-.
„,,i,
,.L
clullll- III liny patent I 111:,. Ii.-.l In i.-mittiii- on, .1.1
l.-ir. Assignments re,-or.I, tl in \v
,-liiuulou.
.No Agency in the L'nited Slat.> -tupenur
l.-icility lor obtaining l'n.-rit.
i-.
rtnlnii.
tl,,patent ability «»f inventnnis.
AII necessity >f
..urn,
I
Waihingt -u to pn.
cui«
Patent, imi 11n* u*uai great 1
thert
,r.
her* saved iuv enters

VF'I

n

-.

TK«ri n«»x mis

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

ri'S'11 '■ Mr Ktlilv iis >iin1111 ttii must c.itKible and
successful fraetilmurr.- will. Wh„m | |ui. c
bud oth
ciul mi, rciursc.
riuill.ks M.VSd.N r,.i„n,isionerof Patents.’
I have uo hw-iiatiou m
assuring inventors that
tue> cnum.t employ a mail more
competent and
trustworthy, iini more cap. ihle ot putting their ai
plications iu a Iurm to secure trom them an early
and favorable consideration at tin Putt lit
Otlicc.
KDMINP B! UKf
I-itctominu.-don. rot Patents.’
Mi
o
11. f di>\ ha made for me o\
h |f{
\
applications for Pat.'oils, having l.,-en successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable
proof .•! great
talent and ability oi his part i.-ads me to recomuiemt
!
inventors to ipply to him
pro* ure theii pa
tents, as they may he sure ui having the most taith
lul attention bestowed on their cases, and at
very
reasonable charges.
.JOHN lAhhAKT
Boston,.I an. 1, l»;;; 1 yjo
1

HAIR

RENEWER.
Every yur increases the pupulurit) ol thi.- valu
able Hair Preparation ; wliich is due to merit alone.
We can assure our old patrons thut it
kept lull)
up to its high staiulard; and it is the only reliable
and perfectea preparation lor restoring GtKA^ » i:
Evm:n 11 ah: to its youthful color, making it soft,
lustrous and silken. The scalp, by its use, becomes
white and chain. It removes all eruptions ami dandruff, and, by its tonic properties, pi events the hair
from tailing oat, as it stimulates and nourishes the
hair glands. Hy its use, tlie hair grows thicker and
stronger. 1 n baldness, it restores t he capillary glands
to their normal vigor,and will create a new growth,
except in extreme old age. It is the most economical H At it Dhkssi N<; ever used, as it requires fewer
applications, and gives the hair a splendid, glossy
appearance. A. A. Hayes, M. D.,State Assayer ot
Massachusetts, says, “The constituent sure pure, and
carefully selected for excellent qualify ; and I conit the Bkst Puk pa ration tor its intended
sider
I

purposes.”
Hold by all Druggists d!- Dealers
Price

One

in

1

STEAM

DYE HOUSE!
X HifH.U,

Mrd>nines

EMILE
FOR

THE

WHISKERS.

As our Kenewer i n many eases requires t oo long
time, and too much care, *o restore gray >i laded
Whiskers, we have prepared tliis dye, m on* pre! paration; which will quickly and effectually accomIt is easily applied, and produces
plish this result.
oft
Sold
rt color which wil 1 neither rub nor wash
by all Druggists. Price Fifty Cents.
a

^liiniifiirtiireil lit It. I*. Il.tl.lI IMHI M, 1 11
leowTS

&%

CO

THE GREAT CAUSE
Human
Just /'ublished

A Lecture

on

in

a

Misery.

Sealed Envelope,
Cents.

BARRIER, Proprietor
ciuldi.-dinieni will, it* udmiruble
•
'irrl-cl.,.. Hfi.M u
r,’*
...

Ji”vh$&V»AnSrS$fi}W
Vel.,•!.
i.d^LU,M:e"l)y.;d. Ira lined and

tuning oil

triliim n.gn.

fie^sed

KcstOfeitf*

Kit,buns,

withuul

Ciirtnlns

uce

’urfirta

Sc.

m.idnir

1

Cl,I

,.r

ii.■.fund

DYED Oil CI.EXX*EI>:
Gnrmcnta, Gouts, fanl.itml
Cleanswt
or uved,
llrown, If lack, lilur-lilaek „r Indtgo III,,
and pressed
Gent’s

ready for wear, liuil's Dnrrm-nfs p
pairing done at short notice.
Kid (J loves dyed Black, or ( leansed, e\■ r\ da\
Also new goods or h. ivy oh ths dj d and rtniahed in
the best manner, it \ KfO l.d\V rKM'K.s.
Hoods sent
every
MONDAY.
Ageucy »it
B. V.
.Miilintry uni fancy (food■Store, No. 17 Mam Street, Belfast M»
lyl.:*
Til K

the \atiire, Treatment ami Radica

CHAU. J. C. KLINE A CO..
Bowery, New York. Post-Office Box 4,6«6.
Iyr41

1

/'rice Six

<’uri‘ of Seminal Weakness, or
Spormaiorrhu-a, in.
duced hy Soli Abuse,
Involuntary Kmissions, I mpo
tency, Nervous Debility, and Impediments to
Marriage generally; Consumption, Kpilepsy, and
I* its; Mental and
Physical Incapacity, e tc. Kv
KORK.KT J. (TI.Vr.KWKI.l., M. D., Author of
the “(ireen Book, etc.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that tin* awful consequences of Selt-Abuse may be
effectually removed without medicines, and without
dangerous surgical operat ns, bougies, instruments,
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and eilectual by which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may he, may cure
himself oheaplv, privately, and radically.
THIS
LKCTURK WILL fltOVK A BOON TO THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by addressing the publishers.
Also I)U. CULVER WFjLI/S “Marriage Guide,”
price 50 cents.
Address the publishers,
127

nuinr.

Awiirdsii First. Pfiiiiiim ;il Maine Stair Fair, IS70

Oollar

In. Will known

SROVIK, 4<nil.

Mr. Stephen (irover is an authorized agent ;n
Waldo County, tor the sale oi’ Piano Cortes manufactured by us; and all instruments ot our manufacture purchased ot him are subject to the same guarantee us if purchased directly of us.
CHICKKKINti & SONS.

Lost

I*st
months

<

K

families.
In fact, VEGKTINE is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable BU<M»1» PURIFIER yet placed before

11 Cast 14th

“DOMESTIC.” Wharf and Storehouse to Let,
MAKES
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A

Mirv.

DISSOLUTION.

0YKUETINK
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“LIGHT RUNNING”
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DESCRIPTION

HTEPIIIil

rt

®

li

Parties
Amen

.1 111

Mipp,ement> will please

inaprctinu

a iiKiM n

Note

CELEBRATED

so

i-..

E. R. JOHNSON will return next
with the winter styles which she will he
pleased to show her customers. Kelt Hats in Drub,
lilack, liron/e and other desirable shades. Velvets,
Ribbons, Feathers and Fancy Wines,.lets and Jet
Hands,
FANCY HOODS. Handkerchiefs, Collars, Ties
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, Gloves,Two.Hutton Kids
Kid Mittens, &c., &c.
I IK K..'S MAKING. Miss Jackson has selected a
Winter slack ot Dress and Cloak
Trimmings, such
as Buttons, Fringes, Gimps,
Tassels, Ac. Special
attention given in Dress and Cloak Making in the
Latest Stvles.
week

THE “LIGHT RUNNING"

*

vi-w the route set forth in the Petition ;
immediately
alter which at some convenient place in the
vicinity,
a
hearing ol the parties and their witnesses will be
h id, and such further measures taken in the
premi>es, as the Commissioners shall judge proper. And
it is further Ordered, That notice ot the
time, place
and purposes of the Commissioners’
meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons and Corporations interested by serving an attested Copy of said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon the Cleric of the town
ol Francfort, and by posting up the same in three
public places in said town, and by publishing the
saint- in the Republican Journal a
public newspaper
published in said County, said publication and each
ol the other notices to be
thirty days before the time
lor
said view, that all may appear and be
appointed
heard if they think proper.
Attest— W. («. FRYE, Clerk.
Copy ot Petition and Order of Court.
M
Attest—W. (i. FRYE, Clerk.

MILLINERY.

A DOMESTIC BLESSING 1

A

ii

••iassi

-“•••!~

:•

ami

eon sent.
i
call at No.

MAINE.

WINTER

QUIET DOMESTIC !

DOMESTIC

Register

him tor
By <>rd-

Per H
Juue

r|d
l

ALDO, SS.—County Commissioners’

Court, adi’d,
December Term, A. D. 1H72.
the foregoing, Ordered, That the
County
Commissioners meet at the house of Mathew Curtis
in Frankfort, on
Thursday, flu <Uh day of February
n« xt at
one o’clock, P. M., and thence
proceed to

VERY LOW FOR CASH.

A

nuit*/

0,1

&c., &c.

A

('

r|1lll'.

STATE OK

Figs, Raisins,

at

iIm*

I N DKKSIONED, the selectmen of FrankA. fort, in the Couuty ot W aldo,
respectfully rep
•■‘"••in that the
county road laid out. bv the County
<
omimssioners of the County of Waldo, commencmg near the dwelling house ol James Lord, in Wint> rport in said
County, and ruiiuing in
southerly
direction across Marsh River to another road near
Ho- house ot Mathew Curtis in
mid Frankfort., has
lid been travelled for more than
twelve y..ars last
pist, and is not required
the public.
V' hereupon
they pray that said road maybe discontinued,
-N• K Pkndi.ktox, » Selectmen
Jamks Hai.kv,
ot
s Frankfort.
17 L. I kcndv.

"

Belfast Gas

in

WELLS,

fiir t'l/unty Commissioners "f i/lf

Fruit, Nuts.

Ft

lic,i|ic*u fetuck
City »* at

by

oh

■

Which 1 shall

aiul (

17 IvIa-iiT Street.

riilgen. ISa*« V iol, Cluitur
.mil fr iilnlIr 8trin^fc
A f res 11 lot ot thine lino Padua F Strings. Clocks

1

m

B. B\

IIohiii.

51

Watches and

lulling tl

A

*

&c., &c.

■

W. have on hand TWEEN K HUNDRED
TIJOl
Am!' sHl.NiiLLS o( dillerenl
qualities which we
\vill -.ell ai mill prices with
added
only
freight
1 rice*
to St.
ranging from
Also se\ enty fiva> thousand Lime Staves.
lw-’
8. A. HOWES Sc CO.

Itrunlirw. A i limits.

ll«»xv<*

\

?

■

Nervous Diseases,

Sts., Bklka.si

be

great variety ot Fancy (roods.

a

Violin

Notice.

Lloyd’s

Capt. I il II AKKIMAN d Belfast,
being appoinied aurveyortor tin Anu-n
k>;an I
«y«i* lleginter for tin d ,ir.rt

hurlougTi

ON

BEST, ‘■old liv

■*«*<• It«>i

Hair ami

and

I HK

1

BtiliveN, ilurorw.
l*ortiiionry », M allelx. VUmiiii*

]

•'

<

THOMPSON

Con. Main A

MORTON’S GOLD PENS !

are re

margin.

that

Lowell, Hum.,

Practical and Analytical Chemist,
sold bv Druggists all round the world.
ly*3w38

Dealer In

Silvei
Plated ami Steel Bows. 1 hold the special
agency lor this section of the State for the Celebrated
LA/A ItllS & Mt * It IMS (i LASS FS, which have
New «ilu-^e-. of
gained -uvh univor al popularity.
ill kinds fitted to old bow-

I.ine,

this

at
tin

on

quality SEASONKl>

I give special attention to the selection ot my
.Spectacles with all grades ot quality ot (1 hisses to
-nit all ages and condition of t!>
v
s.
Set in (Jold,

to

shipping Freight by

Quested to have Si
Hillin’ ol Consignee in lull

1‘ltl'l’Alift 1) BY

Chromos,
Frames,

EVERY
J

ISTotice.

In Mutafortl’a
ia«l «•(»«-ml fiat Line Mteankerti.

I

to

elected from the Bent Makers.

tail

places

reoimt* w ith .1.
HAliPliV.
Belfast., Tec. ilNf I-

Cuptt, Of titer A Moii|i
Ladles, Etirkt, ^pooo*

EYES FOR THE BLIND.

I

Hliii»|»«>r■> af I'rviglii

their
• il

koiileitt,
All

» L?

H

AN T* ATT Kit NOVKMBKK 13th, Pirn
monger Train- will leave Helmet lor Portland,
and all
intermediate on this road at s A
M.
Mixed Train at ; P. M., con mo ting at Burnham with
Mixed Train ior \V itervilli tnd P ts-eng. r Train lor
Bangor ami ail .Station- .a-t
Trains w iii he dm in Belfast troin Boston. Port
land, and all Station- intermediate at 7:30 P. Ni.
Mixed Train troin Burnham
lim iting with train
from Bangui at 1! 6
\
M
The New Line between I>anville and Fumberiaud,
will then be open gi\ mg passengers lor Portland an
opportunity to go either way without change ot cars
Nov. y, 1»?•.*.
L. I.
LINCOLN, Sup't.

Enquire of

T4*<t

Ft

Ft.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

nence

ft’erhaps

O.

Special

The lew compositions,
which have won the contiof mankind and bewords
|come household
7 among not only one hut
[■many nation', must have
virtues,
.extraordinary

!

%

Will make but one trip per week. leaving M. Hast tor
1' M
Boston ever} il'K.'jl'Ai il
Klvl DA A at
Returning Will leavt Hu-t-.u
I1-. M.
I.KO. n. VVKI.1..S, Agent.
!>»
HJj.
Id,
Belfast,

STAVE
SLABS
houses at, wanted at
ror.t
V'. <). McKknnkv, or
<"’25
S. A. HOWES & CO.

delivered

17, Steamer

I>ic.

apt. Hr. It. KOI

(

lliimti.

PLATED WARE.

Tuesday,

KATA II D I 1ST

cliitiN, Atthinu amt
< 'oiiNumption.

Wood for Sale.

Phv IKnii«*r ami Fruit linPei,

On and after

LungN, Mill'll an CouitliK, ( olih.
lVhoo|iinir ('otig-li, (iron.

ro it

_

Style Fin** 4* old

Plated,

HOTEL
TIiomuMon.

—

kohl and Milter Tit L»il»l«»«,

New

KS

St. Hellasl

Pectoral !

Cherry

1'UBI.ISUKKS OK Till; ABOVK.

UFA

Styles and Patterns.

Mo. HO Main

8x10.

Retail Price of each, $1.50.

IKnlgc,

kold and Piaied (liamiM.

For. I .KTT’S,

HEADS!

Of the following subjects, from oil-paintings, and
I'ho Ai to ruk Finest Wokk in tiif Mai:ki:i.
Beatrice Ceuci—Guido,
lloly Fa in i ly— Rap h ael,
Mater Doloroso—Guido,
Madonna Madrid- Murillo,
Immaculate Concept ion -Murillo.
Madonna and C hi.
Murillo.

SILVER WATCHES.

New

F. A

The above are some of Champney’s best ski tches,
and are brilliant in coloring and true to Nature.
Executed in the best ruanme

Styles and Patterns.

Kiiign,
Finger Rings.

CHAMPION BltO’S. LAUNDRY SOAP. Hi-nt in
market for washing purpose*.
PACK KK’S LhiHlNlNd Sow.
He*t in the
world lor scouring and polishing all metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as by inugie.
lv 1 l'CHKN M IN Kit A L SOAP. Superior lor clean
ing Knives ami Porks.
WORKMAN’S KAVUlCin:. The bent Hard Soap
lor Mechanics, Kngiueers, Hoot and Shoe
Makers, Painters and Printers. It removes
all impurities and renders the skin clean, solt,
and smooth. A sure cure and preventive for
chapped hands. Wholesale and retail at

Size 8 1-2x1.1 1-4

A liberal discount to the trade,
PlCTlKE L)EA I.KKS,

Ear

Soap! Soap!

On the Saco River, N. II.
l ake Chocorua and Mountain,White Mountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware River.

tlii> market.

Piint,

Vt.

P'1 O T_T Ft

lyl j

O O (

more a

For

buildings’

Retail Price, $9.

SIX

--AND-

Kich

A beautiful farm situated in Belst, 3 miles from the Post office,
containing about ;■» acres of highly cultivated lands,
divided into fields, wood and pasturage.
A fim
t wo wells
dwelling house barn and out
of uever tailing water, and everything that goes to
make a first class farm. Also my dwellsng house on
corner ot High street and Corbett’s Lane, with 1 1-j
acies of line land and an excellent orchard.
For
further particulars call oil the subscriber at the last
named place.
JOHN WEST.
Belfast, Dec. 10. 1872,- tf21

Retail Price, each mounted. SI 50.

NEW STORE!

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

lar^e

AY E E

<'EXTN FOR THE

1 will pay the highest market priee tor all kinds ot
FARM PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed Hay,
Apples,
Beans, &c., &c., delivered at Lynks Wharf, In
this city.
E. A. CaLDERWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tfltf

Clyde,

SAMK ARTIST.

Size 15x24.

hereby give

the

on

BY

notice to tlie citizens ol Belfast,
that J will bo at tin* .store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from •,* until f> P. M., tor the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIEL L. PITCH KK,Cot.LireTOR.
Belfast, Sept. 20.—tf 13

I

Boston & Lowell!

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!
Size 15x24.

klOMaiu St.,

Blind,

A book of vjs pages, showing how, when and where
to advertise, md containing a list of nearly 1,000
newspapers, with much other information of interest to advertisers. Address <wBO. P. HOIVELL
A
Fiilili^herA, -41 Park Hon %>»

CHAMPNKY.

Alter B.

JOHNSON,

Attorney

t'OK

Farm for Sale.

RINES’ BLOCK, 17 Main St., Bangor, Me

E.

Line

Independent

Retail Price, $12.

FRANKLIN SEAVEY,

WM.

G.

Chromo of

published.

Size 22x27.

A W II

St., BANGOR.

at 103 Centre
ftfExamiue* from

The host

The subscriber oilers for sale the
well known Cook tarin, so called,
in Jackson. Said farm contains 1540 acres ot excel*
ant Isnd, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
It. is 1 miles from Brooks station, and
wood land's.
100 rods from 1*. <>.. and the same from a good
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town
It it abundantly supplied with water from
House.
wells and numerous
the house is a story
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn Pj by 53
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheen house, a
orchard mostly grafted fruit.
Apply to the subscriber on the place.
MOW A UI) W. ROBERTS.
tl23
Jackson, Dec. :<d, 18?

springs:

PHYSICIAN!

CLAIRVOYANT
FEE—on is

tho Finest in the Market.

to

ROYAL DESSERT!

Grould

>1 i(4N ET If

ADVERTISERS' GAZETTE,

—

■

same

Jas.

Mrs.

or

pared expressly to cure
Piles, and nothing else. Sold by all Druggists,
Price, $l.oo.

--

,,

case

upon the

CHROMOS
Atter

the

1

■

in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Koom,
from to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M. Saturdays from
9to 12 A.M.
JOHN U.QUIMBY, I'reas. ASAFAUNCK, Prest
Belfast, July 13, 1870.

UlPiles that
cerated
Dk
Pilk Rkmkdy
Bing’s
tails to cure.
It is pre-

■

■

o.

any

Bleeding, Itching

1

■

computed

REWARD.

■

—

DEPOSITS

after that, and could not have
enough of his planningjand directing skill. The most beautiful edition ever published. Printed
He went over to Relgiuui and Spain— on elegant paper, with nearly /i00 exquisite illustraProfits
and sales sure.
tions.
Everybody
he won honors.hu made money, he washed wants this noblelarge
work. For circular and terms, adoil tiie coal dust, and settled himself in dress .JOHN F. POTTER Se CO., Publishers, Phil
luxurious quiet, in green and siiiiiij Der- adelphia.
by shire.
tfC In C! Oft per day
Agents wanted! All
And all the while the man’s simple- 30 lU 34U classes of working people, of
either
sex, young or oid, make more money at work
heartedness reached back to his hoy and tor
us in their spare moments, or all the time, than
early manhood. “The engine-wright of at anything else. Particulars free. Address <i.
Killingworth, that's what 1 am,” with the STINSON Si CO., Portland, Maine.
Noithumburland burr in his speech, and
that’s what he was to the day of his death
—sixty-six years old
Not a man ot the highest inventive
genius, hut gifted with rare skill in o.on■eiitrating hints, half successes, isolated
discoveries. Quiet, patient, tearless, wasting few words, not clamorous for opportunity, letting occasion require him, and
then shaping circumstance to highest
possibility. A man who, living, wrought
with a simple iiitentness just short of inspiration—wlio, dying, left sufficient witness in his work.
AN UNFAILING REMEDY.
Pleasant lo take, and cures all Lung Complaints,
Sec. Sample bottles tnd circulars tree by all Drug
Our Legislators.
gists.
Large bottles, Mj cents. S. A. HOWES
& Co., Belfast, Wholesale Agents.
Sold by all
Mr. Owen of the Kennebec Journal,has Druggists.

prepared

Penny Earned.”

Saved is a

made on or before the 1st of any
month, will be placed upon interest every
mouth, (except May and November) and interest

Pilgrim’s Progress.

Kngland accepted George Stephenson

■

'*

“A Penny

AgentN Wanted for Itun.van’M

as a success

The Senate is composed of ;il members.
There is no choice of one of the members
from Somerset county.
Of the 31 members elected all are republicans; 13 were
\, .-\vr*'t-\oi'-ed lords will wander in their
-hade
Then he was appointed engine-wrighl at formerly Whigs, 7 were Democrats, and
10 have always been Republicans.
The
in m stir and turbuh
and was a made man, with
Ivillingworth,
d ovi.s otl-pring unafraid—
oldest member is Senator Pennell of Cuma hundred
a
pounds
year.
n_-bird-ol a hundred summer-hence.
who is 70 years of ago. and the
He was not the only man possessed with berland,
1 !. i;iv
st are Senators
fri**nd, who muse and smile the steam demon.
Kennedy of WaldoYears api the idea of young,
I r:,—i taii' ii ■<—we >hai! be, hv then,
boro and O'Brion of York, who are 34
locomotive power of steam had
the
!111j
pre1, and wan :—so little while
sented itself in some uneasy brain. Mur- each. Seven of the members are between
V. >!.
-! p:
orn-, and makes wrecks ot
dock in 17si), and others after him. had 30 and to, seven between 4o and 50, eight
Florence 1‘kkly.
between 50 and 60, and seven between tit'
set tli"
hissing little furies tearing over the and 70. Thirteen were born in the State,
Sibyl.
country, scaring slow going people out of four out ot the
State, and twelve in the
their everyday wits.
Their inyentious
< *
idi" ic--. pitiless winter,
towns where they now reside, four reran. certainly, Imt it was away from, and
f‘i w 'li a breath I eou'.kl have
you away!
^
Ivijig. my Sibyl i- dying,
with their makers, often enough, dashinc eeived a collegiate education, ten an
'*
•!'
-igliing and dying lbr May !
themseivesinto ignominious wret k against academical, and ’.he remainder had only
the advantages ottered in the common
> ^
: v
dling. o wind.-rough!'
liing* stone walls, and in swamps. There wen- schools:
twenty-three have had legislative
•’
no railways except in
hilltop, trom dee:* unto deep
far-otf
benighted
i!
b-M,i
with vottr calling, ami rising and coal
and they were clumsy experience. twenty-six arc married and
counties,
laid ug—
three single.
tracks, only suited to the «sh>w, heavy j
h vnt o’ bv li t (jiiiet heautv t.» sleep!
The profession or
is as foiears—wooden
weighted
tramways
at
lii>-, lows: Farmers, 5; occupation
!>
Mo
in literigh: little wings
lawyers,
3;
the blue cast-iron afterwards. On these
I
Trevethick can tile
lord-!
business, 3; farmer and lumberha I set his engine, running with toi)the i |
t"
a!:ui,i-• n* the skie- i*’ |he springs !
man. 1;
lumberman, 1; merchants, fi>;
wheels on cogged vails.
i1 -h1!i*
1*1 imbiT.ll.»• *«I all ln r dim chamber—
Blenkinsop had master mariner. 1 ; insurance
1
agent, 1 ;
'due-birds, tly quick to her window-, and one working on the Wylam road. It must |
tanner, I; physicians, 2; merchant and
-ini: !
have been
something like tin- Mother manufacturer,
1; farmer and lawyer, 1;
(biose hero who ran fifteen miles ;a ,i\
i.- and w id ro-.- O u ,id pink- and rose-!
tanm-r and surveyor. 1;
\ :
superintendent
iVeta d with drifts of black leaves ,*i tie
days. This one ran five miles in six .mis,
granite work.-. 1 : merchant and lumberwoods:
and had horses along to
;■
out
of
keep
ic »■
h." k- i-ed and burning, and restlessly
man. 1, editor. 1.
Religion as follows:
trouble ! I: had been demonstrated beNo religions preferences, 6 [Jniversalist,
fthiing.
yond dispute that a smooth wheel would
eirm v on ’o hasten to the life o' .our buds.
6; Oongregationulist, 5; Free Baptist, 4;
not revolve on a smooth s>n lace.
T re!i.*s,
beautiful, 1 eautitu! lilies!
Baptist, 2 : Liberal.2; Unitarian,1 ; Methomained
lor
with
lieroi
istiStephenson,
I
and fi-t in out prlsot| ,,t gloom :
dist, 1 : Olhodox, 1 ; Kpiscopal, 1
to
their
f.. ie r tiug'-r- -o
certainties
naey,
disprove
j. ndor. her bosom so tendei,
l»y the
The House is composed ot 151 members,
I charm you to wake and break into bloom!
unanswerable argument of success.’
in
and Mr. Owen has .succeeded in
obtaining
TS14 tin tirst smooth wheeled
•
engine ran the biographies of all but twelve members]
inlets, under the still’, sleety grasses!
down tie- Ivillingworth railway, icing its
i1"•
-Oft a- The blue o’ the ski**Of these one hundred and
-1'
thirty-nine, 120
bold of the slow. -lidin
work at the rate of three miles an hour.
sunbeams, j
are Republicans, 12
Democrats, 3 Indecharm you
Ife had not handled pick and liar for
Ft1 in durl.rn
and dentil bv the light of h r
pendent, and 3 Liberal. Thirty-eight of
nothing. His underground trairnf. had the members were
formerly Whin's, 12
taught him the horrible lurking forces of
Democrats, and 2 Free-soilcrs.
I * «11 1 !-. dali’odll>. sun licking dntlbd
TwentyMiners wrought in ieopardv
fire-damp.
one of the Republicans have
Waiting I"r April to kiss yon alive :
bealways
hour.
this
About
time
there
every
was
lb- 11'< dazzling fall o! die
long, \a ,lo\v tre-ses an
longed to that party, and five of the Demoin
the
in
his
A b nit lier \v11it<* shoulder,]
explosion
colliery
charge. crats have always voted that ticket. Two
charge vou revive.
It never occurred to him that
>
(Jeorgo Liberals were formerly Republicans.
dui-i»*s, \“ modi-i ami m»-ek little daisies,
Sf<
owed
more
to
seienei
than to
-o
phenson
open ol h**ar:. urn! so fair in tin* lb* e,
The oldest member is Oliver Mower ot
He
headed
a
•ui*- back to the border- and bed- of her
rescuing party, Greene, who is 7(1 years ot age. Peter C.
gar- .humanity.
and down at the bottom of tie* mine, in
«len—
I eh arm m.ii l»v all her
Keegan ui Madawaska continues tin
the heat and damp, and
tiu-peal. able grace!
sutloeating smells, youngest member, being 24 years ot age.
he
-'thought” something might be done f ive ot the members are between the
by n 'lilh- purph*,
royally purple,
aces
uni*
eom- to us, spite rd |h<* wiut' t-tern
to pvi vent such occurrences in the luture.
oi 20 and 30,
thirty between 30 and to.
frown :
And the e-delusion of the
was,
though)
( harm sou to .oun bv the < o|or -h >t over
between to and .50, and thirty-six
that in October, lslo, his safety lamp was titty-six
i in* soft -ilk' ii s|ei-vt* of her liolida gown.
between 50 and tin, and thirteen between
-ueecssfully tested in Ivillingworth mine. fiO and 7o. Fifty-five were born in
U ild \\ 'ui- r. di car winter, wild,
the
pit ile-s winter! That w:i> a month before Sir Huniphery
Slate. 15 out ot tho State, 3 out of the
I won 1
*A uli a breath ! could have
you awa> ! Davy gav< his experiment to
eritipublic
M v "ii>s 1
l\ big. mv sihvi i- dying,
eountrv, and !o in the towns they now
i'111.; bill the lillcd philosopher disputed
i
i' ii.
iml si lung and dving tor M tv.
represent. S:\ieen have received a coltie' working-man’s claim.
A 11- !•• *
t:'
Stephenson legiate education. 30 an academical eduprinted a pamphlet in I'.nglish as nervous cation, and the remainder have
had the
e his liaminer stroke-. asserted she orieiadvantages of the town or common school
The fngine-wright of Killinqworth.
natin ol his idea. and gave Davy credit
36
have
had
only ;
legislative experience,
The northern coal men and
A collier's lull ilmvn there in the north- ! tor his own.
the members are all married men with
1 ni
:i) legions. Smoko and < in i made up -i testimonial of -i thousand Ihe
hnglish
of
eleven.
exception
h'lthe hnr.f.’st manual labor from ! pound--, mil Stephenson lelt the quarrel,
I he profession or
occupation is ns pillb- had something else, to do.
"■ “h’- •111' 1 loovook
straitest
1*11(1,
lows
Farmers, 34 farmers and lumberpover- j
His new engine was in working order
t >. o11'I tli.
of
an
ivriaintv
unvarying |
men, 6; fanner- and traders, 4; farmers
a
loi- v little wretch, pulling its waste
moiiolonou- struggle. that was the life on
and teachers, 4; tanners and manusteam
with
otfenee
to
the
great
: i"!i I..
savagely,
facturers. 2; lawyers. 25: merchants 21;
Stephenson .'Io‘n<01 his baby
irs of men.
And here he stumbled into
merchant and millwright. I : manufacHiii natmv tail "Ivon him some odds. an improvement that more than doubled turers,
:
mercantile business, 2: comHe turned his
! 11~ tntliiT, ,1 thin,careworn, gentle man” the worth of his work
mercial business, I ; mechanic, 1 ; mason
waste
sto-nii
found
that
it
in
up chimney,
'•aieworn we
may easily imagine him
1; editors. 2
clergymen, 1; insurance
ci-easi-d the draught, md general capacity
to tie. willi in
ailing wile, amt six hungry ol
agents. 4
physicians, 3. druggist, I ;
the
In
ISIS
his
ngiiie.
new
loernno
lo'llll
teed. ill'i
We] Ve -hillings a
teacher and manufacturer. 1 : tanner and
week to ilo ii with—hail the grain of a I live had the steam I>1 !. and the ‘tine mmc leather
mamitaelurer,
lumbermen,
Jentli man mnler the grime amt tiannel nt model was used in digging lvillingworth •' lumber dealer, 1 ;
shipbuilders, 4 millcoal for forty year
In- 'laxwork.
I was just the twenty
and
millman. i ; shipwright, 1 ;
wright
nr
hour-’ full effort to get bread an.I
In 1SI t came tie* general peace in
shipmaster. 1; carpenters, 4; stove and
Trade and commerce took a tinware mamilaetures,
I'm;-' ! w a1! these
irrowill'r v-iling Europe
J; iron busines. 1 :
l et In- s..mellow found time tin
amIresh -tart.
ihtire vvus a great rushing
siip’-riatendent granite works, 1 ; agent,
t'-il hi. ivli ie In- Ieiiiiei! his engine to and fro among the people.
T-avcl I 1
innholder, I ; boarding-housekeeper.
i1
( rnsoe, a ml the wiimler>n
eoacli
wheels. pietur* sque j I clerk. 1 caulker. 1.
swung
11'
ii'
the A a'.iian Nights, kept his enongh ’mt too slow for the demands of
I be religion is as follows:
Congreoamia /ination I mm sheer starvation.
Those northern engine. pant- lionalist. 3!t; k ree
| the
Baptist, 17 1 niversaIt
!ll ilie mental training
Giairge ing ii| 1 heir heavy grades. began to make let. 17; Baptist, l:i Methodist, 13; LibI, el in Iniv!■. youth. There must be no their breathings heard to the general
x
''
aI
Unitarian, 7 ; Homan Catholic,
|
il els a a X ultmmberlau ! eollier's puldi.
Stephenson laiuiel.i-d himsell into
1: Orthodox, I, OhvisKpiseopalian,
ei- 11'* 111
tin- railroad world became tin- fian, ] ;
WI .-ii ie- was nine years o’el prophecy
1 ; no religious
Spiritualist,
prefer! h,- n'si
ii
wages—-twopence ( ilav great highway for the king and all his ences, 4tt.
e.vanil while those ileliber- ! subjects, and ai! the lesser -powers stood
s
o
L/ei] nut ruminated, lie was by and reviled. But in IM-g_’ he built
I'm. Seasons.
Summer would not be
\p'" a ■nli"" wiih hoi low wend stalks eight miles of railway for the Helton halt so sweet if there was nothin*? but
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